Books at CCSU from the Hartford Feminist Library

This list is in alphabetical order by book title.

TITLE = 60 WORDS A MINUTE AND WHAT DO YOU GET? : CLERICAL WORKERS TODAY / BY JEAN TEPPERMEN.
AUTHOR = Teppermen, Jean.
CALL # = HF5501 T4.

TITLE = ABOUT MEN / BY PHYLLIS CHESLER.
AUTHOR = Chesler, Phyllis.
CALL # = HQ1090 C48 1980.

TITLE = THE ABSENCE OF THE DEAD IS THEIR WAY OF APPEARING / MARY WINFREY TRAUTMANN.
AUTHOR = Trautmann, Mary Winfrey.
CALL # = RJ416 L4 T73 1984.

TITLE = ACROSS THE GREAT RIVER / IRENE BELTRAN HERNANDEZ.
AUTHOR = Hernandez, Irene Beltran, 1945-
CALL # = PS3558 E6873 A65 1989.

TITLE = ADRIENNE RICH'S POETRY : TEXTS OF THE POEMS : THE POET ON HER WORK : REVIEWS AND CRITICISM / SELECTED AND EDITED BY BARBARA CHARLESWORTH GELPI, ALBERT GELPI.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
PUBLISHER = New York : Norton, [1975].
CALL # = PS3535 I233 A6 1975.

TITLE = THE ADVENTURES OF ALYX / JOANNA RUSS.
AUTHOR = Russ, Joanna, 1937-
CALL # = PS3568 U763 A68 1983.

TITLE = AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR WOMEN : A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR WOMEN AND MANAGEMENT / DOROTHY JONGEWARD, DRU SCOTT.
AUTHOR = Jongeward, Dorothy.
CALL # = HD6058 J65 1975.

TITLE = AFTER THE FIRE / BY JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
CALL # = PR9199.3 R78 A69 1989.

TITLE = AFTER THE PROM : SHORT STORIES / BY HADDEN LUCE ; WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY SONYA JONES.
AUTHOR = Luce, Hadden.
CALL # = PS3562 U23 A7.

TITLE = AFTER THE STROKE : A JOURNAL / BY MAY SARTON.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-
CALL # = PS3537 A832 Z462 1988.

TITLE = AGAINST OUR WILL : MEN, WOMEN, AND RAPE / SUSAN BROWNMILLER.
AUTHOR = Brownmiller, Susan.
PUBLISHER = New York : Simon and Schuster, [1975].
CALL # = HV6558 B76.

TITLE = AGAINST OUR WILL : MEN, WOMEN, AND RAPE / SUSAN BROWNMILLER.
AUTHOR = Brownmiller, Susan.
CALL # = HV6558 B76 1976.

TITLE = AGAINST SADOMASOCHISM : A RADICAL FEMINIST ANALYSIS / EDITED BY ROBIN LINDEN ... [ET AL.].
AUTHOR = Linden, Robin Ruth ; Pagano, Darlene R. ; Russell, Diana E.H. ; Star, Susan Leigh - EDITORS.
CALL # = HQ79 A35 1982.

TITLE = AGAINST THE SEASON / JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
CALL # = PS3568 U4 A65 1975.

TITLE = AIDS HEALTH SERVICES AT THE CROSSROADS : LESSONS FOR COMMUNITY CARE / VICTORIA D. WEISFELD, EDITOR.

TITLE = AIDS : THE WOMEN / EDITED BY INES RIEDER AND PATRICIA RUPPELT.

TITLE = AIN'T NO WHERE WE CAN RUN : HANDBOOK FOR WOMEN ON THE NUCLEAR MENTALITY / BY SUSAN KOEN AND NINA SWAIM.
AUTHOR = Koen, Susan.
PUBLISHER = [Norwich, VT : WAND, c1980].
CALL # = HD9698 U52 K63 1980.

TITLE = ALBUQUERQUE : COMING BACK TO THE U.S.A. / MARGARET RANDALL.
AUTHOR = Randall, Margaret, 1936-
CALL # = PS3535 A56277 Z463 1986.

TITLE = ALICE'S WORLD : THE LIFE AND PHOTOGRAPHY OF AN AMERICAN ORIGINAL, ALICE AUSTEN, 1866-1952 / BY ANN NOVOTNY ; PREF. BY OLIVER JENSEN.
AUTHOR = Novotny, Ann.
PUBLISHER = Old Greenwich, Conn. : Chatham Press, c1976.
CALL # = TR140 A83 N67.

TITLE = ALICE'S WORLD : THE LIFE AND PHOTOGRAPHY OF AN AMERICAN ORIGINAL, ALICE AUSTEN, 1866-1952 / BY ANN NOVOTNY ; PREF. BY OLIVER JENSEN.
AUTHOR = Novotny, Ann.
PUBLISHER = Old Greenwich, Conn. : Chatham Press, c1976.
CALL # = TR140 A83 N67.

TITLE = ALIX DOBKIN'S ADVENTURES IN WOMEN'S MUSIC / [WRITTEN BY ALIX DOBKIN].
AUTHOR = Dobkin, Alix.

TITLE = ALL OUR KIN : STRATEGIES FOR SURVIVAL IN A BLACK COMMUNITY / CAROL B. STACK.
AUTHOR = Stack, Carol B.
CALL # = E185.86 S697 1975a.

TITLE = ALL OUR LIVES : A WOMEN'S SONGBOOK / [EDITED BY JOYCE CHENEY, MARCIA DEIHL, AND DEBORAH SILVERSTEIN].
CALL # = M1977 W64 A4.

TITLE = ALL OUT : A NOVEL / BY JUDITH ALGUIRE.  
AUTHOR = Alguire, Judith.  
CALL # = PR9199.3 A368 A74 1988.

TITLE = ALL THE MUSCLE YOU NEED : AN ELIZA PIREX MYSTERY / DIANA MCRAE.  
AUTHOR = McRae, Diana, 1951-.  
CALL # = PS3563 C68 A78 1988.

TITLE = AN ALMANAC OF LESBIAN LORE AND VISION / BY LEE LANNING AND VERNETTE HART.  
AUTHOR = Lanning, Lee.  
PUBLISHER = Minneapolis, Minn. : Word Weavers, 1981-.  
CALL # = HQ75.5 L26 1981.

TITLE = ALTERNATE MEANS OF TRANSPORT : POEMS / BY CYNTHIA MACDONALD.  
AUTHOR = Macdonald, Cynthia.  
CALL # = PS3563 A276 A93 1985.

TITLE = AMATEUR CITY / KATHERINE V. FORREST.  
AUTHOR = Forrest, Katherine V., 1939-.  
CALL # = PS3556 O737 A8 1984.

TITLE = AMAZON EXPEDITION; A LESBIAN FEMINIST ANTHOLOGY. EDITED BY PHYLLIS BIRKBY [AND OTHERS].  
CALL # = HQ76.5 A42.

TITLE = AMAZON ODYSSEY : [COLLECTION OF WRITINGS] / TI-GRACE ATKINSON.  
AUTHOR = Atkinson, Ti-Grace.  
CALL # = HQ1426 A84.

TITLE = THE AMAZON OF LETTERS : THE LIFE AND LOVES OF NATALIE BARNEY / BY GEORGE WICKES.  
AUTHOR = Wickes, George.
CALL # = BL325 F4 S76 1991.

TITLE = ANCIENT MIRRORS OF WOMANHOOD : OUR GODDESS AND HEROINE HERITAGE / MERLIN STONE ; ILLUSTRATED BY CYNTHIA STONE.
AUTHOR = Stone, Merlin.
CALL # = BL325 F4 S76.

TITLE = AND EVERY ONE OF US A WITCH / JEAN SIRIUS ; DRAWINGS BY BILLIE POTTS ; PHOTOGRAPHY BY ELISABETH GRIGGS.
AUTHOR = Sirius, Jean.
PUBLISHER = [Iowa City : Iowa City Women's Press, c1979].
CALL # = PS3569 I7 W6 1979b.

TITLE = ANGELA DAVIS--AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY [BY] ANGELA DAVIS.
AUTHOR = Davis, Angela Yvonne, 1944- 
CALL # = E185.97 D23 A32.

TITLE = ANNAPURNA, A WOMAN'S PLACE / ARLENE BLUM ; FOREWORD BY MAURICE HERZOG.
AUTHOR = Blum, Arlene, 1945- 
CALL # = GV199.44 N462 A563 1983.

TITLE = ANNAPURNA, A WOMAN'S PLACE / ARLENE BLUM ; FOREWORD BY MAURICE HERZOG.
AUTHOR = Blum, Arlene, 1945- 
CALL # = GV199.44 N462 A563.

TITLE = ANNA'S COUNTRY / ELIZABETH LANG.
AUTHOR = Lang, Elizabeth.
CALL # = PS3562 A48469 A83.

TITLE = ANNIE OAKLEY AND OTHER POEMS / BY MS. PAT REYNOLDS.
AUTHOR = Reynolds, Pat.
PUBLISHER = Forestville, CT : Pat D'Angelo Reynolds.
CALL # = PS3568 E484 A55.

TITLE = ANOTHER MOTHER TONGUE : GAY WORDS, GAY WORLDS / JUDY GRAHN.
AUTHOR = Grahn, Judy, 1940-
CALL # = HQ76.25 U5 G73 1984.

TITLE = ANOTHER MOTHER TONGUE : GAY WORDS, GAY WORLDS / JUDY GRAHN.
AUTHOR = Grahn, Judy, 1940-
CALL # = HQ76.25 U5 G73 1984.

TITLE = APARTHEID U.S.A. / AUDRE LORDE. OUR COMMON ENEMY, OUR COMMON CAUSE : FREEDOM ORGANIZING IN THE EIGHTIES / MERLE WOO.
AUTHOR = Lorde, Audre.
CALL # = E184 A1 L66 1986.

TITLE = ARE WOMEN HUMAN? / BY DOROTHY SAYERS ; INTROD. BY MARY MCDERMOTT SHIDELER.
AUTHOR = Sayers, Dorothy L. (Dorothy Leigh), 1893-1957.
CALL # = HQ1154 S27 1971.

TITLE = ARIADNE / BY JUNE RACHUY BRINDEL.
AUTHOR = Brindel, June Rachuy.
CALL # = PS3552 R483 A88.

TITLE = ARIEL / BY SYLVIA PLATH.
AUTHOR = Plath, Sylvia.
CALL # = PS3566 L27 A7 1966.

TITLE = THE ART OF GROWING; A GUIDE TO PSYCHOLOGICAL MATURITY.
AUTHOR = Nixon, Robert E.
PUBLISHER = New York, Random House [1962].
CALL # = BF710 N5.

TITLE = AS THE ROAD CURVES : RAMSEY TAKES OFF / BY ELIZABETH DEAN.
AUTHOR = Dean, Elizabeth.
CALL # = PS3554 E162 A7 1988.

TITLE = AS WE ARE NOW; A NOVEL.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-
PUBLISHER = New York, Norton [1973].
CALL # = PS3537 A832 A83 1973.
TITLE = ASSAULTS & RITUALS : STORIES / BY SANDY BOUCHER.
AUTHOR = Boucher, Sandy.
CALL # = PS3552 O825 A8.

TITLE = THE ASSERTIVE WOMAN / BY STANLEE PHELPS AND NANCY AUSTIN.
AUTHOR = Phelps, Stanlee.
PUBLISHER = [San Luis Obispo, Ca.] : IMPACT, c1975.
CALL # = HQ1206 P44.

TITLE = AT LARGE / ELLEN GOODMAN.
AUTHOR = Goodman, Ellen.
CALL # = AC8 G7619 1983.

TITLE = AUGUST : A NOVEL / BY JUDITH ROSSNER.
AUTHOR = Rossner, Judith.
CALL # = PS3568 O848 A94 1984.

TITLE = AUTOBIOGRAPHIE TIREE DES oeUVRES DE COLETTE. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
CALL # = PQ2605 O28 Z5.

TITLE = THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ALICE B. TOKLAS ..
AUTHOR = Stein, Gertrude, 1874-1946.
PUBLISHER = New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company [c1933].
CALL # = PS3537 T323 Z5.

TITLE = THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MOTHER JONES / EDITED BY MARY FIELD PARTON ; FOREWORD BY CLARENCE DARROW ; INTROD. AND BIBLIOGRAPHY BY FRED THOMPSON.
AUTHOR = Jones, Mother 1843?-1930.
CALL # = HD8073 J6 A3 1976.

TITLE = AVAILABLE LIGHT / BY MARGE PIERCY.
AUTHOR = Piercy, Marge.
CALL # = PS3566 I4 A94 1988.

TITLE = THE AWAKENING [BY] KATE CHOPIN.
AUTHOR = Chopin, Kate, 1851-1904.
CALL # = PS1294 C7 A9 1972.

TITLE = THE AWFUL ROWING TOWARD GOD / ANNE SEXTON.
AUTHOR = Sexton, Anne.
CALL # = PS3537 E915 A95.

TITLE = BALANCING ACTS / LYNNE SHARON SCHWARTZ.
AUTHOR = Schwartz, Lynne Sharon.
CALL # = PS3569 C567 B3 1981.

TITLE = THE BAR STORIES : A NOVEL AFTER ALL / NISA DONNELLY.
AUTHOR = Donnelly, Nisa.
CALL # = PS3554 O532 B37 1989.

TITLE = LA BATARDE / VIOLETTE LEDUC ; WITH A FORWARD BY SIMONE DE BEAUVIOR ; TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY DEREK COLTMAN.
AUTHOR = Leduc, Violette, 1907 - 1972.
CALL # = PQ2623 E3657 B3 1976.

TITLE = BATTERED WIVES / BY DEL MARTIN.
AUTHOR = Martin, Del.
CALL # = HV6626 M35.

TITLE = THE BEACON BOOK OF QUOTATIONS BY WOMEN / COMPILED BY ROSALIE MAGGIO.
CALL # = PN6081.5 B43 1992.

TITLE = THE BEANS OF EGYPT, MAINE / CAROLYN CHUTE.
AUTHOR = Chute, Carolyn.
CALL # = PS3553 H87 B4 1985.
TITLE = BEAUTIFUL MERCHANDISE : PROSTITUTION IN CHINA, 1860-1936 / SUE GRONEWOLD.
AUTHOR = Gronewold, Sue.
CALL # = HQ250 A5 G76 1985.

TITLE = BECOMING WOMAN : THE QUEST FOR WHOLESNESS IN FEMALE EXPERIENCE / PENEOPE WASHBOURN.
AUTHOR = Washbourn, Penelope.
CALL # = HQ1206 W27 1977.

TITLE = BEEBO BRINKER / BY ANN BANNON.
AUTHOR = Bannon, Ann.
CALL # = PS3552 A495 B4 1983.

TITLE = BEEBO BRINKER / BY ANN BANNON.
AUTHOR = Bannon, Ann.
CALL # = PS3552 A495 B4 1983.

TITLE = THE BEE'S KISS / BY SHIRLEY VEREL.
AUTHOR = Verel, Shirley.
CALL # = PR6072 E58 B4 1989.

TITLE = BEGIN AT START. SOME THOUGHTS ON PERSONAL LIBERATION AND WORLD CHANGE.
AUTHOR = Negrin, Su.
CALL # = HM136 N43.

TITLE = BEGINNING WITH O / OLGA BROUMAS ; FOREWORD BY STANLEY KUNITZ.
AUTHOR = Broumas, Olga, 1949-
CALL # = PS3552 R6819 B4.

TITLE = BEGINNING WITH O / OLGA BROUMAS ; FOREWORD BY STANLEY KUNITZ.
AUTHOR = Broumas, Olga, 1949-
CALL # = PS3552 R6819 B4.
TITLE = BEHIND A MASK : THE UNKNOWN THRILLERS OF LOUISA MAY ALCOTT / EDITED AND WITH AN INTROD. BY MADELEINE STERN.
AUTHOR = Alcott, Louisa May, 1832-1888.
CALL # = PS1017 B4 1975.

TITLE = BERNICE : A COMEDY IN LETTERS / BY GEORGIA JO RESSMEYER.
AUTHOR = Ressmeyer, Georgia Jo, 1947-
CALL # = PS3568 E74 B4 1984.

TITLE = BERNICE : A COMEDY IN LETTERS / BY GEORGIA JO RESSMEYER.
AUTHOR = Ressmeyer, Georgia Jo, 1947-
CALL # = PS3568 E74 B4 1984.

TITLE = THE BEST KEPT SECRET : SEXUAL ABUSE OF CHILDREN / FLORENCE RUSH.
AUTHOR = Rush, Florence, 1918-
CALL # = HQ71 R87.

TITLE = THE BEST KEPT SECRET : SEXUAL ABUSE OF CHILDREN / FLORENCE RUSH ; [INTRODUCTION BY SUSAN BROWNMILLER].
AUTHOR = Rush, Florence, 1918-
CALL # = HQ71 R87 1981.

TITLE = THE BEST SHORT STORIES BY NEGRO WRITERS; AN ANTHOLOGY FROM 1899 TO THE PRESENT.
AUTHOR = Hughes, Langston, 1902-1967, ed.
PUBLISHER = Boston, Little, Brown [1967].
CALL # = PS647 A35 B47 1967.

TITLE = BETRAYAL OF INNOCENCE : INCEST AND ITS DEVASTATION / SUSAN FORWARD AND CRAIG BUCK.
AUTHOR = Forward, Susan.
CALL # = RC560 I53 F67 1979.

TITLE = BETWEEN FRIENDS / BY GILLIAN E. HANSCOMBE.
AUTHOR = Hanscombe, Gillian E.
CALL # = PS3558 A5115 B4 1982.
TITLE = BEYOND GOD THE FATHER : TOWARD A PHILOSOPHY OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION / BY MARY DALY.
AUTHOR = Daly, Mary.
call # = HQ1154 D3 1974.

TITLE = BEYOND GOD THE FATHER : TOWARD A PHILOSOPHY OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION / BY MARY DALY.
AUTHOR = Daly, Mary.
call # = HQ1154 D3 1974.

TITLE = BEYOND GOD THE FATHER: TOWARD A PHILOSOPHY OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION.
AUTHOR = Daly, Mary.
PUBLISHER = Boston, Beacon Press [1973].
call # = HQ1154 D3.

TITLE = BEYOND SUGAR AND SPICE : HOW WOMEN GROW, LEARN, AND THRIVE / CARYL RIVERS, ROSALIND BARNETT AND GRACE BARUCH.
AUTHOR = Rivers, Caryl.
call # = HQ777 R58 1981.

TITLE = BEYOND SUGAR AND SPICE : HOW WOMEN GROW, LEARN, AND THRIVE / BY CARYL RIVERS, GRACE BARUCH, AND ROSALIND BARNETT.
AUTHOR = Rivers, Caryl.
call # = HQ777 R58.

TITLE = BIBLIOTECA FEMINA : A HERSTORY OF BOOK COLLECTIONS CONCERNING WOMEN / BY MARYANN TURNER ; AND ILLUSTRATED BY ELLEN TURNER.
AUTHOR = Turner, Maryann, 1948-
PUBLISHER = [s.l.] : Celebrating Women Production ; [Warrensburg, NY : to order send to Buckwheat Turner], c1978.
call # = Z7961 T86.

TITLE = THE BIOGRAPHY OF ALICE B. TOKLAS / BY LINDA SIMON.
AUTHOR = Simon, Linda, 1946-
call # = PS3537 T323 Z823.

TITLE = BIRD-EYES / MADELYN ARNOLD.
AUTHOR = Arnold, Madelynn.

TITLE = THE BIRDCAGE, A NOVEL.
AUTHOR = Bowen, John, 1924-
CALL # = PR6052 O85 B5 1962.

TITLE = THE BLACK AND WHITE OF IT / ANN ALLEN SHOCKLEY.
AUTHOR = Shockley, Ann Allen.
CALL # = PS3569 H568 B5.

TITLE = THE BLACK AND WHITE OF IT / ANN ALLEN SHOCKLEY.
AUTHOR = Shockley, Ann Allen.
CALL # = PS3569 H568 B5.

TITLE = BLACK CANDLE : POEMS ABOUT WOMEN FROM INDIA, PAKISTAN, AND
BANGLADESH / CHITRA BANERJEE DIVAKARUNI.
AUTHOR = Divakaruni, Chitra Banerjee, 1956-
PUBLISHER = Corvallis, Or. : Calyx Books, c1991.
CALL # = PS3554 I86 B53 1991.

TITLE = BLACK DOG : POEMS / MARGO LOCKWOOD.
AUTHOR = Lockwood, Margo.
CALL # = PS3562 O278 B55 1986.

TITLE = BLACK-EYED SUSANS : CLASSIC STORIES BY AND ABOUT BLACK
WOMEN / EDITED AND WITH AN INTROD. BY MARY HELEN WASHINGTON.
CALL # = PS647 N35 B53.

TITLE = BLACK LESBIANS : AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY / COMPILED BY JR
ROBERTS ; FOREWORD BY BARBARA SMITH.
AUTHOR = Roberts, JR, 1942-
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 R6.

TITLE = THE BLACK UNICORN : POEMS / BY AUDRE LORDE.
AUTHOR = Lorde, Audre.
CALL # = PS3562 O75 B55 1978.
TITLE = CACTUS / BY ANNA WILSON.
AUTHOR = Wilson, Anna.
CALL # = PR6073 I 4394 C32.

TITLE = THE CANCER JOURNALS / AUDRE LORDE.
AUTHOR = Lorde, Audre.
CALL # = RC280 B8 L58.

TITLE = CARLOTTA AND THE SCIENTIST / WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY PATRICIA RILEY LENTHALL FOR MARY CLARKE.
AUTHOR = Lenthall, Patricia Riley.
CALL # = LENTHALL.

TITLE = CARRIED AWAY : THE CHRONICLES OF A FEMINIST CARTOONIST / ABBE SMITH.
AUTHOR = Smith, Abbe.
CALL # = NC1429 S5 C3 1984.

TITLE = CARRIED AWAY : THE CHRONICLES OF A FEMINIST CARTOONIST / ABBE SMITH.
AUTHOR = Smith, Abbe.
CALL # = NC1429 S5 C3 1984.

TITLE = CELEBRATIONS OF DAUGHTERHOOD : POETRY FOR YOUNG GIRLS / SUELENN M. FAST ; GINA L. SERMAN, EDITOR.
AUTHOR = Fast, Suellen M., 1953-
CALL # = PS3556 A8 C4 1988.

TITLE = CHANGE NOW! TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS IN GROUPS; AN INTRODUCTION TO CONTRACTUAL TREATMENT FOR PERSONAL CHANGE.
AUTHOR = Holloway, William H.
CALL # = RC489 T7 H65.

TITLE = CHAOS OF THE NIGHT : WOMEN'S POETRY AND VERSE OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR / EDITED AND INTRODUCED BY CATHERINE W. REILLY.
TITLE = CHARMED CIRCLE, GERTRUDE STEIN & COMPANY / BY JAMES R. MELLOW.
AUTHOR = Mellow, James R.
call # = PS3537 T323 Z72 1975.

TITLE = CHARTING NEW WATERS : POEMS, SATIRE, COLUMNS, AND CARTOONS / BY CHOCOLATE WATERS ; [ILLUSTRATIONS, JANET FONS].
AUTHOR = Waters, Chocolate.
call # = PS3573 A817 C5.

TITLE = CHERI, AND THE LAST OF CHERI. [TRANSLATED BY ROGER SENHOUSE].
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
call # = PQ2605 O28 C51 1974.

TITLE = THE CHICAGO HOME / LINNEA JOHNSON.
AUTHOR = Johnson, Linnea, 1911-
call # = PS3560 O379745 C47 1986.

TITLE = CHICANA CREATIVITY AND CRITICISM : CHARTING NEW FRONTIERS IN AMERICAN LITERATURE / EDITED BY MARIA HERRERA-SOBEK AND HELENA MARIA VIRAMONTES.
call # = PS508 M4 C52 1988.

TITLE = CHILDREN AND YOUTH IN ACTION : PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES AND SPORTS / MARIE RILEY ... [ET AL.].
call # = GV443 C485 1980.

TITLE = CHOICE YEARS : HEALTH, HAPPINESS, AND BEAUTY THROUGH MENOPAUSE AND BEYOND / JUDITH PAIGE AND PAMELA GORDON.
AUTHOR = Paige, Judith.
call # = RG186 P35 1993.

TITLE = CHRIS / RANDY SALEM.
AUTHOR = Salem, Randy.
call # = PS3569 A45935 C47 1968.
TITLE = THE CHURCH AND THE SECOND SEX / MARY DALY, WITH THE FEMINIST POSTCHRISTIAN INTRODUCTION AND NEW ARCHAIC AFTERWORDS BY THE AUTHOR.
AUTHOR = Daly, Mary.
CALL # = HQ1394 D28 1985.

TITLE = THE CITY OF HERMITS : A NOVEL / BY GINA COVINA.
AUTHOR = Covina, Gina.
CALL # = PS3553 O882 C5 1983.

TITLE = CITY OF SORCERY / MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY.
AUTHOR = Bradley, Marion Zimmer.
CALL # = PS3552 R228 C561 1984.

TITLE = CLAIMING AN IDENTITY THEY TAUGHT ME TO DESPISE / MICHELLE CLIFF.
AUTHOR = Cliff, Michelle.
CALL # = PR9265.9 C55 C58 1980.

TITLE = CLASS AND FEMINISM; A COLLECTION OF ESSAYS FROM THE FURIES, EDITED BY CHARLOTTE BUNCH [AND] NANCY MYRON.
AUTHOR = Bunch, Charlotte, 1944- comp.
PUBLISHER = Baltimore, Diana Press [c1974].
CALL # = HQ1426 B84.
TITLE = COBBLESTONES AND DAISIES / ART AND POETRY BY SUNNY.
AUTHOR = Sunny.
call # = PS589 S95 C62 1977.

TITLE = COLETTE, THE DIFFICULTY OF LOVING : A BIOGRAPHY / BY MARGARET CROSLAND.
AUTHOR = Crosland, Margaret, 1920-
call # = PQ2605 O28 Z647 1975.

TITLE = COLLECTED SONNETS OF EDNA ST. VINCENT MILLAY.
AUTHOR = Millay, Edna St. Vincent, 1892-1950.
call # = PS3525 I495 A6 1970.

TITLE = COLLECTED SONNETS OF EDNA ST. VINCENT MILLAY.
AUTHOR = Millay, Edna St. Vincent, 1892-1950.
call # = PS3525 I495 C55 1941.

TITLE = THE COLOR PURPLE / ALICE WALKER.
AUTHOR = Walker, Alice, 1944-
call # = PS3573 A425 C6 1983.

TITLE = THE COLOR PURPLE / ALICE WALKER.
AUTHOR = Walker, Alice, 1944-
call # = PS3573 A425 C6 1983.

TITLE = THE COLOSSUS & OTHER POEMS / BY SYLVIA PLATH.
AUTHOR = Plath, Sylvia.
call # = PS3531 L42 C71.

TITLE = COME COME / BY JO JONES.
AUTHOR = Jones, Jo.
call # = PR6060 O49 C6 1983.

TITLE = THE COMING MATRIARCHY : HOW WOMEN WILL GAIN THE BALANCE OF POWER / ELIZABETH NICKLES WITH LAURA ASHCRAFT.
AUTHOR = Nickles, Elizabeth.
call # = HQ1426 N53.
TITLE = CORPS LESBIEN. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Wittig, Monique.
CALL # = PQ2683 I8 C6 1975.

TITLE = LE CORPS LESBIEN. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Wittig, Monique 1936-
CALL # = PQ2638 I8 C6 1976.

TITLE = COTTON CANDY ON A RAINY DAY : POEMS / BY NIKKI GIOVANNI.
AUTHOR = Giovanni, Nikki.
CALL # = PS3557 I55 C6 1980.

TITLE = COUNTRY LESBIANS : THE STORY OF THE WOMANSHARE COLLECTIVE / BY SUE ... [ET AL].
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 C68.

TITLE = COUNTRY WOMEN : A HANDBOOK FOR THE NEW FARMER / WRITTEN BY SHERRY THOMAS, JEANNE TETRAULT ; ILLUSTRATED BY LEONA WALDEN ; PHOTOS. BY SALLY BAILEY.
AUTHOR = Thomas, Sherry.
CALL # = S501.2 T5.

TITLE = COWGIRLS : WOMEN OF THE AMERICAN WEST / TERESA JORDAN.
AUTHOR = Jordan, Teresa.

TITLE = CRAZY SALAD : SOME THINGS ABOUT WOMEN / BY NORA EPHRON.
AUTHOR = Ephron, Nora.
CALL # = HQ1154 E6 1976.

TITLE = CRIME ON HER MIND : FIFTEEN STORIES OF FEMALE SLEUTHS FROM THE VICTORIAN ERA TO THE FORTIES / EDITED AND WITH INTRODUCTIONS BY MICHELE B. SLUNG.
AUTHOR = Slung, Michele B., 1947- comp.
PUBLISHER = New York : Pantheon Books, [1975].
CALL # = PR1309 D4 C74 1975.

TITLE = CRIMES AGAINST WOMEN : PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL / COMPILED AND EDITED BY
DIANA E.H. RUSSELL, NICOLE VAN DE VEN.
CALL # = HV6250.4 W65 I57 1976.

TITLE = THE CRONE : WOMAN OF AGE, WISDOM, AND POWER / BARBARA G. WALKER.
AUTHOR = Walker, Barbara G.
CALL # = BL625.7 W35 1988.

TITLE = CROSS DRESSING, SEX, AND GENDER / VERN L. BULLOUGH AND BONNIE BULLOUGH.
AUTHOR = Bullough, Vern L.
CALL # = HQ77 B785 1993.

TITLE = CROSS SECTIONS FROM A DECADE OF CHANGE / ELIZABETH JANEWAY.
AUTHOR = Janeway, Elizabeth.
CALL # = HQ1426 J36 1982.

TITLE = CROSSING THE DMZ / [MARTHA SHELLEY].
AUTHOR = Shelley, Martha.
CALL # = PS3569 H3926 C7.

TITLE = CRUCIAL CONVERSATIONS : A NOVEL / BY MAY SARTON.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-.
PUBLISHER = New York : Norton, [1975].
CALL # = PS3537 A832 C7.

TITLE = THE CRUISE / PAULA CHRISTIAN.
AUTHOR = Christian, Paula.
CALL # = PS3553 H728 C7 1982.

TITLE = THE CRYSTAL CABINET : MY CHILDHOOD AT SALTERNs / BY MARY BUTTS; FOREWORD BY CAMILLA BAGG; AFTERWORD BY BARBARA WAGSTAFF.
AUTHOR = Butts, Mary, 1892-1937.
CALL # = PR6003 U7 Z7 1988.

TITLE = CRYSTAL EASTMAN ON WOMEN AND REVOLUTION / EDITED BY BLANCHE WIESEN COOK.
AUTHOR = Eastman, Crystal, 1881-1928.
CALL # = HQ1426 E26 1978.

TITLE = CURIOUS WINE : A NOVEL / BY KATHERINE V. FORREST.
AUTHOR = Forrest, Katherine V., 1939-
CALL # = PS3556 O737 C8 1983.

TITLE = CURIOUS WINE : A NOVEL / BY KATHERINE V. FORREST.
AUTHOR = Forrest, Katherine V., 1939-
CALL # = PS3556 O737 C8 1983.

TITLE = CYBELE : THE GODDESS OF NATURE / EDITED BY CAROLYN CULLEN;
COVER PICTURE BY ANNE CHARMICHEAL.
AUTHOR = Cullen, Carolyn.
PUBLISHER = Vineyard Haven, Mass. : Colebrook Arms Enterprises ; [1970?].
CALL # = PN6109.9 C92 1970.

TITLE = CYTHEREA'S BREATH / BY SARAH ALDRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Aldridge, Sarah.
CALL # = PS3551 L343 C9.

TITLE = DANCE THE EAGLE TO SLEEP / BY MARGE PIERCY.
AUTHOR = Piercy, Marge.
CALL # = PS3566 I4 D35 1971.

TITLE = DANCER DAWKINS AND THE CALIFORNIA KID / WILLYCE KIM.
AUTHOR = Kim, Willyce.
CALL # = PS3561 I 52 D36 1985.

TITLE = THE DANCERS OF ARUN / ELIZABETH A. LYNN.
AUTHOR = Lynn, Elizabeth A.
CALL # = PS3562 Y443 D36 1980.

TITLE = THE DANCERS OF ARUN / ELIZABETH A. LYNN.
AUTHOR = Lynn, Elizabeth A.
CALL # = PS3562 Y443 D36 1980.

TITLE = THE DANCERS OF ARUN / ELIZABETH A. LYNN.
AUTHOR = Lynn, Elizabeth A.
CALL # = PS3562 Y443 D36 1980.

TITLE = DANCING WITH MY SHADOW / GRACE REED ROWAN.
AUTHOR = Rowan, Grace Reed.
CALL # = PS3568 R84 D36 1979.

TITLE = THE DANGEROUS GAMES; A NOVEL. TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY MEYER LEVIN.
AUTHOR = Torres, Tereska.
CALL # = PQ2639 O82 D313 1957.

TITLE = DARK HORSE / BY FRANCES LUCAS.
AUTHOR = Lucas, Frances, 1956-
CALL # = PS3562 U2337 D3 1989.

TITLE = DARK OF THE MOON, BY SARA TEASDALE.
AUTHOR = Teasdale, Sara, 1884-1933.
CALL # = PS3539 E15 D3.

TITLE = THE DARK SIDE OF VENUS / BY SHIRLEY VEREL.
AUTHOR = Verel, Shirley.
CALL # = PR6072 E58 D37 1962.

TITLE = DAUGHTER OF EARTH : A NOVEL / BY AGNES SMEDLEY ; AFTERWORD BY PAUL LAUTER.
AUTHOR = Smedley, Agnes, 1892-1950.
CALL # = PS3537 M16 D3 1976.

TITLE = DAUGHTERS AND MOTHERS : MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS / BY SIGNE HAMMER.
AUTHOR = Hammer, Signe.
CALL # = HQ777 H25 1976.

TITLE = A DAY IN SAN FRANCISCO : A NOVEL / BY DOROTHY BRYANT.
AUTHOR = Bryant, Dorothy, 1930-
CALL # = PS3552 R878 D3 1982.
TITLE = DAYBREAK / JOAN BAEZ.
AUTHOR = Baez, Joan.
CALL # = ML420 B114 A3 1969.

TITLE = THE DECADE OF WOMEN : A MS. HISTORY OF THE SEVENTIES IN WORDS AND PICTURES / EDITED AND PRODUCED BY SUZANNE LEVINE AND HARRIET LYONS, WITH JOANNE EDGAR, ELLEN SWEET, MARY THOM ; INTROD. BY GLORIA STEINEM ; DESIGNED BY STEVE PHILLIPS.
CALL # = HQ1426 D38 1980.

TITLE = DEEP DOWN : THE NEW SENSUAL WRITING BY WOMEN / EDITED BY LAURA CHESTER.
PUBLISHER = Boston : Faber and Faber, c1988.
CALL # = PS509 E7 D44 1988.

TITLE = DELIA'S SONG / LUCHA CORPI.
AUTHOR = Corpi, Lucha, 1945-.
CALL # = PS3553 O693 D4 1989.

TITLE = DEMETER FLOWER / ROCHELLE SINGER.
AUTHOR = Singer, Shelley.
CALL # = PS3569 I565 D45 1982.

TITLE = DESERT OF THE HEART : A NOVEL / BY JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
CALL # = PR9199.3 R78 D47 1985.
CALL # = PR9199.3 R78 D47 1980.

TITLE = DESERT YEARS : UNDREAMING THE AMERICAN DREAM / CYNTHIA RICH   
; [COVER AND INTERIOR ILLUSTRATIONS, KAREN SJOHOLM].  
AUTHOR = Rich, Cynthia.  
CALL # = CT275 R534 A3 1989.

TITLE = DESPAIR AND PERSONAL POWER IN THE NUCLEAR AGE / JOANNA ROGERS MACY.  
AUTHOR = Macy, Joanna, 1929-  
CALL # = BL65 A85 M33 1983.

TITLE = DEUXIEME SEXE. ENGLISH.  
AUTHOR = Beauvoir, Simone de, 1908-  
CALL # = HQ1208 B352 1974.

TITLE = THE DEVIL IN MASSACHUSETTS : A MODERN ENQUIRY INTO THE SALEM WITCH TRIALS / [BY] MARION L. STARKEY.  
AUTHOR = Starkey, Marion Lena.  
CALL # = BF1576 S8 1969.

TITLE = THE DIALECTIC OF SEX : THE CASE FOR FEMINIST REVOLUTION / BY SHULAMITH FIRESTONE.  
AUTHOR = Firestone, Shulamith.  
CALL # = HQ1426 F68 1971.

TITLE = THE DIALECTIC OF SEX : THE CASE FOR FEMINIST REVOLUTION / BY SHULAMITH FIRESTONE.  
AUTHOR = Firestone, Shulamith.  
CALL # = HQ1426 F68 1971.

TITLE = THE DIALECTIC OF SEX; THE CASE FOR FEMINIST REVOLUTION.  
AUTHOR = Firestone, Shulamith.  
CALL # = HQ1426 F68.

TITLE = THE DIARY OF ANAIS NIN. EDITED, AND WITH AN INTROD., BY GUNther STUHLMANN.  
AUTHOR = Nin, Anais, 1903-1977.
CALL # = L521D.

TITLE = DIVING DEEP AND SURFACING : WOMEN WRITERS ON SPIRITUAL QUEST / CAROL P. CHRIST.
AUTHOR = Christ, Carol P.
CALL # = BL458 C47 1980.

TITLE = DIVING DEEP AND SURFACING : WOMEN WRITERS ON SPIRITUAL QUEST / CAROL P. CHRIST.
AUTHOR = Christ, Carol P.
CALL # = BL458 C47 1980.

TITLE = DIVING DEEP AND SURFACING : WOMEN WRITERS ON SPIRITUAL QUEST / CAROL P. CHRIST.
AUTHOR = Christ, Carol P.
CALL # = BL458 C47 1980.

TITLE = DIVING INTO THE WRECK; POEMS, 1971-1972 [BY] ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
PUBLISHER = New York, Norton [1973].
CALL # = PS3535 I233 D58.

TITLE = THE DIVORCED MOTHER; A GUIDE TO READJUSTMENT.
AUTHOR = Mindey, Carol.
CALL # = HQ814 M5.

TITLE = DOCUMENTED PERSECUTION : UKRAINIAN WOMEN IN THE SOVIET UNION / COMPILED BY NINA STROKATA ; TRANSLATED AND EDITED BY MYROSLAVA STEFANIUK AND VOLODYMYR HRUSZKEWYCH.
CALL # = HV8959 R9 D54.

TITLE = THE DOLLMAKER / HARRIETTE ARNOW.
AUTHOR = Arnow, Harriette Louisa Simpson, 1908-
CALL # = A766d.

TITLE = DOUBLE DAUGHTER / VICKI P. MCCONNELL ; ILLUSTRATED BY JANET FONS.
AUTHOR = McConnell, Vicki P.
TITLE = DOWN AMONG THE WOMEN / FAY WELDON.
AUTHOR = Weldon, Fay.
CALL # = PR6073 E374 D6 1973.

TITLE = DRAGONDRUMS / BY ANNE MCCAFFREY.
AUTHOR = McCaffrey, Anne.
CALL # = M121dd.

TITLE = THE DRAGONS OF EDEN : SPECULATIONS ON THE EVOLUTION OF HUMAN INTELLIGENCE / CARL SAGAN.
AUTHOR = Sagan, Carl, 1934-
CALL # = BF431 S2.

TITLE = DRAGONSINGER / BY ANNE MCCAFFREY.
AUTHOR = McCaffrey, Anne.
CALL # = M121ds.

TITLE = DRAGONSONG / BY ANNE MCCAFFREY.
AUTHOR = McCaffrey, Anne.
CALL # = M121do.

TITLE = DRAWING DOWN THE MOON : WITCHES, DRUIDS, GODDESS-WORSHIPPERS, AND OTHER PAGANS IN AMERICA TODAY / MARGOT ADLER.
AUTHOR = Adler, Margot.
CALL # = BF1573 A34 1981.

TITLE = DREAM DANCER / JANET MORRIS.
AUTHOR = Morris, Janet, 1946-
CALL # = PS3563 O87435 D7 1982.

TITLE = THE DREAM OF A COMMON LANGUAGE : POEMS, 1974-1977 / ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
CALL # = PS3535 I233 D7.
TITLE = THE DREAM OF A COMMON LANGUAGE : POEMS, 1974-1977 / ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
CALL # = PS3535 I233 D7.

TITLE = DREAM ON : A DREAM INTERPRETATION AND EXPLORATION GUIDE FOR WOMEN / PHYLLIS R. KOCH-SHERAS, E. ANN HOLLIER, BROOKE JONES.
AUTHOR = Koch-Sheras, Phyllis R.
CALL # = BF1099 W65 K6 1983.

TITLE = DREAMERS & DEALERS : AN INTIMATE APPRAISAL OF THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT / LEAH FRITZ.
AUTHOR = Fritz, Leah, 1931-
CALL # = HQ1426 F85 1979.

TITLE = DREAMING THE DARK : MAGIC, SEX & POLITICS / STARHAWK.
AUTHOR = Starhawk.

TITLE = DREAMS AND LAMENTATIONS : POETRY AND OTHER WRITINGS / BY THE FLY-BY-NIGHT WOMEN POETRY COLLECTIVE AND THEATER TROUPE ; [ILL. BY SAME].
AUTHOR = Fly-By-Night Women Poetry Collective and Theatre Group.
PUBLISHER = [Hartford, Conn.?] : Artichoke Publications, [1978?].
CALL # = PS595 L46 D73 1978.

TITLE = DUST TRACKS ON A ROAD : AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY / ZORA NEALE HURSTON ; EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY ROBERT HEMENWAY.
AUTHOR = Hurston, Zora Neale.

TITLE = DUSTY ANSWER.
AUTHOR = Lehmann, Rosamond, 1901-
CALL # = PR6023 E42 D87 1975.

TITLE = THE EARLY HOMOSEXUAL RIGHTS MOVEMENT (1864-1935) [BY] JOHN LAURITSEN AND DAVID THORSTAD.
AUTHOR = Lauritsen, John.
CALL # = HQ76.5 L38.
TITLE = EARTHLY PARADISE; AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY, DRAWN FROM HER LIFETIME WRITINGS BY ROBERT PHELPS. TRANSLATED BY HERMA BRIFFAULT, DEREK COLTMAN, AND OTHERS.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
CALL # = PQ2605 O28 Z5.

TITLE = EATING ARTICHOKEES / WORDS - WILLYCE KIM; PHOTOGRAPHS - WILLYCE KIM AND WENDY CADDEN.
AUTHOR = Kim, Willyce.
CALL # = PS3561 I52 E2 1972.

TITLE = THE ECONOMICS OF BEING A WOMAN / DEE DEE AHERN, WITH BETSY BLISS.
AUTHOR = Ahern, Dee Dee.
CALL # = HQ1426 A35 1977.

TITLE = EDGE OF TWILIGHT / BY PAULA CHRISTIAN.
AUTHOR = Christian, Paula.
CALL # = PS3553 H728 E44 1961.

TITLE = EDGEWISE : A NOVEL / BY CAMARIN GRAE.
AUTHOR = Grae, Camarin.
CALL # = PS3557 R125 E4 1989.

TITLE = EDWARD THE DYKE : AND OTHER POEMS / JUDY GRAHN ; DRAWINGS, WENDY CADDEN... [ET AL.].
AUTHOR = Grahn, Judy.
CALL # = PS3557 R345 E3.

TITLE = EITHER IS LOVE / ELISABETH CRAIGIN.
AUTHOR = Craigin, Elisabeth.
CALL # = PS3553 R255 E35 1960.

TITLE = ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, RELUCTANT FIRST LADY / BY LORENA A. HICKOK ; INTROD. BY ALLEN KLOTS.
AUTHOR = Hickok, Lorena A.
PUBLISHER = New York : Dodd, Mead, c1980.
CALL # = E807.1 R48 H52 1980.
TITLE = ELEANOR : THE YEARS ALONE / JOSEPH P. LASH ; FOREWORD BY FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, JR.
AUTHOR = Lash, Joseph P., 1909-
CALL # = E807.1 R574 1972b.

TITLE = ELEANOR: THE YEARS ALONE [BY] JOSEPH P. LASH. FOREWORD BY FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT, JR.
AUTHOR = Lash, Joseph P., 1909-
PUBLISHER = New York, Norton [1972].
CALL # = E807.1 R574.

TITLE = ELLA PRICE'S JOURNAL : A NOVEL / BY DOROTHY BRYANT.
AUTHOR = Bryant, Dorothy, 1930-
CALL # = PS3552 R878 E4 1982.

TITLE = EMBROIDERING OUR HERITAGE : THE DINNER PARTY NEEDLEWORK / WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY JUDY CHICAGO ; NEEDLEWORK BACKGROUND PROVIDED BY SUSAN HILL ; DESIGNED BY SHEILA LEVRANT DE BRETTEVILLE ; WITH ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL DRAWINGS BY SHANNON HOGAN ; AND SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHY BY MICHAEL ALEXANDER.
AUTHOR = Chicago, Judy, 1939-
CALL # = NK9106 C47.

TITLE = AN EMERGENCE OF GREEN / KATHERINE V. FORREST.
AUTHOR = Forrest, Katherine V., 1939-
CALL # = PS3556 O737 E4 1986.

TITLE = AN EMERGENCE OF GREEN / KATHERINE V. FORREST.
AUTHOR = Forrest, Katherine V., 1939-
CALL # = PS3556 O737 E4 1986.

TITLE = EMILY DICKINSON. SELECTED, WITH AN INTRODUCTION AND NOTES, BY JOHN MALCOLM BRINNIN.
AUTHOR = Dickinson, Emily, 1830-1886.
PUBLISHER = [New York, Dell, 1960].
CALL # = PS1541 A6 B8.

TITLE = EMMELINE / JUDITH ROSSNER.
AUTHOR = Rossner, Judith.
CALL # = PS3568 O848 E4.
TITLE = ETOILE VESPER. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
CALL # = PQ2605 O28 Z5613.

TITLE = EULOGY FOR A BROWN ANGEL : A MYSTERY NOVEL / LUCHA CORPI.
AUTHOR = Corpi, Lucha, 1945-
CALL # = PS3553 O693 E93 1992.

TITLE = EVA HESSE: A MEMORIAL EXHIBITION.
AUTHOR = Hesse, Eva, 1936-1970.
PUBLISHER = New York, Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation [1972].
CALL # = N6537 H4 S64.

TITLE = THE EVENING STAR: RECOLLECTIONS; TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH
BY DAVID LE VAY.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
CALL # = PQ2605 O28 Z5613.

TITLE = EVERY MOTHER'S SON / BY JUDITH ARCANA.
AUTHOR = Arcana, Judith.
CALL # = HQ759 A7 1983.

TITLE = EVERYBODY’S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
AUTHOR = Stein, Gertrude, 1874-1946.

TITLE = EXCELLENT WOMEN / BARBARA PYM.
AUTHOR = Pym, Barbara.
CALL # = PR6066 Y58 E9 1980.

TITLE = EXPLODING INTO LIFE / DOROTHEA LYNCH, EUGENE RICHARDS.
AUTHOR = Lynch, Dorothea, 1944-1983.
CALL # = RC280 B8 L96 1986.

TITLE = EXTRA (ORDINARY) PEOPLE / JOANNA RUSS.
AUTHOR = Russ, Joanna, 1937-
CALL # = PS3568 U763 E9 1984.
TITLE = EXTRA (ORDINARY) PEOPLE / JOANNA RUSS.
AUTHOR = Russ, Joanna, 1937-
cALL # = PS3568 U763 E9 1984.

TITLE = EYE TO EYE : PORTRAITS OF LESBIANS : PHOTOGRAPHS / BY JEB : WITH
A FOREWORD BY JOAN NESTLE, AND AN INTROD. BY JUDITH SCHWARZ.
AUTHOR = J.E.B.
PUBLISHER = Washington : Glad Hag Books ; [Weatherby Lake, MO : distributed by Naiad
Press], 1979.
cALL # = HQ75.5 B57.

TITLE = EYES : STORIES / BY JAMISON GREEN.
AUTHOR = Green, Jamison.
cALL # = PS3557 R3752 1976.

TITLE = FABRIC OF THE ERA CONGRESSIONAL INTENT / MARJORIE CHILDs.
AUTHOR = Childs, Marjorie.
cALL # = KF4758 A314 A163 1982.

TITLE = A FAMILY MATTER : A PARENTS' GUIDE TO HOMOSEXUALITY / BY
CHARLES SILVERSTEIN.
AUTHOR = Silverstein, Charles.
cALL # = HQ76.3 U5 S56.

TITLE = A FAMILY MATTER : A PARENTS' GUIDE TO HOMOSEXUALITY / BY
CHARLES SILVERSTEIN.
AUTHOR = Silverstein, Charles.
cALL # = HQ76.3 U5 S56.

TITLE = THE FAMILY OF WOMAN / [EDITOR AND PUBLISHER, JERRY MASON ; ART
DIRECTOR, ALBERT SQUILLACE ; PROJECT DIRECTOR, JULIA SCULLY ;
QUOTATIONS EDITED BY SYLVIA COLE].
cALL # = TR681 W6 F35.

TITLE = THE FAMILY OF WOMAN / [EDITOR AND PUBLISHER, JERRY MASON ; ART
DIRECTOR, ALBERT SQUILLACE ; PROJECT DIRECTOR, JULIA SCULLY ;
QUOTATIONS EDITED BY SYLVIA COLE].
cALL # = TR681 W6 F35.
TITLE = FAMILY POLITICS : LOVE AND POWER ON AN INTIMATE FRONTIER / 
LETTY COTTIN POGREBIN.
AUTHOR = Pogrebin, Letty Cottin.
CALL # = HQ536 P63 1983.

TITLE = THE FARTHEST SHORE / URSULA LE GUIN ; ILLUSTRATED BY GAIL GARRATY.
AUTHOR = Le Guin, Ursula K., 1929-
CALL # = PS3562 E42 F3712 1977.

TITLE = FAT IS A FEMINIST ISSUE II : A PROGRAM TO CONQUER COMPULSIVE 
EATING / SUSIE ORBACH.
AUTHOR = Orbach, Susie, 1946-

TITLE = FAT IS A FEMINIST ISSUE : THE ANTI-DIET GUIDE TO PERMANENT 
WEIGHT LOSS / SUSIE ORBACH.
AUTHOR = Orbach, Susie, 1946-

TITLE = FAT IS A FEMINIST ISSUE : THE ANTI-DIET GUIDE TO PERMANENT 
WEIGHT LOSS / SUSIE ORBACH.
AUTHOR = Orbach, Susie, 1946-

TITLE = FATAL INTERVIEW, SONNETS BY EDNA ST. VINCENT MILLAY.
AUTHOR = Millay, Edna St. Vincent, 1892-1950.
CALL # = PS3525 I495 F3 1931.

TITLE = FATHER’S DAYS : [A TRUE STORY OF INCEST] / KATHERINE BRADY.
AUTHOR = Brady, Katherine.
CALL # = HQ71 B68 1981.

TITLE = FATHERS, REFLECTIONS BY DAUGHTERS / EDITED BY URSULA OWEN.
CALL # = HQ756 F385 1985.

TITLE = FAULTLINE : A NOVEL / BY SHEILA ORTIZ TAYLOR.
AUTHOR = Taylor, Sheila Ortiz, 1939-
TITLE = FEMALE SEXUAL SLAVERY / BY KATHLEEN BARRY.
AUTHOR = Barry, Kathleen.
CALL # = HQ281 B325.

TITLE = FEMALE STRATEGIES / BY EVELYN SHAW AND JOAN DARLING.
AUTHOR = Shaw, Evelyn S.
CALL # = QL761 S53 1985.

TITLE = FEMININE INGENUITY : WOMEN AND INVENTION IN AMERICA / ANNE L. MACDONALD.
AUTHOR = Macdonald, Anne L., 1920-
CALL # = T36 M33 1992.

TITLE = THE FEMININE MYSTIQUE / BY BETTY FRIEDAN. WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION AND EPILOGUE BY THE AUTHOR.
AUTHOR = Friedan, Betty.
CALL # = HQ1420 F7 1977.

TITLE = THE FEMININE : SPACIOUS AS THE SKY / MIRIAM & JOSE ARGUELLES.
AUTHOR = Arguelles, Miriam, 1943-
CALL # = BL458 A73.

TITLE = FEMININITY / SUSAN BROWNMILLER.
AUTHOR = Brownmiller, Susan.
CALL # = HQ1426 B76 1984.

TITLE = FEMINISM AND MARXISM / BY DOROTHY BALLAN.
AUTHOR = Ballan, Dorothy.
CALL # = HQ1154 B264 1978.

TITLE = FEMINISM AND THE MARXIST MOVEMENT.
AUTHOR = Waters, Mary-Alice.
CALL # = HX546 W37.

TITLE = FEMINISM AS THERAPY [BY] ANICA VESEL MANDER [AND] ANNE KENT RUSH.
AUTHOR = Mander, Anica Vesel.
PUBLISHER = [New York, Random House, 1974].
CALL # = HQ1206 M33.

TITLE = FEMINIST FABLES / SUNITI NAMJOSHI ; DRAWINGS BY SUSAN TRANGMAR.
AUTHOR = Namjoshi, Suniti, 1941-
CALL # = PR9499.3 N258 F4 1981.

TITLE = FEMINIST FRONTIERS : RETHINKING SEX, GENDER, AND SOCIETY /
[COMPILED BY] LAUREL RICHARDSON, VERTA TAYLOR.
CALL # = HQ1426 F471 1983b.

TITLE = THE FEMINIST MYSTIC, AND OTHER ESSAYS ON WOMEN AND
SPIRITUALITY / EDITED BY MARY E. GILES.
CALL # = HQ1393 F44 1982.

TITLE = THE FEMINIST PAPERS: FROM ADAMS TO DE BEAUVIOIR. EDITED AND
WITH INTRODUCTORY ESSAYS BY ALICE S. ROSSI.
AUTHOR = Rossi, Alice S., 1922- comp.
CALL # = HQ1154 R746 1976.

TITLE = THE FEMINIST PAPERS: FROM ADAMS TO DE BEAUVIOIR. EDITED AND
WITH INTRODUCTORY ESSAYS BY ALICE S. ROSSI.
AUTHOR = Rossi, Alice S., 1922- comp.
CALL # = HQ1154 R746 1976.

TITLE = FEMINIST REVOLUTION.
CALL # = HQ1154 F447.

TITLE = FEMINIST REVOLUTION.
CALL # = HQ1154 F447.

TITLE = FEMINIST REVOLUTION / REDSTOCKINGS OF THE WOMEN'S LIBERATION
MOVEMENT ; [EDITOR, KATHIE SARACHILD].
CALL # = HQ1154 F4472 1978.

TITLE = FEMME. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Ernaux, Annie, 1940-
TITLE = LES FEMMES PREFERENT LES FEMMES. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Perrin, Elula.
CALL # = HQ75.4 P47 A3413 1980.

TITLE = FEW ARE CHOSEN; AMERICAN WOMEN IN POLITICAL LIFE TODAY. WITH A FOREWORD BY MAURINE B. NEUBERGER.
AUTHOR = Lamson, Peggy.
CALL # = HQ1412 L35.

TITLE = FIGHTING BACK : HOW TO COPE WITH THE MEDICAL, EMOTIONAL, AND LEGAL CONSEQUENCES OF RAPE / BY JANET BODE.
AUTHOR = Bode, Janet.
CALL # = HV6558 B62.

TITLE = FIGHTING SEXUAL HARASSMENT : AN ADVOCACY HANDBOOK / [WRITTEN AND COORDINATED BY CONNIE BACKHOUSE ... ET AL. ; GRAPHICS, LINDA HOFFMAN].
CALL # = HD6095 F52.

TITLE = FINAL HARVEST: EMILY DICKINSON'S POEMS. SELECTION AND INTROD. BY THOMAS H. JOHNSON.
AUTHOR = Dickinson, Emily, 1830-1886.
PUBLISHER = Boston, Little, Brown [1961].
CALL # = PS1541 A133.

TITLE = FINAL PAYMENTS / MARY GORDON.
AUTHOR = Gordon, Mary, 1949-.
CALL # = PS3557 O669 F56 1979.

TITLE = FINAL PAYMENTS / MARY GORDON.
AUTHOR = Gordon, Mary, 1949-.
CALL # = PS3557 O669 F56 1979.

TITLE = THE FIRST SEX.
AUTHOR = Davis, Elizabeth Gould, 1910-.
CALL # = HQ1121 D37 1972.
TITLE = FIVE VISIONS : POEMS / BY PATRICIA [SIC] REYNOLDS; EDITED BY ELIZABETH D'ANGELO; ART WORK BY LINDA KAMINSKI.
AUTHOR = Reynolds, Pat.
PUBLISHER = Middleton, CT : Pat Reynolds.
call # = ps3568 e848 f556.

TITLE = FIVE VISIONS : POEMS / BY PATRICIA [SIC] REYNOLDS; EDITED BY ELIZABETH D'ANGELO; ART WORK BY LINDA KAMINSKI.
AUTHOR = Reynolds, Pat.
PUBLISHER = Middleton, CT : Pat Reynolds.
call # = ps3568 e848 f556.

TITLE = FLANNEL MORNING (LOVE SONGS FOR DR. V) : A DRAMATIC MONOLOGUE / BY SONYA JONES ; PEN & INK DRAWINGS BY ALIX KENAGY.
AUTHOR = Jones, Sonya.
call # = ps3560 o 537 f54.

TITLE = FLYING.
AUTHOR = Millett, Kate.
call # = hq1413 m54 a3 1974.

TITLE = FOLLY, A NOVEL / BY MAUREEN BRADY.
AUTHOR = Brady, Maureen.
call # = ps3552 r2435 f6 1982.

TITLE = FOLLY, A NOVEL / BY MAUREEN BRADY.
AUTHOR = Brady, Maureen.
call # = ps3552 r2435 f6 1982.

TITLE = FOR BETTER, FOR WORSE : A FEMINIST HANDBOOK ON MARRIAGE AND OTHER OPTIONS / JENNIFER BAKER FLEMING AND CAROLYN KOTT WASHBURN.
AUTHOR = Fleming, Jennifer Baker.
call # = hq1221 f53.

TITLE = FOR KEEPS : A NOVEL / BY ELISABETH NONAS.
AUTHOR = Nonas, Elisabeth, 1949-
call # = ps3564 o45 f6 1985.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Call #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
TITLE = THE FOURTEENTH WITCH : POETRY / BY SHELLEY BLUE ; PHOTOGRAPHY BY DEBORAH SNOW.
AUTHOR = Blue, Shelley.
CALL # = PS3552 L75 F68 1977.

TITLE = FRAGMENTS FROM LESBOS / ELANA DYKEWOMAN.
AUTHOR = Nachman/Dykewomon, Elana.
PUBLISHER = Langlois, OR : Disapora Distribution ; c1981.
CALL # = PS3554 Y55 F6 1981.

TITLE = FREE SPACE : A PERSPECTIVE ON THE SMALL GROUP IN WOMEN'S LIBERATION / PAMELA ALLEN.
AUTHOR = Allen, Pamela.
CALL # = HQ1426 A4 1970.

TITLE = THE FRIENDLY YOUNG LADIES / MARY RENAULT.
AUTHOR = Renault, Mary.
PUBLISHER = New York : Pantheon Books, [c1985].
CALL # = PR6035 E55 M5 1985.

TITLE = FROM HEARING MY MOTHER TALK : STORIES OF CAMBRIDGE WOMEN / COMPILED BY CINDY COHEN ; WOODCUTS BY BONNIE ACKER.
PUBLISHER = [Cambridge, Mass.] : Cambridge Arts Council, [1979].
CALL # = HN80 C3 F74.

TITLE = FROM HEARING MY MOTHER TALK : STORIES OF CAMBRIDGE WOMEN / COMPILED BY CINDY COHEN ; WOODCUTS BY BONNIE ACKER.
PUBLISHER = [Cambridge, Mass.] : Cambridge Arts Council, [1979].
CALL # = HN80 C3 F74.

TITLE = FROM THE CANADIAN PRAIRIES : AND OTHER SONNETS / BY PHYLLIS COMYN CLARKE.
AUTHOR = Clarke, Phyllis Comyn.
PUBLISHER = London, Heath, Cranton, limited, [1940].
CALL # = PR6005 L45 F7.

TITLE = FROM THE CENTER : FEMINIST ESSAYS ON WOMEN'S ART / LUCY R. LIPPA{
AUTHOR = Lippard, Lucy R.
CALL # = NX180 F4 L56 1976.
TITLE = FROM THE CLOSET TO THE COURTS : THE LESBIAN TRANSITION / RUTH SIMPSON.
AUTHOR = Simpson, Ruth, 1926-
CALL # = HQ76 S54 1977.

TITLE = FROM TIME TO TIME / HANNAH TILLICH.
AUTHOR = Tillich, Hannah.
CALL # = BX4827 T53 T53.

TITLE = FROM WOMAN TO WOMAN / BY LUCIENNE LANSON.
AUTHOR = Lanson, Lucienne.
CALL # = RG121 L28 1977.

TITLE = THE FUR PERSON / MAY SARTON ; ILLUSTRATIONS BY BARBARA KNOX.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-
CALL # = PS3537 A832 F8 1970.

TITLE = GAY AMERICAN HISTORY : LESBIANS AND GAY MEN IN THE U.S.A., A DOCUMENTARY / BY JONATHAN KATZ.
AUTHOR = Katz, Jonathan.
CALL # = HQ76.3 U5 K37 1978.

TITLE = GAY AND SOBER : DIRECTIONS FOR COUNSELING AND THERAPY /
EDITED BY THOMAS O. ZIEBOLD, JOHN E. MONGEON.
CALL # = HV5139 A43 1985.

TITLE = THE GAY CRUSADERS [BY] KAY TOBIN AND RANDY WICKER.
AUTHOR = Tobin, Kay.
PUBLISHER = New York, Paperback Library [1972].
CALL # = HQ76 T6.

TITLE = GAY/LESBIAN ALMANAC : A NEW DOCUMENTARY IN WHICH IS CONTAINED, IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER, EVIDENCE OF THE TRUE AND FANTASTICAL HISTORY OF THOSE PERSONS NOW CALLED LESBIANS AND GAY MEN ... / JONATHAN NED KATZ.
AUTHOR = Katz, Jonathan.
CALL # = HQ76.8 U5 K37 1983.
TITLE = GAY MEN & WOMEN WHO ENRICHED THE WORLD / THOMAS COWAN.
AUTHOR = Cowan, Thomas Dale.
CALL # = HQ75.2 C69 1988.

TITLE = GAY PERSONALITY AND SEXUAL LABELING / EDITED BY JOHN DE CECCO.
CALL # = HQ76.25 B565 1985.

TITLE = GAYS AND FILM / EDITED BY RICHARD DYER.

TITLE = GEMINI : AN EXTENDED AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL STATEMENT ON MY FIRST TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF BEING A BLACK POET.
AUTHOR = Giovanni, Nikki.

TITLE = GENDER ROLES AND POWER / JEAN LIPMAN-BLUMEN.
AUTHOR = Lipman-Blumen, Jean.
CALL # = HQ1075 L57 1984.

TITLE = THE GENTLE TAMERS : WOMEN OF THE OLD WILD WEST / BY DEE BROWN.
AUTHOR = Brown, Dee Alexander.
CALL # = F591 B87 1974.

TITLE = GEORGIA O'KEEFFE.
AUTHOR = O'Keeffe, Georgia, 1887-1986.
CALL # = ND237 05 A46 1977.

TITLE = GEORGIA O'KEEFFE, A PORTRAIT / BY ALFRED STIEGLITZ ; WITH AN INTROD. BY GEORGIA O'KEEFFE.
AUTHOR = Stieglitz, Alfred, 1864-1946.
CALL # = ND237 O5 S75.

TITLE = THE GERRITSEN COLLECTION OF WOMEN'S HISTORY : A SHORT
TITLE LIST.
call # = Z7964 U49 G47 1976.

TITLE = GERTRUDE STEIN, GERTRUDE STEIN, GERTRUDE STEIN : A ONE-
CHARACTER PLAY / BY MARTY MARTIN ; AS COMMISSIONED BY PAT CARROLL.
AUTHOR = Martin, Marty.
call # = PS3563 A726 G4 1980.

TITLE = GET THE MESSAGE? : A DECADE OF ART FOR SOCIAL CHANGE / LUCY R.
LIPPARD.
AUTHOR = Lippard, Lucy R.
call # = N72 S6 L54 1984.

TITLE = GETTING CLEAR: BODY WORK FOR WOMEN.
AUTHOR = Rush, Anne Kent, 1945-
call # = HQ1206 R787.

TITLE = GETTING FREE : A HANDBOOK FOR WOMEN IN ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS
/ BY GINNY NICARTHY ; WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY DEL MARTIN.
AUTHOR = NiCarthy, Ginny.
call # = HV6626 N5 1982.

TITLE = GETTING YOURS : HOW TO MAKE THE SYSTEM WORK FOR THE WORKING
WOMAN / BY LETTY COTTIN POGREBIN.
AUTHOR = Pogrebin, Letty Cottin.
PUBLISHER = New York : McKay, [1975].
call # = HD6058 P59.

TITLE = GIFT FROM THE SEA / ANNE MORROW LINDBERGH.
AUTHOR = Lindbergh, Anne Morrow, 1906-
call # = BD435 L52 1978.

TITLE = THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND / JANE O'REILLY.
AUTHOR = O'Reilly, Jane.
call # = HQ1426 O94.

TITLE = GIRLS ARE EQUAL TOO; THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT FOR TEENAGERS [BY]
DALE CARLSON. DECORATIONS BY CAROL NICKLAUS.
AUTHOR = Carlson, Dale Bick.
CALL # = 301.412 C284G.

TITLE = GIRLS CAN DREAM, TOO! / BY BETTY CAVANNA.
AUTHOR = Cavanna, Betty, 1909-
CALL # = TL712 C29 G56 1948.

TITLE = GIRLSPORTS / BY KAREN FOLGER JACOBS.
AUTHOR = Jacobs, Karen Folger.
CALL # = GV709 J2 G55 1978.

TITLE = GIVE ME YOUR GOOD EAR / MAUREEN BRADY ; AFTERWORD BY JACQUELINE ST. JOAN.
AUTHOR = Brady, Maureen.
CALL # = PS3552 R2435 G58 1979.

TITLE = GLORY DAYS / ROSIE SCOTT.
AUTHOR = Scott, Rosie, 1948-
CALL # = PR9639.3 S39 G55 1988.

TITLE = GODDESSES IN EVERYWOMAN : A NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN / JEAN SHINODA BOLEN.
AUTHOR = Bolen, Jean Shinoda.
CALL # = HQ1206 B54 1985.

TITLE = THE GODMOTHERS / SANDI HALL.
AUTHOR = Hall, Sandi.
CALL # = PR9639.3 H26 G6 1982.

TITLE = GOING DOWN IN SILVER / POEMS BY MARGARET PASSERI WITH PHOTOGRAPHS BY EILEEN P. GOLDBERG.
AUTHOR = Passerri, Margaret.
PUBLISHER = Iowa City, Iowa : Guilded Sparrow, 1976.
CALL # = PS3566 A754 G65 1976.
TITLE = GOING OUT OF OUR MINDS : THE METAPHYSICS OF LIBERATION / SONIA JOHNSON.
AUTHOR = Johnson, Sonia.
cALL # = HQ1236.5 U6 J64 1987.

TITLE = GOING PUBLIC WITH OUR VISION / BY CHARLOTTE BUNCH.
AUTHOR = Bunch, Charlotte, 1944-
cALL # = HQ1426 B843 1983.

TITLE = GOING STRONG : NEW COURSES/ NEW PROGRAMS / EDITOR : DEBORAH SILVERTON ROSENFELT.
cALL # = HQ1154 F44 v.7.

TITLE = GOING TOO FAR : THE PERSONAL CHRONICLE OF A FEMINIST / BY ROBIN MORGAN.
AUTHOR = Morgan, Robin.
cALL # = HQ1426 M84.

TITLE = GOING TOO FAR : THE PERSONAL CHRONICLE OF A FEMINIST / BY ROBIN MORGAN.
AUTHOR = Morgan, Robin.
cALL # = HQ1426 M84 1978.

TITLE = GOLDEN WITCHBREED / BY MARY GENTLE.
AUTHOR = Gentle, Mary.
cALL # = PR6057 E525 G6 1985.

TITLE = GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT : A NOVEL / BY LESLEA NEWMAN.
AUTHOR = Newman, Leslea.
cALL # = PS3564 E91628 G6 1986.

TITLE = GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT : A NOVEL / BY LESLEA NEWMAN.
AUTHOR = Newman, Leslea.
CALL # = PS3564 E91628 G6 1986.

TITLE = THE GOOD HOUSEKEEPING WOMAN'S ALMANAC / BY THE EDITORS OF
THE WORLD ALMANAC.
CALL # = HQ1115 G66.

TITLE = THE GOOD MOTHER / SUE MILLER.
AUTHOR = Miller, Sue. 1943-
CALL # = PS3563 I421444 G65 1987.

TITLE = GOOD VIBRATIONS : THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO VIBRATORS : BEING A
TREATISE ON THE USE OF MACHINES IN THE INDOLENT INDULGENCE OF EROTIC
PLEASURE-SEEKING, TOGETHER WITH IMPORTANT HINTS ON THE ACQUISITION,
CARE, AND UTILIZATION OF SAID MACHINES, AND MUCH MORE ABOUT THE ART
AND SCIENCE OF BUZZING OFF / JOANI BLANK ; ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARCIA
QUACKENBUSH CORINNE.
AUTHOR = Blank, Joani, 1937-
CALL # = HQ447 B54 1982.

TITLE = THE GREAT MOTHER; AN ANALYSIS OF THE ARCHETYPE. TRANSLATED
FROM THE GERMAN BY RALPH MANHEIM.
AUTHOR = Neumann, Erich.
CALL # = BL85 N4 1972.

TITLE = GREENHAM WOMEN EVERYWHERE : DREAMS, IDEAS AND ACTIONS
FROM THE WOMEN'S PEACE MOVEMENT / ALICE COOK & GWYN KIRK.
AUTHOR = Cook, Alice.
PUBLISHER = Boston, MA : South End Press, c1983.
CALL # = JX1974.7 C6 1983.

TITLE = GROWING UP FEMALE; A PERSONAL PHOTOJOURNAL.
AUTHOR = Heyman, Abigail.
CALL # = HQ1426 H46.

TITLE = GROWING UP FEMALE IN AMERICA : TEN LIVES / EDITED
AND INTRODUCED BY EVE MERRIAM.
AUTHOR = Merriam, Eve, 1916-
CALL # = HQ1412 M45.
TITLE = HALFWAY TO SILENCE : NEW POEMS / BY MAY SARTON.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-
CALL # = PS3537 A832 H3.

TITLE = HALLOWED MURDER / BY ELLEN HART.
AUTHOR = Hart, Ellen.
CALL # = PS3558 A6775 H35 1989.

TITLE = THE HAND THAT CRADLES THE ROCK. ILLUS., GINGER LEGATO.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
CALL # = PS3552 R698 H3 1974.

TITLE = THE HANDBOOK OF NONSEXIST WRITING / BY CASEY MILLER & KATE SWIFT.
AUTHOR = Miller, Casey.
CALL # = PN218 M5 1981.

TITLE = THE HANDBOOK OF NONSEXIST WRITING / BY CASEY MILLER & KATE SWIFT.
AUTHOR = Miller, Casey.
CALL # = PN218 M5 1980.

TITLE = HAPPENTHING IN TRAVEL ON / CAROLE SPEARIN MCCAULEY.
AUTHOR = McCauley, Carole Spearin.
CALL # = PS3563 A26116 H37 1975.

TITLE = HAPPY ENDINGS ARE ALL ALIKE / SANDRA SCOPPETTONE.
AUTHOR = Scoppettone, Sandra.
CALL # = PS3569 C586 H24 1979.

TITLE = HARD-HATTED WOMEN : STORIES OF STRUGGLE AND SUCCESS IN THE TRADES / EDITED BY MOLLY MARTIN.
CALL # = HD6095 H34 1988.

TITLE = THE HAUNTED POOL : (LA MARE AU DIABLE) / FROM THE FRENCH OF GEORGE SAND, (BY FRANK HUNTER POTTER; ILLUSTRATED WITH FOURTEEN ETCHINGS BY RUDAUJ).
AUTHOR = Sand, George, 1804-1876.
CALL # = PQ2408 A1 1976.

TITLE = HAVING A BABY WITHOUT A MAN : THE WOMAN'S GUIDE TO ALTERNATIVE INSEMINATION / SUSAN ROBINSON AND H.F. PIZER.
AUTHOR = Robinson, Susan, M.D.
CALL # = RG134 R63 1985.

TITLE = HE, SHE, AND IT : A NOVEL / BY MARGE PIERCY.
AUTHOR = Piercy, Marge.
CALL # = PS3566 I4 H4 1991.

TITLE = HEALTH AND THE FEMALE ADOLESCENT / EDITED BY SHARON GOLUB.
CALL # = RJ550 H43 1985.

TITLE = HEAR THE SILENCE : STORIES BY WOMEN OF MYTH, MAGIC & RENEWAL / EDITED BY IRENE ZAHAVA.
CALL # = PS647 W6 H4 1986.

TITLE = THE HEART IN EXILE.
AUTHOR = Garland, Rodney, 1910-
PUBLISHER = New York, Coward-McCann [1954, c1953].
CALL # = PR6013 A63 H4 1954.

TITLE = HEARTH AND HOME : IMAGES OF WOMEN IN THE MASS MEDIA / EDITED BY GAYE TUUCHMAN, ARLENE KAPLAN DANIELS AND JAMES BENET.
CALL # = P96 W6 H4.

TITLE = DET HENDTE INGENTING. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Haslund, Ebba, 1917-
CALL # = PT8950 H337 H413 1987.

TITLE = HER MOTHERS / E. M. BRONER.
AUTHOR = Broner, E. M.
CALL # = PS3552 R64 H4 1976.

TITLE = HER NAME WAS SOJOURNER TRUTH.
CALL # = E185.97 T89 P3 1976.

TITLE = HERESIES.
PUBLISHER = [New York, Heresies Collective, inc.].
CALL # = HQ1101 H43.

TITLE = HERESIES.
PUBLISHER = [New York, Heresies Collective, inc.].
CALL # = HQ1101 H43.

TITLE = HERLAND / BY CHARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN ; WITH AN INTROD. BY ANN J. LANE.
CALL # = PS1744 G57 H4 1979.

TITLE = HERLAND / BY CHARLOTTE PERKINS GILMAN ; WITH AN INTROD. BY ANN J. LANE.
CALL # = PS1744 G57 H4 1979.

TITLE = THE HERO AND THE GODDESS : THE ODYSSEY AS MYSTERY AND INITIATION / JEAN HOUSTON.
AUTHOR = Houston, Jean.
CALL # = PA4167 H68 1992.

TITLE = HERS, THROUGH WOMEN'S EYES / EDITED BY NANCY R. NEWHOUSE.
CALL # = HQ1420 H43 1986.

TITLE = THE HIDDEN FACE OF EVE : WOMEN IN THE ARAB WORLD / NAWAL EL SAADAWI ; TRANSLATED AND EDITED BY SHERIF HETATA ; FOREWORD BY IRENE L. GENDZIER.
AUTHOR = Sadawi, Nawal.
CALL # = HQ1784 S18.
Title: Hidden from History: Rediscovering Women in History from the 17th Century to the Present / Sheila Rowbotham.
Author: Rowbotham, Sheila.
Call #: HQ1597 R68.

Title: The High Cost of Living: A Novel / By Marge Piercy.
Author: Piercy, Marge.
Publisher: New York: Fawcett Crest, c1978.
Call #: PS3566 I4 H53.

Title: High Hearts / Rita Mae Brown.
Author: Brown, Rita Mae.
Call #: PS3552 R698 H5 1986.

Title: High School Women's Liberation.
Call #: HQ1229 H54 1976.

Title: The Highest Apple: Sappho and the Lesbian Poetic Tradition / Judy Grahn.
Author: Grahn, Judy, 1940-.
Publisher: San Francisco: Spinsters, Ink, c1985.
Call #: PS151 G7 1985.

Title: The Highest Apple: Sappho and the Lesbian Poetic Tradition / Judy Grahn.
Author: Grahn, Judy, 1940-.
Publisher: San Francisco: Spinsters, Ink, c1985.
Call #: PS151 G7 1985.

Title: His, Mine, and Ours: A Guide to Keeping Marriage from Ruining a Perfectly Good Relationship / Anne Seifert.
Author: Seifert, Anne.
Call #: HQ 734 S463.

Title: Historical Perspectives on Homosexuality / Compiled and Edited by Salvatore J. Licata and Robert P. Petersen.
TITLE = HISTORY OF IDEAS ON WOMAN : A SOURCE BOOK / ROSEMARY AGONITO.
call # = HQ1201 H67 1977.

TITLE = THE HITE REPORT : A NATIONWIDE STUDY OF FEMALE SEXUALITY / SHERE HITE.
AUTHOR = Hite, Shere.
call # = HQ29 H58.

TITLE = THE HITE REPORT : A NATIONWIDE STUDY OF FEMALE SEXUALITY / SHERE HITE.
AUTHOR = Hite, Shere.
call # = HQ29 H57.

TITLE = THE HOLY BOOK OF WOMEN'S MYSTERIES / WRITTEN BY ZSUZSANNA E. BUDAPEST BASED ON THE DIANIC TRADITION PASSED DOWN THROUGH MASIKA SZILAGYI ; EDITED BY HELEN BEARDWOMAN, SUE WHITSON ; INSPIRED BY JANET ROSLUND, MASIKA SZILAGYI ; ARTISTS, MASIKA SZILAGYI ... [ET AL.] ; CONTRIBUTORS, ANNA KRIA, NINA RAMONA LENART.
AUTHOR = Budapest, Zsuzsanna Emese, 1940-
PUBLISHER = Los Angeles, Calif. : Susan B. Anthony Coven No. 1, 1979-
call # = BF1566 B8.

TITLE = THE HOLY BOOK OF WOMEN'S MYSTERIES / WRITTEN BY ZSUZSANNA E. BUDAPEST BASED ON THE DIANIC TRADITION PASSED DOWN THROUGH MASIKA SZILAGYI ; EDITED BY HELEN BEARDWOMAN, SUE WHITSON ; INSPIRED BY JANET ROSLUND, MASIKA SZILAGYI ; ARTISTS, MASIKA SZILAGYI ... [ET AL.] ; CONTRIBUTORS, ANNA KRIA, NINA RAMONA LENART.
AUTHOR = Budapest, Zsuzsanna Emese, 1940-
PUBLISHER = Los Angeles, Calif. : Susan B. Anthony Coven No. 1, 1979-
call # = BF1566 B8.

TITLE = THE HOME FRONT : NOTES FROM THE FAMILY WAR ZONE / BY LOUISE ARMSTRONG.
AUTHOR = Armstrong, Louise.
CALL # = HV6626 A75 1984.

TITLE = HOME GIRLS : A BLACK FEMINIST ANTHOLOGY / EDITED BY BARBARA SMITH.
CALL # = E185.86 H7 1983.

TITLE = HOMOSEXUAL : OPPRESSION AND LIBERATION / DENNIS ALTMAN.
AUTHOR = Altman, Dennis.
CALL # = HQ76 A585 1973.

TITLE = HOMOSEXUALITY & PSYCHOTHERAPY : A PRACTITIONER'S HANDBOOK OF AFFIRMATIVE MODELS / JOHN C. GONSIOREK, EDITOR.
CALL # = HQ75 J68 v.7 no.2/3.

TITLE = HOMOSEXUALITY, MASCULINITY & FEMINITY / EDITED BY MICHAEL W. ROSS.
CALL # = HQ76.25 H675 1985.

TITLE = HOMOSEXUALITY, POWER & POLITICS / EDITED BY GAY LEFT COLLECTIVE.
CALL # = HQ76.5 H65.

TITLE = THE HONESTY TREE / BY CAROLE SPEARIN MCCAULEY.
AUTHOR = McCauley, Carole Spearin.
CALL # = PS3563 C3375 H6 1985.

TITLE = HONOURABLE ESTATE : A NOVEL OF TRANSITION / BY VERA BRITTAIN.
AUTHOR = Brittain, Vera, 1893-1970.
CALL # = PR6003 R385 H66 1936.

TITLE = THE HORSE GODDESS / MORGAN LLYWelyn.
AUTHOR = Llywelyn, Morgan.
CALL # = PS3562 L94 H6 1983.
CALL # = HG4521 S3579 1980.

TITLE = HOW TO REALLY LOVE YOUR TEENAGER / ROSS CAMPBELL.
AUTHOR = Campbell, Ross, 1936-
CALL # = HQ755.83 C35 1982.

TITLE = HOW TO SAVE YOUR OWN LIFE : A NOVEL / BY ERICA JONG.
AUTHOR = Jong, Erica.
CALL # = PS3560 O56 H69 1977a.

TITLE = HOW TO SUPPRESS WOMEN'S WRITING / BY JOANNA RUSS.
AUTHOR = Russ, Joanna, 1937-
CALL # = PN471 R87 1983.

TITLE = HUNGERS : POEMS / BY PATRICIA ROTH SCHWARTZ.
AUTHOR = Schwartz, Patricia Roth.
CALL # = PS3569 C568 H8.

TITLE = I AM A WOMAN / ANN BANNON.
AUTHOR = Bannon, Ann.
CALL # = PS3552 A495 I2 1983.

TITLE = THE I CHING OF THE GODDESS / BARBARA G. WALKER.
AUTHOR = Walker, Barbara G.
CALL # = BF1751 W35 1986.

TITLE = THE I IN YOU : POETRY / BY DARLENE BRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Bridge, Darlene.
CALL # = PS3552 R53 I2.

TITLE = I KNEW A PHOENIX: SKETCHES FOR AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-
PUBLISHER = New York, W. W. Norton [1959].
CALL # = PS3537 A832 Z52 1959a.

TITLE = I MUST NOT ROCK / LINDA MARIE.
AUTHOR = Linda Marie, 1943-
TITLE = I MUST NOT ROCK / LINDA MARIE.
AUTHOR = Linda Marie, 1943-
CALL # = HV742 C2 L56.

TITLE = I'M DANCING AS FAST AS I CAN / BARBARA GORDON.
AUTHOR = Gordon, Barbara, 1935-
CALL # = RM146.5 G67 1980.

TITLE = I'M LIKE ME. TRANSLATED FROM THE SWEDISH BY VERNE MOBERG.
WITH DRAWINGS BY CLAES BACKSTROM.
AUTHOR = Widerberg, Siv, 1931-
CALL # = PT9876.33 I43 I5 1973.

TITLE = I'M RUNNING AWAY FROM HOME, BUT I'M NOT ALLOWED TO CROSS THE STREET; A PRIMER OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION. DRAWINGS BY DIANNE FOOTLICK.
AUTHOR = Burton, Gabrielle.
PUBLISHER = Pittsburgh, Know [1972].
CALL # = HQ1426 B85.

TITLE = IMAGES OF BLEEDING : MENSTRUATION AS IDEOLOGY / LOUISE LANDER.
AUTHOR = Lander, Louise.
CALL # = QP263 L36 1988.

TITLE = IN A DIFFERENT VOICE : PSYCHOLOGICAL THEORY AND WOMEN'S DEVELOPMENT / CAROL GILLIGAN.
AUTHOR = Gilligan, Carol, 1936-
CALL # = HQ1206 G58.

TITLE = IN CHINA WITH HARPO AND KARL / BY SIBYL JAMES.
AUTHOR = James, Sibyl.
PUBLISHER = Corvallis, Ore. : Calyx Books, c1990.
CALL # = DS712 J34 1990.

TITLE = IN FAVOR OF THE SENSITIVE MAN, AND OTHER ESSAYS / ANAIS NIN.
AUTHOR = Nin, Anais, 1903-1977.
CALL # = PS3527 I865 I5.
TITLE = IN HER DAY / [RITA MAE BROWN].
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
call # = PS3552 R698 I554 1976.

TITLE = IN HER DAY / [RITA MAE BROWN].
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
call # = PS3552 R698 I554 1976.

TITLE = IN MY MOTHER'S HOUSE / KIM CHERNIN.
AUTHOR = Chernin, Kim.
call # = HX84 C57 C49 1984.

TITLE = IN/SIGHTS : SELF-PORTRAITS BY WOMEN / COMPILED & WITH AN
INTRODUCTION BY JOYCE TENNESON COHEN ; WITH AN ESSAY BY PATRICIA
MEYER SPACKS.
call # = TR681 W6 I55 1978.

TITLE = IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD : A GUIDE TO STATE CHILD
SUPPORT AND PATERNITY LAWS / WRITTEN AND EDITED BY CAROLYN ROYCE
KASTNER AND LAWRENCE R. YOUNG.
AUTHOR = Kastner, Carolyn Royce.
PUBLISHER = Denver, Colo. : Child Support Enforcement Beneficial Laws Project, National
Conference of State Legislatures, c1982.
call # = KF550 Z95 K38 1982.

TITLE = IN THE RUNNING : THE NEW WOMAN CANDIDATE / BY RUTH B. MANDEL.
AUTHOR = Mandel, Ruth B.
call # = HQ1236.5 U6 M36 1983.

TITLE = IN THE SHADOW OF THE SACRED GROVE / CAROL SPINDEL.
AUTHOR = Spindel, Carol.
call # = DT545.45 S44 S65 1989.
TITLE = IN THE SPIRIT OF STONEWALL.
CALL # = HQ76.8 U5 I 5 1979.

AUTHOR = Mellow, Gail O'Connor.
PUBLISHER = Storrs, CT : The Women's Center, University of Connecticut, [1987].
CALL # = LB2332.3 M35 T52 1987.

TITLE = INCIDENTS INVOLVING WARMTH : A COLLECTION OF LESBIAN FEMINIST LOVE STORIES / BY ANNA LIVIA.
AUTHOR = Livia, Anna.
CALL # = PR6062 I8 I5 1986.

TITLE = INDEX/DIRECTORY OF WOMEN'S MEDIA.
PUBLISHER = Washington, Women's Institute for Freedom of the Press.
CALL # = Z7962 I 52.

TITLE = INDEX/DIRECTORY OF WOMEN'S MEDIA.
PUBLISHER = Washington, Women's Institute for Freedom of the Press.
CALL # = Z7962 I 52.

TITLE = INCIDENTS INVOLVING WARMTH : A COLLECTION OF LESBIAN FEMINIST LOVE STORIES / BY ANNA LIVIA.
AUTHOR = Livia, Anna.
CALL # = PR6062 I8 I5 1986.

TITLE = INDEX/DIRECTORY OF WOMEN'S MEDIA.
PUBLISHER = Washington, Women's Institute for Freedom of the Press.
CALL # = Z7962 I 52.

TITLE = INDEX/DIRECTORY OF WOMEN'S MEDIA.
PUBLISHER = Washington, Women's Institute for Freedom of the Press.
CALL # = Z7962 I 52.

TITLE = INEQUALITY OF SACRIFICE : THE IMPACT OF THE REAGAN BUDGET ON WOMEN / COALITION ON WOMEN AND THE BUDGET.
CALL # = HV1445 I53 1984.

TITLE = INLAND PASSAGE / JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
CALL # = PR9199.3 R78 I5 1985.

TITLE = INSATIABLE / BY SLOANE BRITAIN.
AUTHOR = Britain, Sloane.
CALL # = PS3552 R58 I58 1963.
INTAGLIO : A NOVEL IN SIX STORIES / ROBERTA FERNANDEZ.  
AUTHOR = Fernandez, Roberta.  
CALL # = PS3556 E72425 I58 1990.

INTRODUCTION TO LIBRARY RESEARCH IN WOMEN'S STUDIES / SUSAN E. SEARING.  
AUTHOR = Searing, Susan E.  
CALL # = HQ1206 S42 1985.

INVENTING OURSELVES : LESBIAN LIFE STORIES / HALL CARPENTER ARCHIVES, LESBIAN ORAL HISTORY GROUP.  
CALL # = HQ75.3 I58 1989.

THE INVISIBLE ALCOHOLICS : WOMEN AND ALCOHOL ABUSE IN AMERICA / MARIAN SANDMAIER.  
AUTHOR = Sandmaier, Marian.  
CALL # = HV5137 S25.

INVISIBLE LIVES : THE TRUTH ABOUT MILLIONS OF WOMEN-LOVING WOMEN / MARTHA BARRON BARRETT.  
AUTHOR = Barrett, Martha Barron.  
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 B37 1989.

IRIS / BY JANINE VETO.  
AUTHOR = Veto, Janine.  
CALL # = PS3572 E85 I7 1983.

JEST OF GOD.  
AUTHOR = Laurence, Margaret.  
CALL # = PR6062 A8 J4 1966.

JONESTOWN & OTHER MADNESS : POETRY / BY PAT PARKER.  
AUTHOR = Parker, Pat, 1944-.  
CALL # = PS3566 A6847 J6 1985.

THE JOURNEY / ANNE CAMERON.  
AUTHOR = Cameron, Anne.
THE JOURNEY: A NOVEL / BY ANNE CAMERON.
AUTHOR = Cameron, Anne.
CALL # = PR9199.3 H75 J6 1986.

JOURNEY AROUND MY ROOM: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF LOUISE BOGAN: A MOSAIC / [EDITED] BY RUTH LIMMER.
AUTHOR = Bogan, Louise, 1897-1970.
CALL # = PS3503 O195 Z464.

JUST MOMMA AND ME / STORY AND PICTURES BY CHRISTINE ENGLA EBER.
AUTHOR = Eber, Christine Engla.
CALL # = Eber.

KEEPING THE PEACE / LYNNE JONES, EDITOR.
CALL # = JX1965 K43 1983.

KILLASHANDRA / ANNE MCCAFFREY.
AUTHOR = McCaffrey, Anne.
CALL # = PS3563 A255 K48 1985.

KINFLICKS: A NOVEL / BY LISA ALThER.
AUTHOR = Alther, Lisa.
CALL # = PS3551 L78 K5 1977.

KNOWING WOMAN: A FEMININE PSYCHOLOGY.
AUTHOR = Castillejo, Irene Claremont de, b. 1896.
CALL # = HQ1206 C28.

KNOWING WOMAN: A FEMININE PSYCHOLOGY.
AUTHOR = Castillejo, Irene Claremont de, b. 1896.
CALL # = HQ1206 C28.

LADIES' NIGHT / ELISABETH BOWERS.
AUTHOR = Bowers, Elisabeth.
CALL # = PS3552 O87197 L3 1988.

TITLE = A LADLE-SHAPED WOMAN : A STORY / BY ALICE ROGOFF ; WITH DECORATIONS BY NINA GABY CHRISTINA.
AUTHOR = Rogoff, Alice.
CALL # = PS3568 O49 L3 1975.

TITLE = LADY OF THE BEASTS : POEMS / BY ROBIN MORGAN.
AUTHOR = Morgan, Robin.
CALL # = PS3563 O87148 L3 1976.

TITLE = LADY OF THE BEASTS : POEMS / BY ROBIN MORGAN.
AUTHOR = Morgan, Robin.
CALL # = PS3563 O87148 L3 1976.

TITLE = LANGUAGE AND WOMAN'S PLACE / ROBIN LAKOFF.
AUTHOR = Lakoff, Robin Tolmach.
CALL # = HQ1206 L36 1975.

TITLE = LAS MUJERES : CONVERSATIONS FROM A HISPANIC COMMUNITY / NAN ELSASSER, KYLE MACKENZIE, YVONNE TIXIER Y VIGIL ; PHOTOS. BY SUSAN TROWBRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Elsasser, Nan, 1945-.
CALL # = F805 S75 E45 1980.
TITLE = THE LAST DRAW / ELISABET PETERZEN ; TRANSLATED BY LAURA DESERTRAIN.
AUTHOR = Peterzen, Elisabet, 1938-
CALL # = PT9876.26 E74 S5713 1988.

TITLE = LAST FLIGHT / AMELIA EARHART ; ARRANGED BY GEORGE PALMER PUTNAM.
AUTHOR = Earhart, Amelia, 1897-1937.
CALL # = TL721 E3 A35 1965.

TITLE = THE LAST OF THE MENU GIRLS / DENISE CHAVEZ.
AUTHOR = Chavez, Denise.
CALL # = PS3553 H346 L3 1986.

TITLE = LAST SUMMER AT BLUEFISH COVE : A PLAY IN TWO ACTS / BY JANE CHAMBERS.
AUTHOR = Chambers, Jane, 1937-
CALL # = PS3553 H258 I3 1982.

TITLE = THE LATECOMER / BY SARAH ALDRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Aldridge, Sarah.
CALL # = PS3554 L345 L3 1974.

TITLE = THE LATECOMER / BY SARAH ALDRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Aldridge, Sarah.
CALL # = PS3554 L345 L3 1974.

TITLE = THE LATHE OF HEAVEN / URSULA K. LE GUIN.
AUTHOR = Le Guin, Ursula K., 1929-
CALL # = PS3562 E42 L3 1973.

TITLE = LAVENDER CRYSTAL / GWYN MARILYN.
AUTHOR = Gwyn Marilyn.
CALL # = PN6099.3 G9947 L36 1983.

TITLE = THE LAVENDER HERRING : LESBIAN ESSAYS FROM THE LADDER / EDITED BY BARBARA GRIER AND COLETTA REID.
TITLE = THE LAW OF RETURN : A NOVEL / BY ALICE BLOCH.  
AUTHOR = Bloch, Alice, 1947-  
CALL # = PS3552 L547 L3 1983b.

TITLE = THE LAW OF RETURN : A NOVEL / BY ALICE BLOCH.  
AUTHOR = Bloch, Alice, 1947-  
CALL # = PS3552 L547 L3 1983b.

TITLE = LEARNING TO LOSE : SEXISM AND EDUCATION / EDITED BY DALE SPENDER & ELIZABETH SARAH.  
CALL # = HQ1206 l39 1080.

TITLE = LEAVE A LIGHT ON FOR ME : A NOVEL / BY JEAN SWALLOW.  
AUTHOR = Swallow, Jean.  
CALL # = PS3569 W23 L43 1986.

TITLE = LEAVE A LIGHT ON FOR ME : A NOVEL / BY JEAN SWALLOW.  
AUTHOR = Swallow, Jean.  
CALL # = PS3569 W23 L43 1986.

TITLE = THE LEFT HAND OF DARKNESS / BY URSULA K. LE GUIN.  
AUTHOR = Le Guin, Ursula K., 1929-  
CALL # = L521le.

TITLE = THE LEGACY : A NOVEL / BY SONYA JONES.  
AUTHOR = Jones, Sonya.  
CALL # = PS3560 O5335 L4.

TITLE = A LEGAL GUIDE FOR LESBIAN & GAY COUPLES / HAYDEN CURRY AND DENIS CLIFFORD; EDITED BY RALPH WARNER.  
AUTHOR = Curry, Hayden.  
CALL # = KF538 C87 1985.

TITLE = A LEGAL GUIDE FOR LESBIAN & GAY COUPLES / HAYDEN CURRY AND DENIS CLIFFORD ; EDITED BY RALPH WARNER.
AUTHOR = Curry, Hayden.
call # = KF538 C87.

TITLE = LEGAL KIDNAPING : WHAT HAPPENS TO A FAMILY WHEN THE FATHER KIDNAPS TWO CHILDREN / ANNA DEMETER ; INTROD. BY ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Demeter, Anna.
call # = HQ834 D45.

TITLE = LEGAL RIGHTS OF LESBIANS AND GAY MEN IN CONNECTICUT : WOMEN'S LEGAL RESOURCES PROJECT.
AUTHOR = Goldsmith, Diane.
call # = KFC4011.5 H64 G65 1985.

TITLE = LEGENDE : THE STORY OF PHILIPPA AND AURELIE / BY JEANNINE ALLARD.
AUTHOR = Allard, Jeannine.
call # = PS3551 L374 L44 1984.

TITLE = LESBIAN ART AND ARTISTS / [EDITED BY] CYNTHIA CARR [ET AL.].
call # = NX652 G38 L47 1977.

TITLE = THE LESBIAN BODY / MONIQUE WITTIG ; TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY DAVID LE VAY.
AUTHOR = Wittig, Monique.
call # = PQ2683 I8 C6 1975.

TITLE = THE LESBIAN BODY/ MONIQUE WITTIG; TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY DAVID LE VAY.
AUTHOR = Wittig, Monique 1936- 
call # = PQ2638 I8 C6 1976.

TITLE = THE LESBIAN COMMUNITY / DEBORAH GOLEMAN WOLF.
AUTHOR = Wolf, Deborah Goleman.
call # = HQ75.6 U5 W64 1979.

TITLE = THE LESBIAN COMMUNITY : WITH AN AFTERWORD, 1980 / DEBORAH GOLEMAN WOLF.
AUTHOR = Wolf, Deborah Goleman.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 W64 1980.

TITLE = LESBIAN ETHICS.
PUBLISHER = Venice, CA : LE Publications, c1984-
CALL # = HQ75 L61334.

TITLE = LESBIAN ETHICS.
PUBLISHER = Venice, CA : LE Publications, c1984-
CALL # = HQ75 L61334.

TITLE = LESBIAN ETHICS.
PUBLISHER = Venice, CA : LE Publications, c1984-
CALL # = HQ75 L61334.

TITLE = LESBIAN ETIQUETTE : HUMOROUS ESSAYS / BY GAIL SAUSSER ; WITH CARTOONS BY ALICE MUHLBACK.
AUTHOR = Sausser, Gail.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 S38 1986.

TITLE = LESBIAN ETIQUETTE : HUMOROUS ESSAYS / BY GAIL SAUSSER ; WITH CARTOONS BY ALICE MUHLBACK.
AUTHOR = Sausser, Gail.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 S38 1986.

TITLE = LESBIAN-FEMINISM IN TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY GERMANY / EDITED AND TRANSLATED BY LILLIAN FADERMAN, BRIGITTE ERIKSSON.
CALL # = HQ75.6 G3 L47.

TITLE = LESBIAN FICTION : AN ANTHOLOGY / EDITED BY ELLY BULKIN.
CALL # = PS648 L47 L4.

TITLE = LESBIAN HEALTH MATTERS / MARY O'DONNELL ... [ET AL.].
PUBLISHER = Santa Cruz, Calif. : Santa Cruz Women's Health Center, c1979.
CALL # = RG121 L48 1979.

TITLE = LESBIAN IMAGES / JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
CALL # = PN56 S53 R84.
TITLE = LESBIAN IMAGES / JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
CALL # = PN56 S53 R84 1976.

TITLE = LESBIAN IMAGES / JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
CALL # = PN56 S53 R84 1976.

TITLE = THE LESBIAN IN FRONT OF THE CLASSROOM : WRITINGS BY LESBIAN
TEACHERS / ELLEN LOUISE HART ... [ET AL.] ; EDITED BY SARAH-HOPE
PARMETER AND IRENE RETI.

TITLE = THE LESBIAN IN LITERATURE : A BIBLIOGRAPHY / GENE DAMON, [I.E. B.
GRIER] JAN WATSON, ROBIN JORDAN.
AUTHOR = Grier, Barbara.
PUBLISHER = Reno, Nev. : The Ladder, [1975].
CALL # = Z5866 L4 D3 1975.

TITLE = LESBIAN LAND / EDITED BY JOYCE CHENEY.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 L38 1985.

TITLE = LESBIAN LETTERS / BY CHRISTINE HERON STOCKTON.
AUTHOR = Stockton, Christine Heron.
CALL # = PS3569 T613 L4 1986.

TITLE = LESBIAN LYRICS / BY MICHIO CORNELL.
AUTHOR = Cornell, Michiyo.
PUBLISHER = [S.l. : s.n.] ; 1981.
CALL # = PS595 L46 C66 1981.

TITLE = LESBIAN MOTHER LITIGATION MANUAL / DONNA J. HITCHENS.
AUTHOR = Hitchens, Donna J.
PUBLISHER = San Francisco, Calif. (1370 Mission St., San Francisco 94103) : Lesbian Rights
Project, c1982.
CALL # = KF547 H58 1982.

TITLE = LESBIAN NATION; THE FEMINIST SOLUTION.
AUTHOR = Johnston, Jill.
PUBLISHER = New York, Simon and Schuster [1973].
CALL # = HQ76.3 U5 J6.
TITLE = LESBIAN NATION; THE FEMINIST SOLUTION.
AUTHOR = Johnston, Jill.
PUBLISHER = New York, Simon and Schuster [1973].
CALL # = HQ76.3 U5 J6.

TITLE = LESBIAN NUNS : BREAKING SILENCE / EDITED BY ROSEMARY CURB, NANCY MANAHAN.
CALL # = BX4225 L47 1985.

TITLE = LESBIAN ORIGINS / SUSAN CAVIN.
AUTHOR = Cavin, Susan, 1948-
CALL # = HQ75.5 C38 1985.

TITLE = THE LESBIAN PATH / EDITED BY MARGARET CRUIKSHANK.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 L38 1981.

TITLE = THE LESBIAN PATH : 37 LESBIAN WRITERS SHARE THEIR PERSONAL EXPERIENCES, VIEWPOINTS, TRAUMAS AND JOYS / EDITED BY MARGARET CRUIKSHANK.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 L38.

TITLE = LESBIAN PEOPLES : MATERIAL FOR A DICTIONARY / MONIQUE WITTIG AND SANDE ZEIG ; [COVER ART BY LENA VANDREY].
AUTHOR = Wittig, Monique.
CALL # = HQ75.5 W5713.

TITLE = THE LESBIAN PERIODICALS INDEX / COMPILED & EDITED BY CLARE POTTER.
AUTHOR = Potter, Clare.
TITLE = LESBIANA : BOOK REVIEWS FROM THE LADDER, 1966-1972 / BY BARBARA GRIER, ALSO KNOWN AS GENE DAMON ; INTROD. BY ANN LEESON.
AUTHOR = Grier, Barbara.
cALL # = PN56 L45 G74.

TITLE = LESBIANISM AND THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT / EDITED BY NANCY MYRON & CHARLOTTE BUNCH.
cALL # = HQ75.5 L47.

TITLE = LESBIANS : A CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING KIT / BY THE BOSTON NOW LESBIAN TASK FORCE.
cALL # = HQ75.6 U5 L385.

TITLE = LESBIANS : AS WE SEE OURSELVES / LESBIANS RISING COLLECTIVE.
cALL # = PS589 L382 L38 1975.

TITLE = LESBIANS, WOMEN, AND SOCIETY / E. M. ETTORRE.
AUTHOR = Ettorre, E. M.
cALL # = HQ75.5 E88 1980.

TITLE = LESSONS, A NOVEL / BY LEE ZACHARIAS.
AUTHOR = Zacharias, Lee.
cALL # = PS3576 A18 L4.

TITLE = LETTERS OF A WOMAN HOMESTEADER / BY ELINORE PRUITT STEWART ; WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY N.C. WYETH.
AUTHOR = Stewart, Elinore Pruitt, 1878-1942.
cALL # = 92 S8491.

TITLE = LETTERS OF A WOMAN HOMESTEADER. INTROD. BY JESSAMYN WEST.
AUTHOR = Stewart, Elinore Pruitt, 1878-1942.
PUBLISHER = Lincoln, University of Nebraska Press, 1961.
cALL # = F761 S8 1961.

TITLE = LEVIATHAN'S DEEP / JAYGE CARR.
AUTHOR = Carr, Jayge.
cALL # = PS3553 A7629 L4 1979.
TITLE = LIBERATING MASTURBATION : A MEDITATION ON SELF LOVE : DEDICATED TO THE WOMEN / BETTY DODSON.
AUTHOR = Dodson, Betty.
CALL # = HQ447 D57.

TITLE = LIBERATING MASTURBATION : A MEDITATION ON SELF LOVE : DEDICATED TO THE WOMEN / BETTY DODSON.
AUTHOR = Dodson, Betty.
CALL # = HQ447 D57.

CALL # = HQ1181 U5 L52 1988.

TITLE = LIFE IN THE IRON MILLS; OR, THE KORL WOMAN. WITH A BIOGRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION BY TILLIE OLSEN.
AUTHOR = Davis, Rebecca Harding, 1831-1910.
CALL # = PS1517 D297 L5 1972.

TITLE = THE LIFE OF LORENA HICKOK : E. R.'S FRIEND / BY DORIS FABER.
AUTHOR = Faber, Doris, 1924-
CALL # = PN4874 H477 F3.

TITLE = A LIFE OF ONE'S OWN / JOANNA FIELD.
AUTHOR = Milner, Marion Blackett.
CALL # = BF575 H27 M54 1981.

TITLE = LIFETIME GUARANTEE : A JOURNEY THROUGH LOSS AND SURVIVAL / ALICE BLOCH.
AUTHOR = Bloch, Alice, 1947-
CALL # = RC643 B54 B57 1981.

TITLE = LIFTING THE CURSE OF MENSTRUATION : A FEMINIST APPRAISAL OF THE INFLUENCE OF MENSTRUATION OF WOMEN'S LIVES / EDITED BY SHARON
GOLUB.

TITLE = LINDEN HILLS / GLORIA NAYLOR.
AUTHOR = Naylor, Gloria.
call #: PS3564 A895 L5 1986.

TITLE = LISTENING TO OUR BODIES : THE REBIRTH OF FEMININE WISDOM /
STEPHANIE DEMETRAKOPOULOS.
AUTHOR = Demetrakopoulos, Stephanie A., 1937-
call #: HQ1206 D363 1983.

TITLE = LIVING AS A LESBIAN : POETRY / BY CHERYL CLARKE.
AUTHOR = Clarke, Cheryl, 1947-

TITLE = LIVING MY LIFE / EMMA GOLDMAN ; EDITED BY RICHARD AND ANNA
MARIA DRINNON.
AUTHOR = Goldman, Emma, 1869-1940.

TITLE = LIVING WITH THE ENEMY / DONNA FERRATO ; INTRODUCTION BY ANN
JONES.
AUTHOR = Ferrato, Donna.
call #: HV6626.2 F47 1991.

TITLE = LONG TIME PASSING : LIVES OF OLDER LESBIANS / EDITED BY MARCY
ADELMAN.
call #: HQ75.5 L65 1986.

TITLE = THE LONG TRAIL / PENNY HAYES.
AUTHOR = Hayes, Penny, 1940-

TITLE = LONG WAY HOME : THE ODYSSEY OF A LESBIAN MOTHER AND HER
CHILDREN / JEANNE JULLION.
AUTHOR = Jullion, Jeanne.
CALL # = KF228 J85 J85 1985.

TITLE = THE LONGEST WAR : SEX DIFFERENCES IN PERSPECTIVE / CAROL TAVRIS, CAROLE WADE.
AUTHOR = Tavris, Carol.
CALL # = BF692.2 T38 1984.

TITLE = LOOK ME IN THE EYE : OLD WOMEN, AGING, AND AGEISM / BARBARA MACDONALD WITH CYNTHIA RICH.
AUTHOR = Macdonald, Barbara, 1912 or 13-
PUBLISHER = San Francisco : Spinsters, Ink, c1983.
CALL # = HQ1061 M23 1983.

TITLE = LOOKING FOR MR. GOODBAR / JUDITH ROSSNER.
AUTHOR = Rossner, Judith.
CALL # = PS3568 O 848 L6 1976.

TITLE = THE LOST BELLYBUTTON / WRITTEN BY MARGARET MORGANROTH GULLETTE FOR SEAN ; ILLUSTRATED BY LESLIE UDRY.
AUTHOR = Gullette, Margaret Morganroth.
CALL # = Gullette.

TITLE = LOUD CRACKS, SOFT HEARTS / BY JEAN LOZORAITIS.
AUTHOR = Lozoraitis, Jean.
CALL # = PS3562 O99 L6.

TITLE = LOVE IMAGE / BY VALERIE TAYLOR.
AUTHOR = Taylor, Valerie, 1913-
CALL # = PS3570 A957 L68 1977.

TITLE = LOVE, STRUGGLE & CHANGE : STORIES BY WOMEN / EDITED BY IRENE ZAHAVA.
CALL # = PS647 W6 L68 1988.
TITLE = LOVE YOUR ENEMY?: THE DEBATE BETWEEN HETEROSEXUAL FEMINISM AND POLITICAL LESBIANISM.
CALL # = HQ75.5 L68 1981.

TITLE = LOVER / BERTHA HARRIS.
AUTHOR = Harris, Bertha, 1937-
CALL # = PS3558 A64 L68 1976.

TITLE = LOVEROOT / BY ERICA JONG.
AUTHOR = Jong, Erica.
CALL # = PS3560 O56 L6 1976.

TITLE = LOVEROOT : [POEMS] / BY ERICA JONG.
AUTHOR = Jong, Erica.
CALL # = PS3560 O56 L6.

TITLE = LOVERS' CHOICE / BECKY BIRTHA.
AUTHOR = Birtha, Becky, 1948-
CALL # = PS3552 I7574 L6 1987.

TITLE = LOVERS IN THE PRESENT AFTERNOON / BY KATHLEEN FLEMING.
AUTHOR = Fleming, Kathleen, 1931-
CALL # = PS3556 L446 L6 1984.

TITLE = LOVERS IN THE PRESENT AFTERNOON / BY KATHLEEN FLEMING.
AUTHOR = Fleming, Kathleen, 1931-
CALL # = PS3556 L446 L6 1984.

TITLE = LOVING HER; A NOVEL.
AUTHOR = Shockley, Ann Allen.
PUBLISHER = Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill [1974].
CALL # = PS3569 H568 L6 1974.

TITLE = MADE FROM THIS EARTH : AN ANTHOLOGY OF WRITINGS / SUSAN GRIFFIN.
AUTHOR = Griffin, Susan.
CALL # = PS 3557 R48913 A6 1983.
TITLE = MAGDALEN / [RUTHELLEN QUILLEN].
AUTHOR = Quillen, Ruthellen, 1951-
CALL # = PS3567 U33 M3.

TITLE = MAGDALENA / SARAH ALDRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Aldridge, Sarah.
CALL # = PS3551 L345 M34 1987.

TITLE = THE MAGNIFICENT SPINSTER : A NOVEL / BY MAY SARTON.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-
CALL # = PS3537 A832 M3 1985.

TITLE = THE MAIMIE PAPERS / HISTORICAL EDITOR, RUTH ROSEN, TEXTUAL EDITOR, SUE DAVIDSON ; WITH AN INTROD. BY RUTH ROSEN.
AUTHOR = Pinzer, Maimie, 1885-
CALL # = HQ146 P4 P56.

TITLE = THE MAJORITY FINDS ITS PAST : PLACING WOMEN IN HISTORY / GERDA LERNER.
AUTHOR = Lerner, Gerda, 1920-
CALL # = HQ1426 L47 M34 1981.

TITLE = MAKING A WAY : LESBIANS OUT FRONT / PHOTOGRAPHS BY JEB (JOAN E. BIREN) ; FOREWORD BY MINNIE BRUCE PRATT.
AUTHOR = Biren, Joan E.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 B57 1987.

TITLE = MAKING CONTACT / VIRGINIA SATIR.
AUTHOR = Satir, Virginia.
CALL # = HM132 S345.

TITLE = A MAN AND TWO WOMEN : STORIES / BY DORIS LESSING.
AUTHOR = Lessing, Doris May, 1919-
CALL # = PR6023 E833 M35 1963.

TITLE = MAN MADE LANGUAGE / DALE SPENDER.
AUTHOR = Spender, Dale.
CALL # = P120 S48 S57.

TITLE = MARGARET SANGER : PIONEER OF BIRTH CONTROL / LAWRENCE LADER, MILTON MELTZER.
AUTHOR = Lader, Lawrence.
CALL # = HQ764 S3 L28 1974b.

TITLE = MARGIE ADAM, SONGWRITER / [WORDS AND MUSIC, MARGIE ADAM].
AUTHOR = Adam, Margie.
CALL # = ML1630.18 A32 M37.

TITLE = THE MARQUISE AND THE NOVICE / BY VICTORIA RAMSTETTER ; ILLUSTRATED BY DEBORAH POWERS.
AUTHOR = Ramstetter, Victoria.
CALL # = PS3568 A474 M3.

TITLE = THE MARQUISE AND THE NOVICE / BY VICTORIA RAMSTETTER ; ILLUSTRATED BY DEBORAH POWERS.
AUTHOR = Ramstetter, Victoria.
CALL # = PS3568 A474 M3.

TITLE = THE MARRIAGE BARGAIN : WOMEN AND DOWRIES IN EUROPEAN HISTORY / EDITED BY MARION A. KAPLAN.
CALL # = HQ1017 M37 1985b.

TITLE = MARS AND HER CHILDREN : POEMS / BY MARGE PIERCY.
AUTHOR = Piercy, Marge.
CALL # = PS3566 I4 M37 1992.

TITLE = A MARTINI ON THE OTHER TABLE / BY JOYCE ELBERT.
AUTHOR = Elbert, Joyce.
CALL # = PS3555 L2 M37 1963a.

TITLE = MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT; A BIOGRAPHY.
AUTHOR = Flexner, Eleanor, 1908-.
CALL # = HQ1595 W64 F5 1973.
TITLE = THE MEANING OF OUR LOVE FOR WOMEN IS WHAT WE HAVE CONSTANTLY TO EXPAND / ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
CALL # = HQ76.2 U5 R53.

TITLE = THE MEASURE OF MY DAYS / FLORIDA SCOTT-MAXWELL.
AUTHOR = Scott-Maxwell, Florida Pier, 1884-
CALL # = HQ1061 S36 1979.

TITLE = MEDICINE WOMAN / LYNN V. ANDREWS ; ILLUSTRATIONS BY DANIEL REEVES ; FRONTISPICE BY FRITZ SCHOLDER.
AUTHOR = Andrews, Lynn V.
CALL # = BP610 A5415 1981.

TITLE = MEMOIRS OF A DUTIFUL DAUGHTER. TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY JAMES KIRKUP.
AUTHOR = Beauvoir, Simone de, 1908-
CALL # = PQ2603 E362 Z523 1974.

TITLE = MENSTRUATION AND MENOPAUSE : THE PHYSIOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY, THE MYTH AND THE REALITY / BY PAULA WEIDEGER.
AUTHOR = Weideger, Paula.
CALL # = RG161 W44 1977.

TITLE = MERIDIAN / ALICE WALKER.
AUTHOR = Walker, Alice, 1944-
CALL # = PS3573 A425 M4 1977a.

TITLE = MERIDIAN / ALICE WALKER.
AUTHOR = Walker, Alice, 1944-
CALL # = PS3573 A425 M4 1977.

TITLE = THE MERMAID AND THE MINOTAUR : SEXUAL ARRANGEMENTS AND HUMAN MALAISE / DOROTHY DINNERSTEIN.
AUTHOR = Dinnerstein, Dorothy.
CALL # = BF692.2 D54 1977.
TITLE = METROPOLITAN LIFE / FRAN LEBOWITZ.
AUTHOR = Lebowitz, Fran.
CALL # = AC8 L37 1978.

TITLE = MIDDLE MIST.
AUTHOR = Renault, Mary.
PUBLISHER = New York : Pantheon Books, [c1985].
CALL # = PR6035 E55 M5 1985.

TITLE = MINNESOTA WOMEN'S ACTIVITY BOOK.
AUTHOR = Minnesota Women's Consortium.
CALL # = HQ1233 M55 M55 1981.

TITLE = THE MIRROR WITHIN : A NEW LOOK AT SEXUALITY / ANNE DICKSON ;
ILLUSTRATED BY KATE CHARLESWORTH.
AUTHOR = Dickson, Anne, 1946-
CALL # = HQ29 D53 1985.

TITLE = MISFORTUNE'S FRIEND / SARAH ALDRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Aldridge, Sarah.
CALL # = PS3551 L345 M5 1985.

TITLE = MISS MAGGIE : A BIOGRAPHY OF MAGGIE LENA WALKER / AUTHORS,
MURIEL BRANCH AND DOROTHY RICE ; ILLUSTRATOR, DAVID MELANDER.
AUTHOR = Branch, Muriel.
CALL # = E185.97 W13 B74 1984.

TITLE = MISS VENEZUELA / BARBARA WILSON.
AUTHOR = Wilson, Barbara, 1950-
CALL # = PS3573 I45678 M5 1988.

TITLE = THE MOD DONNA, AND SCYKLON Z; PLAYS OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION.
AUTHOR = Lamb, Myrna.
CALL # = PS3562 A425 M6.

TITLE = MOMMA : A START ON ALL THE UNTOLD STORIES.
AUTHOR = Alta.
CALL # = PS3551 L76 Z52.
TITLE = THE MONARCHS ARE FLYING : A NOVEL / BY MARION FOSTER.
AUTHOR = Foster, Marion.
call # = PR9199.3 F574 M6 1987.

TITLE = MORE WOMEN OF WONDER : SCIENCE FICTION NOVELETTES BY WOMEN ABOUT WOMEN / EDITED, WITH AN INTROD. AND NOTES BY PAMELA SARGENT.
call # = PS648 S3 M6 1976.

TITLE = MOTHER CAMP : FEMALE IMPERSONATORS IN AMERICA / ESTHER NEWTON.
AUTHOR = Newton, Esther.
call # = HQ77 N49 1979.

TITLE = MOTHER IS A PITCHER / STORY BY MAXINE KAHN ; ILLUSTRATIONS BY GWYNNE SLADE.
AUTHOR = Kahn, Maxine.
PUBLISHER = Monmouth, Or. : All of Us, c1974, [1976 printing].
call # = GV871 K33 1976.

TITLE = THE MOTHER KNOT / JANE LAZARRE ; INTRODUCTION BY SARA RUDDICK.
AUTHOR = Lazarre, Jane.
call # = HQ759 L38 1986.

TITLE = THE MOTHER MACHINE : REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGIES FROM ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION TO ARTIFICIAL WOMBS / GENA COREA.
AUTHOR = Corea, Gena.
call # = QP251 C78 1985.

TITLE = MOTHER, SISTER, DAUGHTER, LOVER : STORIES / BY JAN CLAUSEN.
AUTHOR = Clausen, Jan, 1950-
call # = PS3553 L348 M6.

TITLE = MOTHER TO DAUGHTER, DAUGHTER TO MOTHER, MOTHERS ON MOTHERING : A DAYBOOK AND READER / SELECTED AND SHAPED BY TILLIE OLSEN.
call # = PN6075 M6 1984.
TITLE = MOTHERPEACE : A WAY TO THE GODDESS THROUGH MYTH, ART, AND TAROT / VICKI NOBLE.
AUTHOR = Noble, Vicki.
CALL # = BL458 N63 1983.

TITLE = THE MOTHS AND OTHER STORIES / HELENA MARIA VIRAMONTES.
AUTHOR = Viramontes, Helena Maria, 1954-
CALL # = PS3572 I63 M6 1985.

TITLE = MOUNTAIN LORE / POEMS. BY PAM MCArTHUR; DRAWINGS BY PEG BATCHELDER.
AUTHOR = Mcarthur, Pam.
CALL # = PS3563 A2138 M69 1977.

TITLE = MOUNTAIN MOVING DAY; POEMS BY WOMEN, EDITED BY ELAINE GILL.
AUTHOR = Gill, Elaine, comp.
PUBLISHER = Trumansburg, N.Y., Crossing Press [1973].
CALL # = PS3589 G5.

TITLE = MOVEMENT IN BLACK : THE COLLECTED POETRY OF PAT PARKER ; FOREWORD BY AUDRE LORDE ; INTROD. BY JUDY GRAHN ; [GRAPHICS BY WENDY CADDEN, IRMAJEAN, KAREN SJÖHOLM].
AUTHOR = Parker, Pat, 1944-
CALL # = PS3566 A6847 M6.

TITLE = MRS. MUNCK / ELLA LEFFLAND.
AUTHOR = Leffland, Ella.
CALL # = PS3562 E375 M7 1985.

TITLE = MRS. PORTER'S LETTER / VICKI P. MCCONNELL ; ILLUSTRATED BY JANET FONS.
AUTHOR = McConnell, Vicki P.
CALL # = PS3563 C344 1982.

TITLE = MRS. STEVENS HEARS THE MERMAIDS SINGING : A NOVEL / INTROD. BY CAROLYN G. HEILBRUN.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-
CALL # = PS3537 A832 M5 1975.
TITLE = MRS. VARGAS AND THE DEAD NATURALIST / BY KATHLEEN ALCALA.
AUTHOR = Alcala, Kathleen, 1954-

TITLE = THE MS. GUIDE TO A WOMAN'S HEALTH : THE MOST UP-TO-DATE GUIDE TO A WOMAN'S HEALTH AND WELL-BEING / CYNTHIA W. COOKE, SUSAN DWORKIN ; ILL. BY JUDITH GLICK.
AUTHOR = Cooke, Cynthia W.
CALL # = RG121 C763 1979.

TITLE = MUCHA.
AUTHOR = Mucha, Alphonse Marie, 1860-1939.
CALL # = NC1850 M8 A4 1977.

TITLE = MURDER BY THE BOOK : A HELEN BLACK MYSTERY / BY PAT WELCH.
AUTHOR = Welch, Pat, 1957-
CALL # = PS3573 E4543 M87 1990.

TITLE = MURDER IN THE COLLECTIVE / BY BARBARA WILSON.
AUTHOR = Wilson, Barbara, 1950-
CALL # = PS3573 I 45678 M8 1984.

TITLE = MURDER IN THE COLLECTIVE / BY BARBARA WILSON.
AUTHOR = Wilson, Barbara, 1950-
CALL # = PS3573 I 45678 M8 1984.

TITLE = MURDER IN THE ENGLISH DEPARTMENT / VALERIE MINER.
AUTHOR = Miner, Valerie.
CALL # = PS3563 I4647 M8 1982.

TITLE = MY ANTONIA / BY WILLA CATHER ; WITH ILL. BY W. T. BENDA.
AUTHOR = Cather, Willa, 1873-1947.
PUBLISHER = Boston : Houghton Mifflin, [c1977].
CALL # = PS3505 A87 M8 1977.

TITLE = MY BRILLIANT CAREER / MILES FRANKLIN.
AUTHOR = Franklin, Miles, 1879-1954.
CALL # = PR9619.3 F68 M9 1981.
TITLE = MY HOUSE; POEMS.
AUTHOR = Giovanni, Nikki.
CALL # = PS3557 I55 M9.

TITLE = MY LOVELY ADELE / BY ADRIAN BENNETT.
AUTHOR = Bennett, Adrian.
CALL # = PS3552 E546 M9 1962.

TITLE = MY MOTHER/MY SELF : THE DAUGHTER'S SEARCH FOR IDENTITY / NANCY FRIDAY.
AUTHOR = Friday, Nancy.
CALL # = HQ1206 F72.

TITLE = MY MOTHER/MY SELF : THE DAUGHTER'S SEARCH FOR IDENTITY / NANCY FRIDAY.
AUTHOR = Friday, Nancy.
PUBLISHER = New York : Dell, c1977.
CALL # = HQ1206 F72 1977.

TITLE = MY MOTHER THE MAIL CARRIER = MI MAMA LA CARTERA / BY INEZ MAURY ; ILLUSTRATED BY LADY MCCRADY ; TRANSLATED BY NORAH E. ALEMANY.
AUTHOR = Maury, Inez, 1909-
CALL # = PC4115 M424.

TITLE = MY SISTER, MY LOVE / BY MIRIAM GARDNER.
AUTHOR = Gardner, Miriam.
CALL # = PS3557 A7145 M9 1963.

TITLE = MY SONG IS MY OWN : 100 WOMEN'S SONGS / KATHY HENDERSON WITH FRANKIE ARMSTRONG AND SANDRA KERR.
CALL # = M1977 W64 M9.
TITLE = MYTHS OF MALE DOMINANCE : COLLECTED ARTICLES ON WOMEN CROSS- CULTURALLY / ELEANOR BURKE LEACOCK.
AUTHOR = Leacock, Eleanor Burke, 1922-
CALL # = GN479.7 L4.

TITLE = MYTHS TO LIE BY : SHORT PIECES / DOROTHY BRYANT.
AUTHOR = Bryant, Dorothy, 1930-
CALL # = PS3552 R878 M9 1984.

TITLE = THE NAMES OF THE MOONS OF MARS : SHORT FICTION / BY PATRICIA ROTH SCHWARTZ.
AUTHOR = Schwartz, Patricia Roth, 1946-
CALL # = PS3569 C5673 N36 1989.

TITLE = NAMING THE VIOLENCE : SPEAKING OUT ABOUT LESBIAN BATTERING / EDITED BY KERRY LOBEL FOR THE NATIONAL COALITION AGAINST DOMESTIC VIOLENCE LESBIAN TASK FORCE.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 N36 1986.

TITLE = NAPPY EDGES / NTOZAKE SHANGE.
AUTHOR = Shange, Ntozake.
CALL # = PS3569 H3324 N3 1980.

TITLE = THE NATIONAL GAY HEALTH DIRECTORY : A COMPRENDIUM OF HEALTH SERVICES FOR LESBIANS AND GAY MEN.
CALL # = RA445 N277 1980.

TITLE = NATIVE TONGUE / SUZETTE HADEN ELGIN.
AUTHOR = Elgin, Suzette Haden.
CALL # = PS3555 L42 N37 1984.

TITLE = THE NATURAL SUPERIORITY OF WOMEN / BY ASHLEY MONTAGU.
AUTHOR = Montagu, Ashley, 1905-
CALL # = HQ1206 M65 1970a.

TITLE = THE NATURAL SUPERIORITY OF WOMEN.
AUTHOR = Montagu, Ashley, 1905-
TITLE = THE NATURE AND EVOLUTION OF FEMALE SEXUALITY.
AUTHOR = Sherfey, Mary Jane, 1933-
CALL # = QP259 S532.

TITLE = THE NATURE AND EVOLUTION OF FEMALE SEXUALITY.
AUTHOR = Sherfey, Mary Jane, 1933-
CALL # = QP259 S532.

TITLE = NERVES : A NOVEL / [BY] BLANCHE M. BOYD.
AUTHOR = Boyd, Blanche M., 1945-
PUBLISHER = Plainfield, Vt., Daughters, inc. [1973].

TITLE = THE NESTING PLACE : A NOVEL / BY SARAH ALDRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Aldridge, Sarah.
CALL # = PS3551 L345 N4 1982.

TITLE = THE NEW LESBIANS : INTERVIEWS WITH WOMEN ACROSS THE U.S. AND CANADA / LAUREL GALANA & GINA COVINA.
AUTHOR = Galana, Laurel.
CALL # = HQ75.5 G72 1977.

TITLE = THE NEW OUR BODIES, OURSELVES : A BOOK BY AND FOR WOMEN / BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH BOOK COLLECTIVE.

TITLE = NEW PLAYS BY WOMEN / EDITED BY SUSAN LATEMPA ; WITH PLAYS BY SUSAN BOYD ... [ET AL.].
CALL # = PS628 W6 N37 1979.

TITLE = NEW POETS, WOMEN : AN ANTHOLOGY / EDITED BY TERRY WETHERBY.
CALL # = PS589 N37.

TITLE = A NEW VIEW OF A WOMAN'S BODY : A FULLY ILLUSTRATED GUIDE / BY THE FEDERATION OF FEMINIST WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTERS ; ILLUSTRATIONS
BY SUZANN GAGE ; PHOTOGRAPHS BY SYLVIA MORALES.
CALL # = RG121 N468.

TITLE = A NEW VIEW OF A WOMAN'S BODY : A FULLY ILLUSTRATED GUIDE / BY
THE FEDERATION OF FEMINIST WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTERS ; ILLUSTRATIONS
BY SUZANN GAGE ; PHOTOGRAPHS BY SYLVIA MORALES.
CALL # = RG121 N468.

TITLE = NEW WOMAN, NEW EARTH : SEXIST IDEOLOGIES AND HUMAN
LIBERATION / ROSEMARY RADFORD RUETHER.
AUTHOR = Ruether, Rosemary Radford.
CALL # = HQ1154 R83.

TITLE = THE NEW WOMAN'S BROKEN HEART : SHORT STORIES / ANDREA
DWORKIN.
AUTHOR = Dworkin, Andrea.
CALL # = PS3554 W85 N480.

TITLE = THE NEW WOMAN'S BROKEN HEART : SHORT STORIES / ANDREA
DWORKIN.
AUTHOR = Dworkin, Andrea.
CALL # = PS3554 W85 N480 1980.

TITLE = THE NEW WOMAN'S SURVIVAL CATALOG. [EDITORS: KIRSTEN GRIMSTAD
AND SUSAN RENNIE].
PUBLISHER = New York, Coward, McCann & Geoghegan [1973].

TITLE = THE NEW WOMAN'S SURVIVAL SOURCEBOOK / [EDITORS, KIRSTEN
GRIMSTAD AND SUSAN RENNIE].
CALL # = HQ1426 N49.

TITLE = THE NEW WOMAN'S SURVIVAL SOURCEBOOK / [EDITORS, KIRSTEN
GRIMSTAD AND SUSAN RENNIE].
CALL # = HQ1426 N49.

TITLE = NICE JEWISH GIRLS : A LESBIAN ANTHOLOGY / EDITED BY EVELYN
TORTON BECK.
TITLE = NICE JEWISH GIRLS : A LESBIAN ANTHOLOGY / EVELYN TORTON BECK, EDITOR.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 N5 1982b.

TITLE = NIGHT AND DAY.
AUTHOR = Woolf, Virginia, 1882-1941.
CALL # = PR6045 O72 N5 1973.

TITLE = NIGHT LIGHTS : A NOVEL / BY BONNIE SHREWSBURY ARTHUR.
AUTHOR = Arthur, Bonnie Shrewsbury.
CALL # = PS3551 R73 N54 1987.

TITLE = NIGHT WATCHES : INVENTIONS ON THE LIFE OF MARIA MITCHELL / CAROLE OLES.
AUTHOR = Oles, Carole.
CALL # = QB36 M7 O44 1985.

TITLE = NIGHTWOOD.
AUTHOR = Barnes, Djuna.
PUBLISHER = New Directions [1961,c1937].
CALL # = PS3503 A614 N5 1961.

TITLE = NIGHTWOOD.
AUTHOR = Barnes, Djuna.
PUBLISHER = New Directions [1961,c1937].
CALL # = PS3503 A614 N5 1961.

TITLE = NISA, THE LIFE AND WORDS OF A !KUNG WOMAN / MARJORIE SHOSTAK.
AUTHOR = Shostak, Marjorie, 1945-
CALL # = DT797 N57 S53 1983.

TITLE = NO MORE MENSTRUAL CRAMPS, AND OTHER GOOD NEWS / BY PENNY WISE BUDOFS.
AUTHOR = Budoff, Penny Wise.
CALL # = RG121 B89 1980.
TITLE = NO TURNING BACK : LESBIAN AND GAY LIBERATION OF THE '80S / GERRIE GOODMAN ... [ET AL.] ; FOREWORD BY MALCOLM BOYD.
CALL # = HQ76.8 U5 N6 1983.

TITLE = THE NONSEXIST WORD FINDER : A DICTIONARY OF GENDER-FREE USAGE / ROSALIE MAGGIO.
AUTHOR = Maggio, Rosalie.
CALL # = PE1689 M23 1989.

TITLE = NONTRADITIONAL JOBS FOR WOMEN : A RESOURCE GUIDE FOR CONNECTICUT WOMEN AND CAREER COUNSELORS / PERMANENT COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN.
CALL # = HD6058 N65 1981.

TITLE = THE NORTHERN GIRL / ELIZABETH A. LYNN.
AUTHOR = Lynn, Elizabeth A.
CALL # = PS3562 Y443 N5 1981.

TITLE = THE NORTHERN GIRL / ELIZABETH A. LYNN.
AUTHOR = Lynn, Elizabeth A.
CALL # = PS3562 Y443 N5 1981.

TITLE = NOT IN GOD'S IMAGE; [WOMEN IN HISTORY FROM THE GREEKS TO THE VICTORIANS] EDITED BY JULIA O'FAOLAIN AND LAURO MARTINES.
AUTHOR = O'Faolain, Julia, comp.
CALL # = HQ1121 O33.

TITLE = NOTABLE AMERICAN WOMEN, 1607-1950; A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY. EDWARD T. JAMES, EDITOR. JANET WILSON JAMES, ASSOCIATE EDITOR. PAUL S. BOYER, ASSISTANT EDITOR.
CALL # = CT3260 N57.

TITLE = NOTABLE AMERICAN WOMEN, 1607-1950; A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY. EDWARD T. JAMES, EDITOR. JANET WILSON JAMES, ASSOCIATE EDITOR. PAUL S. BOYER, ASSISTANT EDITOR.
CALL # = CT3260 N57.
TITLE = NOTABLE AMERICAN WOMEN, 1607-1950; A BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.
EDWARD T. JAMES, EDITOR. JANET WILSON JAMES, ASSOCIATE EDITOR. PAUL S.
BOYER, ASSISTANT EDITOR.
CALL # = CT3260 N57.

TITLE = NOTABLE AMERICAN WOMEN : THE MODERN PERIOD : A BIOGRAPHICAL
DICTIONARY / EDITED BY BARBARA SICHERMAN, CAROL HURD GREEN WITH
ILENE KANTROV, HARRIETTE WALKER.
CALL # = CT3260 N573.

TITLE = THE NOTEBOOKS OF LENI CLARE, AND OTHER SHORT STORIES / BY
SANDY BOUCHER.
AUTHOR = Boucher, Sandy.
CALL # = PS3552 O827 N6 1982.

TITLE = NOTES OF A FEMINIST THERAPIST / ELIZABETH FRIAR WILLIAMS.
AUTHOR = Williams, Elizabeth Friar.
CALL # = RC480.5 W47 1977.

TITLE = NOTHING HAPPENED / EBBA HASLUND ; TRANSLATED BY BARBARA
WILSON.
AUTHOR = Haslund, Ebba, 1917-
CALL # = PT8950 H337 H413 1987.

TITLE = NOW THAT YOU KNOW : WHAT EVERY PARENT SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
HOMOSEXUALITY / BETTY FAIRCHILD & NANCY HAYWARD.
AUTHOR = Fairchild, Betty.
CALL # = HQ76.3 U5 F33 1979.

TITLE = NUCLEAR MADNESS : WHAT YOU CAN DO / HELEN CALDICOTT ; WITH
THE ASSISTANCE OF NANCY HERRINGTON & NAHUM STISKIN.
AUTHOR = Caldicott, Helen.
CALL # = TK9146 C3.

TITLE = NUCLEAR MADNESS : WHAT YOU CAN DO / HELEN CALDICOTT ; WITH
THE ASSISTANCE OF NANCY HERRINGTON & NAHUM STISKIN.
AUTHOR = Caldicott, Helen.
CALL # = TK9146 C3.
TITLE = NUESTROS CUERPOS, NUESTRAS VIDAS = (OUR BODIES, OURSELVES) :
UN LIBRO POR Y PARA LAS MUJERES / LA COLECTIVA DEL LIBRO DE SALUD DE
LAS MUJERES DE BOSTON : [TRADUCIDO AL ESPANOL POR RAQUEL SCHERR-
SALGADO Y LEONOR TABOADA].
AUTHOR = Boston Women's Health Book Collective.
CALL # = HQ1426 B6918 1981.

TITLE = THE OBSESSION : REFLECTIONS ON THE TYRANNY OF SLENDERNESS /
KIM CHERNIN.
AUTHOR = Chernin, Kim.
CALL # = RM222.2 C47 1981.

TITLE = THE OBSESSION : REFLECTIONS ON THE TYRANNY OF SLENDERNESS /
KIM CHERNIN.
AUTHOR = Chernin, Kim.
CALL # = RM222.2 C47 1982.

TITLE = OCTOBER OBSESSION / BY MEREDITH MORE.
AUTHOR = More, Meredith, 1937-
CALL # = PS3563 O7718 O28 1988.

TITLE = ODD GIRL OUT / ANN BANNON.
AUTHOR = Bannon, Ann.
CALL # = PS3552 A495 O4 1983.

TITLE = THE ODD WOMEN / GEORGE GISSING.
AUTHOR = Gissing, George, 1857-1903.
CALL # = PR4716 O3 1977.

TITLE = OF LOVE AND GLORY / BY EVELYN KENNEDY.
AUTHOR = Kennedy, Evelyn, 1939-
CALL # = PS3561 E4263 O38 1989.

TITLE = OF WOMAN BORN : MOTHERHOOD AS EXPERIENCE AND INSTITUTION /
ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
CALL # = HQ759 R53 1981.
TITLE = OF WOMAN BORN : MOTHERHOOD AS EXPERIENCE AND INSTITUTION /
ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
CALL # = HQ759 R53 1976.

TITLE = OFF THE WALL II : A CHRONICLE OF WOMEN GATHERING.
PUBLISHER = [St. Louis, Mo.?]: [s.n.], [1985].
CALL # = HQ1438 M8 O33 1985.

TITLE = ON BECOMING HUMAN / NANCY MAKEPEACE TANNER.
AUTHOR = Tanner, Nancy Makepeace.
CALL # = GN281.4 T36.

TITLE = ON LIES, SECRETS, AND SILENCE : SELECTED PROSE, 1966-1978 /
ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
CALL # = PS3535 I233 O6 1979.

TITLE = ON LOVING MEN / BY JANE LAZARRE.
AUTHOR = Lazarre, Jane.
CALL # = HQ1090 L39.

TITLE = ON SILVER WINGS : THE WOMEN AIRFORCE SERVICE PILOTS OF WORLD
WAR II, 1942-1944 / MARIANNE VERGES ; FOREWORD BY SENATOR BARRY
GOLDWATER.
AUTHOR = Verges, Marianne.
CALL # = D790 V47 1991.

TITLE = ON STRIKE AGAINST GOD / JOANNA RUSS.
AUTHOR = Russ, Joanna, 1937-
CALL # = PS3568 U763 O6 1980.

TITLE = ON STRIKE AGAINST GOD / JOANNA RUSS.
AUTHOR = Russ, Joanna, 1937-
CALL # = PS3568 U763 O6 1980.

TITLE = ON STRIKE AGAINST GOD / JOANNA RUSS.
AUTHOR = Russ, Joanna, 1937-
TITLE = ON THE PERIMETER / CAROLINE BLACKWOOD.
AUTHOR = Blackwood, Caroline.
CALL # = JX1965 B57 1985.

TITLE = ONE IS THE SUN / PATRICIA NELL WARREN.
AUTHOR = Warren, Patricia Nell.
CALL # = PS3573 A776 O54 1991.

TITLE = THE ONE MINUTE MOTHER : THE QUICKEST WAY FOR YOU TO HELP YOUR CHILDREN LEARN TO LIKE THEMSELVES AND WANT TO BEHAVE THEMSELVES / SPENCER JOHNSON.
AUTHOR = Johnson, Spencer.
CALL # = HQ759 J66 1983.

TITLE = ONE TEENAGER IN TEN : WRITINGS BY GAY AND LESBIAN YOUTH / EDITED BY ANN HERON.
CALL # = HQ76.3 U5 O54 1983.

TITLE = ONE TO ONE : SELF-UNDERSTANDING THROUGH JOURNAL WRITING / CHRISTINA BALDWIN.
AUTHOR = Baldwin, Christina.
PUBLISHER = New York : M. Evans, c1977.
CALL # = RC489 D5 B34.

TITLE = ORDEAL / LINDA LOVELACE WITH MIKE MCGRADY.
AUTHOR = Lovelace, Linda.
CALL # = PN2287 L66 A36 1981.

TITLE = ORIGINS OF SEXUALITY AND HOMOSEXUALITY / EDITED BY JOHN P. DE CECCO, MICHAEL G. SHIVELEY.
CALL # = HQ76.25 B57 1985.

TITLE = ORLANDO; A BIOGRAPHY.
AUTHOR = Woolf, Virginia, 1882-1941.
CALL # = PR6045 O72 O753 1973.
TITLE = OSTEN'S BAY / ZENOBIA N. VOLE.
AUTHOR = Vole, Zenobia N.
call # = PS3572 O37 O8 1988.

TITLE = THE OTHER WOMAN; TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY MARGARET CROSLAND.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
PUBLISHER = New York, New American Library, [c1975].
call # = PQ2605 O28 A613.

TITLE = OTHER WOMEN / LISA ALTHER.
AUTHOR = Alther, Lisa.
call # = PS3551 L78 O9 1984.

TITLE = OTHER WOMEN / LISA ALTHER.
AUTHOR = Alther, Lisa.
call # = PS3551 L78 O9 1985.

TITLE = OUR BLOOD : PROPHECIES AND DISCOURSES ON SEXUAL POLITICS / ANDREA DWORKIN.
AUTHOR = Dworkin, Andrea.
call # = HQ1154 D85 1976.

TITLE = OUR BLOOD : PROPHECIES AND DISCOURSES ON SEXUAL POLITICS / ANDREA DWORKIN.
AUTHOR = Dworkin, Andrea.
call # = HQ1154 D85 1981.

TITLE = OUR BODIES, OURSELVES : A BOOK BY AND FOR WOMEN / THE BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH BOOK COLLECTIVE.
AUTHOR = Boston Women's Health Book Collective.
call # = HQ1426 B69 1976.
TASK FORCE.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 O9.

TITLE = OURSELVES AND OUR CHILDREN : A BOOK BY AND FOR PARENTS / THE BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH BOOK COLLECTIVE.
AUTHOR = Boston Women's Health Book Collective.
CALL # = HQ755.8 B67 1978.

TITLE = OURSELVES AND OUR CHILDREN : A BOOK BY AND FOR PARENTS / THE BOSTON WOMEN'S HEALTH BOOK COLLECTIVE.
AUTHOR = Boston Women's Health Book Collective.
CALL # = HQ755.8 B67 1978.

TITLE = OUT LOUD! : A COLLECTION OF NEW SONGS BY WOMEN / COMPILED BY THE WOMEN'S SONGBOOK PROJECT.
CALL # = M1977 W64 09.

TITLE = OUT OF AFRICA / ISAK DINESEN.
AUTHOR = Dinesen, Isak, 1885-1962.
CALL # = DT434 E2 B6 1972.

TITLE = OUTRAGEOUS ACTS AND EVERYDAY REBELLIONS / GLORIA STEINEM.
AUTHOR = Steinem, Gloria.
CALL # = HQ1413 S675 A36 1983b.

TITLE = OVER OUR DEAD BODIES : WOMEN AGAINST THE BOMB / EDITED BY DOROTHY THOMPSON.
CALL # = U263 O84 1983.

TITLE = PALM OF YOUR HAND / A COLLECTION OF WRITINGS AND DRAWINGS BY LESBIANS FROM BALTIMORE AND ELSEWHERE.
PUBLISHER = [s.l. : s.n. ; 197-?].
CALL # = PS508 W7 P3.

TITLE = PANHANDLING PAPERS / BY KADY.
AUTHOR = Kady, 1927-.
CALL # = HQ75.4 K32 A3 1989.
TITLE = PAPAGO WOMAN / BY RUTH M. UNDERHILL.
CALL # = E99 P25 U5194.

TITLE = PARACHUTES & KISSES / BY ERICA JONG.
AUTHOR = Jong, Erica.
CALL # = PS3560 O56 P3 1985.

TITLE = PARENTS OF GAYS / [BETTY FAIRCHILD].
AUTHOR = Fairchild, Betty.
CALL # = HQ76.25 F26.

TITLE = PART OF MY SOUL WENT WITH HIM / WINNIE MANDELA ; INTRODUCTION AND INTERVIEWS BY ANNE BENJAMIN ; HISTORICAL SECTIONS AND EDITING BY MARY BENSON.
AUTHOR = Mandela, Winnie.
CALL # = DT1949 M36 A3 1985.

TITLE = A PASSION FOR FRIENDS : TOWARD A PHILOSOPHY OF FEMALE AFFECTION / JANICE G. RAYMOND.
AUTHOR = Raymond, Janice G.
CALL # = HQ1206 R39 1986.

TITLE = THE PASSIONATE SHEPHERDESS / MAUREEN DUFFY.
AUTHOR = Duffy, Maureen.
CALL # = PR3317 Z5 D8 1979.

TITLE = PASTORAL JAZZ / OLGA BROUMAS.
AUTHOR = Broumas, Olga, 1949-
PUBLISHER = Port Townsend, WA : Copper Canyon Press, c1983.
CALL # = PS3552 R6819 P3 1983.

TITLE = PATIENCE AND SARAH / BY ISABEL MILLER.
AUTHOR = Miller, Isabel, 1924-
CALL # = PS3563 I523 P3 1973.

TITLE = PATIENCE AND SARAH / BY ISABEL MILLER.
AUTHOR = Miller, Isabel, 1924-
CALL # = PS3563 I523 P3 1973.

TITLE = PATIENCE AND SARAH, BY ISABEL MILLER.
AUTHOR = Miller, Isabel, 1924-
CALL # = PS3563 I379 P3 1972.

TITLE = PAZ / CAMARIN GRAE.
AUTHOR = Grae, Camarin.
CALL # = PS3557 R125 P3 1986.

TITLE = PAZ / CAMARIN GRAE.
AUTHOR = Grae, Camarin.
CALL # = PS3557 R125 P3 1986.

TITLE = THE PEARL BASTARD / LILLIAN HALEGUA.
AUTHOR = Halegua, Lillian.
CALL # = PS3558 A3572 P43 1985.

TITLE = THE PENGUIN BOOK OF WOMEN POETS / EDITED BY CAROL COSMAN, JOAN KEEFE, KATHLEEN WEAVER ; CONSULTING EDITORS, JOANNA BANKER, DORIS EARNSHAW, DEIRDRE LASHGARI.
CALL # = PN6109.9 P4 1979b.

TITLE = PENTIMENTO : A BOOK OF PORTRAITS / LILLIAN HELLMAN.
AUTHOR = Hellman, Lillian, 1905-
CALL # = PS3515 E343 Z498 1974.

TITLE = PERIOD / JOANN GARDNER-LOULAN, BONNIE LOPEZ, MARCIA QUACKENBUSH ; ILLUSTRATED BY MARCIA QUACKENBUSH.
AUTHOR = Gardner-Loulan, JoAnn.
CALL # = QP263 G37 1981.

TITLE = PERIODS OF STRESS : POEMS / BY IRENA KLEPFISZ.
AUTHOR = Klepfisz, Irena, 1941-
CALL # = PS3561 L385 P4 1977.
PERSUASION. WITH AN AFTERWORD BY MARVIN MUDRICK.
AUTHOR = Austen, Jane, 1775-1817.
PUBLISHER = New York, New American Library [1964].
CALL # = PR4034 P4 1964.

PHILOSOPHY AND HOMOSEXUALITY / EDITED BY NORETTA KOERTGE.
CALL # = HQ76.3 U5 N37 1985.

THE PICTORIAL KEY TO THE TAROT; BEING FRAGMENTS OF A SECRET TRADITION UNDER THE VEIL OF DIVINATION. WITH 78 PLATES, ILLUSTRATING THE GREATER AND LESSER ARCANA, FROM DESIGNS BY PAMELA COLMAN SMITH.
AUTHOR = Waite, Arthur Edward, 1857-1942.
PUBLISHER = York Beach, Me., S. Weiser, 1980.
CALL # = BF1879 T2 W3 1980.

PILGRIM AT TINKER CREEK / ANNIE DILLARD.
AUTHOR = Dillard, Annie.
CALL # = QH81 D56 1975.

PINK TRIANGLES : A STUDY GUIDE.
PUBLISHER = [Cambridge, MA] ; [Cambridge Documentary Films], [c1982].
CALL # = HQ75.5 P56 1982 Guide.

PINK TRIANGLES : RADICAL PERSPECTIVES ON GAY LIBERATION / EDITED BY PAM MITCHELL.
CALL # = HQ76.5 P56 1980.

A PLACE FOR US.
AUTHOR = Miller, Isabel, 1924-
CALL # = PS3563 I523 P3 1973.

A PLACE FOR US.
AUTHOR = Miller, Isabel, 1924-
CALL # = PS3563 I523 P3 1973.

PLACE FOR US.
AUTHOR = Miller, Isabel, 1924-
CALL # = PS3563 I379 P3 1972.
TITLE = THE PLACE OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN SOCIETY / BY EMMA GOLDMAN.
AUTHOR = Goldman, Emma, 1869-1940.
PUBLISHER = [Chicago : s.n., 1940].
CALL # = HX844 G63 P55.

TITLE = PLACES OF INTEREST TO WOMEN : WOMEN'S GUIDE USA & CANADA.
PUBLISHER = [Phoenix, Ariz. : Ferrari Publications, c1981-
CALL # = E158 P72 1985.

TITLE = PLACES, PLEASE! : THE FIRST ANTHOLOGY OF LESBIAN PLAYS / EDITED
BY KATE MCDERMOTT.
CALL # = PS627 L47 P56 1985.

TITLE = A PLAIN BROWN RAPPER / BY RITA MAE BROWN ; ILLUSTRATED BY SUE
SELLARS.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 B66.

TITLE = PLANT DREAMING DEEP.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-
CALL # = PS3537 A832 P55.

TITLE = PLAYBOOK FOR WOMEN/ABOUT SEX / INVENTED AND HANDLETTERED
BY JOANI BLANK. COVER BY TEE CORINNE.
AUTHOR = Blank, Joani.
CALL # = HQ46 B55.

TITLE = PLAYING FOR TIME / FANIA FENELON, WITH MARCELLE ROUTIER ;
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY JUDITH LANDRY.
AUTHOR = Fenelon, Fania.
CALL # = D810 J4 F39613 1979.

TITLE = 'PLEASE MICHAEL, THAT'S MY DADDY'S CHAIR. ILLUSTRATIONS BY
WINNIE MERTENS.
AUTHOR = Mark, Susan Elizabeth.
PUBLISHER = [Waterloo, Ont.: Before We Are Six] n. d.
CALL # = Mark.

TITLE = THE PLEASURE BOND: A NEW LOOK AT SEXUALITY AND COMMITMENT
[BY] WILLIAM H. MASTERS AND VIRGINIA E. JOHNSON, IN ASSOCIATION WITH
ROBERT J. LEVIN.
AUTHOR = Masters, William H.
PUBLISHER = Toronto, New York, Bantam, [1976, c1974].
CALL # = HQ21 M4616 1976.

AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
PUBLISHER = New York, Norton [1974, c1975].
CALL # = PS3535 I233 A17 1975.

TITLE = POEMS. SELECTIONS.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
PUBLISHER = New York, Norton [1974, c1975].
CALL # = PS3535 I233 A17 1975.

TITLE = THE POLITICAL PALATE: A FEMINIST VEGETARIAN COOKBOOK / BY THE BLOODROOT COLLECTIVE, BETSEY BEAVEN ... [ET AL.] ; PHOTOGRAPHY BY NOEL GIORDANO.
CALL # = TX837 B563 1980.

TITLE = THE POLITICS OF HOMOSEXUALITY / TOBY MAROTTA.
AUTHOR = Marotta, Toby.
CALL # = HQ76.8 U5 M37 1981.

TITLE = POLITICS OF THE HEART: A LESBIAN PARENTING ANTHOLOGY / EDITED BY SANDRA POLLACK AND JEANNE VAUGHN.
CALL # = HQ75.53 P6 4 1987.

TITLE = PORNOGRAPHY AND SILENCE: CULTURE'S REVENGE AGAINST NATURE / SUSAN GRIFFIN.
AUTHOR = Griffin, Susan.
CALL # = HQ471 G74.

TITLE = POVERTY IN THE AMERICAN DREAM: WOMEN & CHILDREN FIRST / BY KARIN STALLARD, BARBARA EHRENREICH, HOLLY SKLAR.
AUTHOR = Stallard, Karin.
CALL # = HC110 P6 S74 1983.

TITLE = THE POWER OF WOMEN AND THE SUBVERSION OF THE COMMUNITY / [BY] MARIAROSA DALLA COSTA AND SELMA JAMES.
CALL # = HQ1642 P69 1975.

TITLE = POWERS OF DESIRE : THE POLITICS OF SEXUALITY / EDITED BY ANN
SNITOW, CHRISTINE STANSELL, AND SHARON THOMPSON.
CALL # = HQ21 P68 1983.

TITLE = THE PRICE OF SALT / CLAIRE MORGAN.
AUTHOR = Morgan, Claire, 1921-
CALL # = PS3558 I366 P7 1984.

TITLE = PRISM / VALERIE TAYLOR.
AUTHOR = Taylor, Valerie, 1913-
CALL # = PS3570 A957 P7.

TITLE = PRISONS THAT COULD NOT HOLD / BARBARA DEMING ; INTRODUCTION
BY GRACE PALEY ; PHOTO ESSAY EDITED BY JOAN E. BIREN.
AUTHOR = Deming, Barbara, 1917-
CALL # = HQ1413 D3 A3 1985.

TITLE = PROBLEMS OF WOMEN'S LIBERATION; A MARXIST APPROACH.
AUTHOR = Reed, Evelyn.
PUBLISHER = New York, Pathfinder Pr, 1971 [c1970].
CALL # = HQ1122 R42 1971.

TITLE = THE PROSTITUTION PAPERS : "A QUARTET FOR FEMALE VOICE" / KATE
MILLETT.
AUTHOR = Millett, Kate.
CALL # = HQ144 M5 1976.

TITLE = PSYCHE : THE FEMININE POETIC CONSCIOUSNESS, AN ANTHOLOGY OF
MODERN AMERICAN WOMEN POETS / EDITED BY BARBARA SEGNITZ AND
CAROL RAINNEY.
AUTHOR = Segnitz, Barbara, 1936- comp.
CALL # = PS589 S4 1973.

TITLE = PSYCHOANALYSIS AND FEMINISM: [FREUD, REICH, LAING, AND
WOMEN].
AUTHOR = Mitchell, Juliet, 1940-
CALL # = HQ1206 M56 1975.

TITLE = PULLING OUR OWN STRINGS : FEMINIST HUMOR & SATIRE / EDITED BY GLORIA KAUFMAN AND MARY KAY BLAKELY.
CALL # = PN6231 W6 P78.

TITLE = PURE LUST : ELEMENTAL FEMINIST PHILOSOPHY / MARY DALY.
AUTHOR = Daly, Mary.
CALL # = HQ1154 D314 1984.

TITLE = THE QUEEN OF WANDS : POETRY / BY JUDY GRAHN.
AUTHOR = Grahn, Judy, 1940-
CALL # = PS3557 R226 Q4 1982.

TITLE = THE QUESTION SHE PUT TO HERSELF : STORIES / BY MAUREEN BRADY.
AUTHOR = Brady, Maureen.
CALL # = PS3552 R2435 Q4 1987.

TITLE = THE QUILT : STORIES FROM THE NAMES PROJECT / WRITTEN BY CINDY RUSKIN ; PHOTOGRAPHS BY MATT HERRON ; DESIGN BY DEBORAH ZEMKE ; WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY ELIZABETH TAYLOR.
AUTHOR = Ruskin, Cindy.
CALL # = RC607 A26 R87 1988.

TITLE = THE QUOTABLE WOMAN : AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF USEFUL QUOTATIONS / COMPILED AND EDITED BY ELAINE PARTNOW.
CALL # = PN6081.5 Q63 1980.

TITLE = THE QUOTABLE WOMAN : AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF USEFUL QUOTATIONS / COMPILED AND EDITED BY ELAINE PARTNOW.
CALL # = PN6081.5 Q63 1980.
TITLE = RACHEL, RACHEL / MARGARET LAURENCE.
AUTHOR = Laurence, Margaret.
CALL # = PR6062 A8 J4 1966.

TITLE = RADICAL FEMINISM. EDITED BY ANNE KOEDT, ELLEN LEVINE [AND] ANITA RAPONE.
AUTHOR = Koedt, Anne.
CALL # = HQ1426 K63.

TITLE = RADICAL FEMINISTS OF HETERODOXY : GREENWICH VILLAGE, 1912-1940 / BY JUDITH SCHWARZ.
AUTHOR = Schwarz, Judith.
CALL # = HQ1906 N5 S38 1982.

TITLE = RAPE, RACISM, AND THE WHITE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT : AN ANSWER TO SUSAN BROWNMILLER / ALISON EDWARDS.
AUTHOR = Edwards, Alison.
CALL # = HV6558 E53.

TITLE = RAPE : THE FIRST SOURCEBOOK FOR WOMEN / BY NEW YORK RADICAL FEMINISTS ; EDITORS, NOREEN CONNELL AND CASSANDRA WILSON.
AUTHOR = New York Radical Feminists.
CALL # = HV6561 N48 1974.

TITLE = RAPE, THE POWER OF CONSCIOUSNESS / SUSAN GRIFFIN.
AUTHOR = Griffin, Susan.
CALL # = HV6561 G74 1979.

TITLE = RAPE : VICTIMS OF CRISIS / ANN WOLBERT BURGESS, LYNDA LYTLE HOLMSTROM.
AUTHOR = Burgess, Ann Wolbert.
CALL # = HV6558 B87.
TITLE = REMEMBER THE FIRE : LESBIAN SADOMASOCHISM IN A POST NAZI- 
HOLOCAUST WORLD / IRENE RETI.  
AUTHOR = Reti, Irene.  
CALL # = HQ79 R47 1986.  

TITLE = RETREAT, AS IT WAS : A FANTASY / BY DONNA J. YOUNG.  
AUTHOR = Young, Donna J.  
CALL # = PS3575 O783 R382 1979.  

TITLE = RETURN TO LESBOS / BY VALERIE TAYLOR.  
AUTHOR = Taylor, Valerie, 1913-.  
CALL # = PS3570 A957 R4 1982.  

TITLE = REVELATIONS--DIARIES OF WOMEN / EDITED BY MARY JANE MOFFAT & 
CHARLOTTE PAINTER.  
AUTHOR = Moffat, Mary Jane.  
CALL # = CT3202 M618 1975.  

TITLE = REWEAVING THE WEB OF LIFE : FEMINISM AND NONVIOLENCE / EDITED 
BY PAM MCALLISTER.  
CALL # = HQ1426 R49 1982.  

TITLE = RICH REWARDS / BY ALICE ADAMS.  
AUTHOR = Adams, Alice, 1926-.  
CALL # = PS3551 D324 R5 1981.  

TITLE = RIGHT-WING WOMEN / ANDREA DWORIN.  
AUTHOR = Dworkin, Andrea.  
CALL # = HQ1426 D898 1983.  

TITLE = THE RIPENING FIG : TALES OF EMERGING WOMANHOOD / BY MARTHA & 
LUCY VAN FELIX-WILDE.  
AUTHOR = Van Felix-Wilde, Martha.  
PUBLISHER = West Hempstead, N.Y. : Porpoise Press, c1975.  
CALL # = PS3572 A535 R5 1975.  

TITLE = RIPENING : SELECTED WORK, 1927-1980 / MERIDELE LE SUEUR ; EDITED 
AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY ELAINE HEDGES.
AUTHOR = Le Sueur, Meridel.
CALL # = PS3523 E79 A6 1982.

TITLE = RISING TIDES; 20TH CENTURY AMERICAN WOMEN POETS, EDITED BY LAURA CHESTER AND SHARON BARBA. [INTROD. BY ANAIS NIN].
AUTHOR = Chester, Laura, ed.

TITLE = RITUALS OF SURVIVAL : A WOMAN'S PORTFOLIO / NICHOLASA MOHR.
AUTHOR = Mohr, Nicholasa.
CALL # = PS3563 O36 R58 1985.

TITLE = RIVERFINGER WOMEN / ELANA NACHMAN.
AUTHOR = Nachman/Dykewomon, Elana.
CALL # = PS3564 A27 R5 1964.

TITLE = ROCKING THE CRADLE : LESBIAN MOTHERS : A CHALLENGE IN FAMILY LIVING / GILLIAN E. HANSCOMBE AND JACKIE FORSTER.
AUTHOR = Hanscombe, Gillian E.
CALL # = HQ75.53 H36 1982.

TITLE = A ROOM OF ONE'S OWN / VIRGINIA WOOLF.
AUTHOR = Woolf, Virginia, 1882-1941.
CALL # = PR6045 O72 R6 1957.

TITLE = ROOMS OVERHEAD / BETSY SHOLL.
AUTHOR = Sholl, Betsy.
CALL # = PS3569 H547 R6 1986.

TITLE = ROSIE : THE INVESTIGATION OF A WRONGFUL DEATH / BY ELLEN FRANKFORT, WITH FRANCES KISSLING.
AUTHOR = Frankfort, Ellen.
CALL # = HQ767.5 U5 F72.

TITLE = RUBY : A NOVEL / BY ROSA GUY.
AUTHOR = Guy, Rosa.
CALL # = PS3557 U93 R8 1976.
TITLE = RUBYFRUIT JUNGLE / RITA MAE BROWN.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
cALL # = PS3552 R698 R8 1977.

TITLE = RUBYFRUIT JUNGLE.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
PUBLISHER = Plainfield, Vt., Daughters, inc. [1973].
cALL # = PS3552 R698 R8 1973.

TITLE = THE SAFE SEA OF WOMEN : LESBIAN FICTION, 1969-1989 / BONNIE ZIMMERMAN.
AUTHOR = Zimmerman, Bonnie.
cALL # = PS153 L46 Z56 1990.

TITLE = SALT MARSHES : MORPHODYNAMICS, CONSERVATION, AND ENGINEERING SIGNIFICANCE / EDITED BY J.R.L. ALLEN AND K. PYE.
cALL # = GB621 S34 1992.

TITLE = SANCTUARY, A JOURNEY / BY JUDITH MCDANIEL.
AUTHOR = McDaniel, Judith.
cALL # = HV645 M33 1987.

TITLE = SAPPHIC SONGS : EIGHTEEN TO EIGHTY / ELSA GIDLOW.
AUTHOR = Gidlow, Elsa, 1898-
PUBLISHER = Frog in the Well Catalog.
cALL # = PS3513 I29 S2 1982.

TITLE = SAPPHISTRY : THE BOOK OF LESBIAN SEXUALITY / BY PAT CALIFIA ; LOVINGLY ILLUSTRATED BY TEE CORINNE.
AUTHOR = Califia, Pat.
cALL # = HQ75.5 C34 1983.

TITLE = SAPPHO; A NEW TRANSLATION BY MARY BARNARD. FOREWORD BY DUDLEY FITTS.
AUTHOR = Sappho.
cALL # = PA4408 E5 B3.
TITLE = SAPPHO WAS A RIGHT-ON WOMAN; A LIBERATED VIEW OF LESBIANISM / SIDNEY ABBOTT AND BARBARA LOVE.
AUTHOR = Abbott, Sidney.
CALL # = HQ75.5 A23 1978.

TITLE = SAPPHO WAS A RIGHT-ON WOMAN : A LIBERATED VIEW OF LESBIANISM / [BY] SIDNEY ABBOTT AND BARBARA LOVE.
AUTHOR = Abbott, Sidney.
PUBLISHER = New York : Stein and Day, [1973].
CALL # = HQ73 A3 1973.

TITLE = SATURDAY NIGHT IN THE PRIME OF LIFE : A NOVEL / BY DODICI AZPADU.
AUTHOR = Azpadu, Dodici.
CALL # = PS3551 Z67 S3 1983.

TITLE = SATURDAY NIGHT IN THE PRIME OF LIFE : A NOVEL / BY DODICI AZPADU.
AUTHOR = Azpadu, Dodici.
CALL # = PS3551 Z67 S3 1983.

TITLE = SATURDAY NIGHT IN THE PRIME OF LIFE : A NOVEL / BY DODICI AZPADU.
AUTHOR = Azpadu, Dodici.
CALL # = PS3551 Z67 S3 1983.

TITLE = SAY JESUS AND COME TO ME.
AUTHOR = Shockley, Ann.
CALL # = PS3569 H568 S29 1982.

TITLE = A SEA-CHANGE / LOIS GOULD.
AUTHOR = Gould, Lois.
CALL # = PS3557 O87 S41 1977.

TITLE = THE SEARCH FOR SIGNS OF INTELLIGENT LIFE IN THE UNIVERSE / BY JANE WAGNER.
AUTHOR = Wagner, Jane.
CALL # = PS3573 A3863 S4 1986.
TITLE = SELECTED WRITINGS OF GERTRUDE STEIN. EDITED, WITH AN
INTRODUCTION AND NOTES, BY CARL VAN VECHTEN, AND WITH AN ESSAY ON
GERTRUDE STEIN BY F. W. DUPEE.
AUTHOR = Stein, Gertrude, 1874-1946.
call #: PS3537 T323 A6 1972.

TITLE = SELECTIONS. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
PUBLISHER = New York, New American Library, [c1975].
call #: PQ2605 O28 A613.

TITLE = SEVEN WINDOWS : STORIES OF WOMEN / BY F. ZAROD ROMINSKI.
AUTHOR = Rominski, F. Zarod, 1943-
call #: PS3568 O5653 S4 1985.

TITLE = SEX AND GERMS : THE POLITICS OF AIDS / CINDY PATTON.
AUTHOR = Patton, Cindy, 1956-

TITLE = SEX, POWER, AND PLEASURE / BY MARIANA VALVERDE.
AUTHOR = Valverde, Mariana, 1955-

TITLE = SEX, RACE AND CLASS / SELMA JAMES, WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM
BARBARA BEESE, MALA DHONDY, DARCUS HOWE AND CORRESPONDENTS TO
RACE TODAY.
AUTHOR = James, Selma.
call #: HD4903 J3.

TITLE = SEX VARIANT WOMEN IN LITERATURE / BY JEANNETTE FOSTER ; WITH A
NEW AFTERWORD BY BARBARA GRIER.
AUTHOR = Foster, Jeannette H. (Jeannette Howard), 1895-1981.
call #: PN56 L45 F6 1975.

TITLE = SEXISM AND GOD-TALK : TOWARD A FEMINIST THEOLOGY / ROSEMARY
RADFORD RUETHER.
AUTHOR = Ruether, Rosemary Radford.
call #: BT704 R83 1983.
TITLE = SHADOW OF A MAN / MAY SARTON.
AUTHOR = Sarton, May, 1912-
CALL # = PS3537 A832 S5 1982.

TITLE = SHADOW ON A TIGHTROPE : WRITINGS BY WOMEN ON FAT OPPRESSION / EDITED BY LISA SCHOENFIELDER AND BARB WIESER ; FOREWORD BY VIVIAN F. MAYER.
CALL # = RC628 S5 1983.

TITLE = THE SHAMELESS HUSSY : SELECTED STORIES, ESSAYS, AND POETRY / BY ALTA ; INTROD. BY JUDY GRAHN.
AUTHOR = American Library Trustee Association.
CALL # = PS3551 L76 A6 1980.

TITLE = SHANGRILA & LINDA / BY ALESIA KUNZ.
AUTHOR = Kunz, Alesia, 1944-
CALL # = PS3561 U57 S5.

TITLE = SHATTERING THE MYTH : PLAYS BY HISPANIC WOMEN / SELECTED BY DENISE CHAVEZ ; EDITED BY LINDA FEYDER.
CALL # = PS628 H57 S5 1992.

TITLE = SHE SHOOTS, SHE SCORES! / BY HEATHER KELLERHALS-STEWART ; PHOTOS. BY CAROL GORDON AND HEATHER KELLERHALS-STEWART.
AUTHOR = Kellerhals-Stewart, Heather.
CALL # = GV847 K4 S44 1975.

TITLE = SHEDEVILS : STORIES / BY BARBARA SHEEN.
AUTHOR = Sheen, Barbara.
PUBLISHER = Chicago : Metis Press, c1978.
CALL # = PS3569 H39217 S53 1978.

TITLE = THE SHELF / KAY DICK.
AUTHOR = Dick, Kay.
CALL # = PR6054 I29 d5 1986.

TITLE = SHE'S NOBODY'S BABY : A HISTORY OF AMERICAN WOMEN IN THE 20TH CENTURY / EDITED BY SUZANNE BRAUN LEVINE ; WRITTEN BY SUSAN DWORKIN ; INTRODUCED BY ALAN ALDA AND MARLO THOMAS.
AUTHOR = Dworkin, Susan.
CALL # = HQ1426 D92 1983.

TITLE = SHIRLEY CHISHOLM; A BIOGRAPHY.
AUTHOR = Brownmiller, Susan.
PUBLISHER = Garden City, N.Y., Doubleday [1970].
CALL # = 92 C542B.

TITLE = SHORT STORIES. SELECTIONS.
AUTHOR = Latimer, Margery, 1899-1932.
CALL # = PS3523 A774 A6 1984.

TITLE = SHOULDER TO SHOULDER : A DOCUMENTARY / [COMPiled AND EDITEd] BY MIDGE MACKENZIE.
CALL # = JN979 S5 1975.

TITLE = SIMONE DE BEAUVOIR : A BIOGRAPHY / DEIREDRE BAIR.
AUTHOR = Bair, Deirdre.
CALL # = PQ2603 E362 z59 1990.

TITLE = SISTA STICKET. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Peterzen, Elisabet, 1938-
CALL # = PT9876.26 E74 S5713 1988.

TITLE = SISTER GIN / JUNE ARNOLD.
AUTHOR = Arnold, June, 1926-
CALL # = PS3551 R53 S5 1975.

TITLE = SISTERHOOD IS GLOBAL : THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S MOVEMENT ANTHOLOGY / COMPiled, EDITEd, AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY ROBIN MORGAN.
CALL # = HQ1154 S54 1984.

TITLE = SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL : AN ANTHOLOGY OF WRITINGS FROM THE WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT / EDITED BY ROBIN MORGAN.
AUTHOR = Morgan, Robin, comp.
CALL # = HQ1426 M85 1970.
TITLÉ = SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL : AN ANTHOLOGY OF WRITINGS FROM THE WOMEN’S LIBERATION MOVEMENT / EDITED BY ROBIN MORGAN.
AUTHOR = Morgan, Robin, comp.
CALL # = HQ1426 M85 1970.

TITLÉ = SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL; AN ANTHOLOGY OF WRITINGS FROM THE WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT.
AUTHOR = Morgan, Robin.
CALL # = HQ1426 M85.

TITLÉ = THE SISTERHOOD OF MAN / KATHLEEN NEWLAND.
AUTHOR = Newland, Kathleen.
CALL # = HQ1154 N48 1979.

TITLÉ = SISTERS IN STRUGGLE 1848-1920.
AUTHOR = Woodroofe, Debby.
CALL # = HQ1426 W665 S5 1971.

TITLÉ = SISTERS : LIVES OF DEVOTION AND DEFIANCE / JULIA LIEBLICH.
AUTHOR = Lieblich, Julia.

TITLÉ = SISTERS OF SORCERY : TWO CENTURIES OF WITCHCRAFT STORIES BY THE GENTLE SEX / SELECTED AND WITH INTRODUCTIONS BY SEON MANLEY AND GOGO LEWIS.
CALL # = GR530 S58 1976.

TITLÉ = SISTERS OF THE EARTH : WOMEN'S PROSE AND POETRY ABOUT NATURE / EDITED AND WITH A PREFACE BY LORRAINE ANDERSON.
CALL # = PS509 N3 S5 1991.

TITLÉ = SISTERS OF THE ROAD / BARBARA WILSON.
AUTHOR = Wilson, Barbara, 1950-.
CALL # = PS3573 I45678 S5 1986.

TITLÉ = SITA / KATE MILLETT.
AUTHOR = Millett, Kate.
CALL # = HQ75.4 M54 A36 1978.

TITLE = SITT MARIE ROSE : A NOVEL / ETEL ADNAN ; TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY GEORGINA KLEEGE.
AUTHOR = Adnan, Etel.
CALL # = PQ3939 A3 S5 1982.

TITLE = SIX OF ONE / RITA MAE BROWN.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
CALL # = PS3552 R698 S5 1978.

TITLE = SIX OF ONE / RITA MAE BROWN.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
CALL # = PS3552 R698 S5 1979.

TITLE = SLOUCHING TOWARDS BETHLEHEM / JOAN DIDION.
AUTHOR = Didion, Joan.
CALL # = PS3554 I33 S55 1979.

TITLE = SMALL CHANGES / MARGE PIERCY.
AUTHOR = Piercy, Marge.
CALL # = PS3566 I4 S6 1974.

TITLE = SNOW / JENIFER LEVIN.
AUTHOR = Levin, Jenifer.
CALL # = PS3562 E8896 S65 1985.

TITLE = SNOW WHITE / DONALD BARTHELME.
AUTHOR = Barthelme, Donald.
CALL # = PS3552 A76 S67 1968.

TITLE = SOCIAL STUDIES / FRAN LEBOWITZ.
AUTHOR = Lebowitz, Fran.
CALL # = PN6162 L35.

TITLE = SOIE SAUVAGE : POEMS / BY OLGA BROUMAS.
AUTHOR = Broumas, Olga, 1949-
TITLE = SOLVING WOMEN'S PROBLEMS THROUGH AWARENESS, ACTION, AND CONTACT / HOgie WYCKOFF.
AUTHOR = Wyckoff, Hogie.
CALL # = HM134 W9 1977.

TITLE = SOME REFLECTIONS ON SEPARATISM AND POWER / BY MARILYN FRYE.
AUTHOR = Frye, Marilyn.
CALL # = HQ1190 F79 1981.

TITLE = SOME TRUTH, SOME CHANGE : POEMS / BY CAROLINE HALLIDAY.
AUTHOR = Halliday, Caroline.
CALL # = PR6058 A534 S644 1983.

TITLE = SOMEBODY'S SPEAKING MY LANGUAGE / EDITED BY JUDY HAIWICK.
CALL # = PS508 W7 S67.

TITLE = SOMETHING SHADY : A STONER MCTAVISH MYSTERY / BY SARAH DREHER.
AUTHOR = Dreher, Sarah.
CALL # = PS3554 R36 S66 1986.

TITLE = SONG OF SOLOMON / TONI MORRISON.
AUTHOR = Morrison, Toni.
CALL # = PS3563 O8749 S69.

TITLE = SONG OF SOLOMON / TONI MORRISON.
AUTHOR = Morrison, Toni.
CALL # = PS3563 O75 S69 1978b.

TITLE = THE SONGS OF BILITIS. TRANSLATED BY MITCHELL S. BUCK, WITH AN INTROD. BY GEORGE ROSS RIDGE.
AUTHOR = Louys, Pierre, 1870-1925.
PUBLISHER = New York, Capricorn Books [1966].
CALL # = PQ2623 O8 S6 1966.
TITLE = SONGS. SELECTIONS.
AUTHOR = Adam, Margie.
CALL # = ML1630.18 A32 M37.

TITLE = SONGS TO A HANDSOME WOMAN / RITA MAE BROWN ; ILLUSTRATIONS, GINGER LEGATO.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
CALL # = PS3552 R698 S6 1973.

TITLE = THE SOPHIE HOROWITZ STORY / BY SARAH SCHULMAN.
AUTHOR = Schulman, Sarah, 1958-.
CALL # = PS3569 C5393 S6 1984.

TITLE = SOUL SISTER. GRACE HALSELL.
AUTHOR = Halsell, Grace.
CALL # = E185.86 H27 1970.

TITLE = SOUTH OF THE LINE / BY CATHERINE ENNIS.
AUTHOR = Ennis, Catherine, 1937-.
CALL # = PS3555 N6 S68 1989.

TITLE = SOUTHERN DISCOMFORT / RITA MAE BROWN.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
CALL # = PS3552 R698 S64 1983.

TITLE = SPEAK OUT, MY HEART / BY ROBIN JORDAN.
AUTHOR = Jordan, Robin.
CALL # = PS3560 O727 S64.

TITLE = SPEAK OUT, MY HEART / BY ROBIN JORDAN.
AUTHOR = Jordan, Robin.
CALL # = PS3560 O727 S64.
TITLE = THE SPIRAL PATH : A GAY CONTRIBUTION TO HUMAN SURVIVAL / DAVID FERNBACH.
AUTHOR = Fernbach, David.
call #: HX36 F47.

TITLE = SPRING FIRE / VIN PACKER.
AUTHOR = Kerr, M. E.
PUBLISHER = New York : Fawcett, c1952.
call #: PS3561 E643 S67.

TITLE = SPRING FORWARD/FALL BACK : A NOVEL / BY SHEILA ORTIZ TAYLOR.
AUTHOR = Taylor, Sheila Ortiz, 1939-

TITLE = STAYING ON ALONE; LETTERS OF ALICE B. TOLKAS. EDITED BY EDWARD BURNS. WITH AN INTROD. BY GILBERT A. HARRISON.
AUTHOR = Toklas, Alice B.
call #: PS3570 T323 Z84 1975.

TITLE = STEALING THE LANGUAGE : THE EMERGENCE OF WOMEN'S POETRY IN AMERICA / ALICIA SUSKIN OSTRIKER.
AUTHOR = Ostriker, Alicia.
call #: PS147 O8 1986.

TITLE = STEPPING OUT OF LINE; A WORKBOOK ON LESBIANISM AND FEMINISM / BY NYM HUGHES, YVONNE JOHNSON AND YVETTE PERREAULT.
AUTHOR = Hughes, Nym, 1952-
call #: HQ75.5 H83 1984.

TITLE = STONER MCTAVISH / BY SARAH DREHER.
AUTHOR = Dreher, Sarah.
call #: PS3554 R36 S76 1985.

TITLE = STONEWALL / MARTIN DUBERMAN.
AUTHOR = Duberman, Martin B.
call #: HQ76.8 U5 D85 1993.

TITLE = STRAIGHT ON TILL MORNING : THE BIOGRAPHY OF BERYL MARKHAM / MARY S. LOVELL.
AUTHOR = Lovell, Mary S.
CALL # = TL540 M345 L68 1987.

AUTHOR = Anderson, Margaret C.
CALL # = PN4874 A5 A34 1970.

TITLE = STRONG WOMEN : AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF LITERATURE FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL CLASSROOM / EDITED BY DEBORAH SILVERTON ROSENFELT.
AUTHOR = Rosenfelt, Deborah Silverton.
CALL # = HQ1123 R67 1976.

TITLE = SUDDEN DEATH / RITA MAE BROWN.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
CALL # = PS3552 R698 S9 1983.

TITLE = SUDDEN DEATH / RITA MAE BROWN.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
CALL # = PS3552 R698 S9 1984.

TITLE = SUDDEN DEATH / RITA MAE BROWN.
AUTHOR = Brown, Rita Mae.
CALL # = PS3552 R698 S9 1984.

TITLE = SUNA NO ONNA. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Abe, Kobo, 1924-
CALL # = PL845 B4 S813 1972.

TITLE = SUNDAY'S WOMEN : A REPORT ON LESBIAN LIFE TODAY / SASHA GREGORY LEWIS.
AUTHOR = Lewis, Sasha Gregory.
CALL # = HQ75.6 U5 L4 1979.

TITLE = SURPASSING THE LOVE OF MEN : ROMANTIC FRIENDSHIP AND LOVE BETWEEN WOMEN, FROM THE RENAISSANCE TO THE PRESENT / LILLIAN FADERMAN.
AUTHOR = Faderman, Lillian.
CALL # = HQ75.5 F33 1981.

TITLE = SURSIS POUR L'ORCHESTRE. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Fenelon, Fania.
CALL # = D810 J4 F39613 1979.

TITLE = SURVIVING BREAST CANCER / CAROLE SPEARIN MCCAULEY.
AUTHOR = McCauley, Carole Spearin.
CALL # = RC280 B8 M25 1979.

TITLE = SWEEPING STATEMENTS : WRITINGS FROM THE WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT, 1981-83 / HANNAH KANTER ... [ET AL.], EDITORS.
CALL # = HQ1597 S88 1984.

TITLE = SWEET DEATH, KIND DEATH / AMANDA CROSS.
AUTHOR = Cross, Amanda, 1926-
CALL # = PS3558 E4526 S9 1984.

TITLE = SWEET SUFFERING : WOMAN AS VICTIM / NATALIE SHAINESS.
AUTHOR = Shainess, Natalie.
CALL # = RC553 M36 S53 1984.

TITLE = SWORD AND SORCERESS : AN ANTHOLOGY OF HEROIC FANTASY / EDITED BY MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY.
CALL # = PN6071 F25 S86 1984.

TITLE = TAKE BACK THE NIGHT : WOMEN ON PORNOGRAPHY / EDITED BY LAURA LEDEKER.
CALL # = HQ471 T27 1980.

TITLE = TAKE ME LIKE A PHOTOGRAPH : WRITINGS / BY CHOCOLATE WATERS.
AUTHOR = Waters, Chocolate.
PUBLISHER = Denver, CO (P.O. Box 18641, Denver, CO 80218) : Eggplant Press, c1977.
CALL # = PS3573 A817 T3.

TITLE = TAKING NOTICE : [POETRY] / MARILYN HACKER.
AUTHOR = Hacker, Marilyn, 1942-
CALL # = PS3558 A28 T3.

TITLE = TALK BACK! : THE GAY PERSON'S GUIDE TO MEDIA ACTION / LESBIAN
AND GAY MEDIA ADVOCATES.
PUBLISHER = Boston : Alyson Publications, [c1982].
CALL # = P91 T29 1982.

TITLE = TALK BACK! : THE GAY PERSON'S GUIDE TO MEDIA ACTION / LESBIAN
AND GAY MEDIA ADVOCATES.
PUBLISHER = Boston : Alyson Publications, [c1982].
CALL # = P91 T29 1982.

TITLE = TALKING ABOUT YOUNG LESBIANS / EDITED BY LORRAINE TRENCHARD.
CALL # = HQ75.6 G7.

TITLE = TALKING BACK : THINKING FEMINIST, THINKING BLACK / BELL HOOKS.
AUTHOR = Hooks, Bell.
CALL # = E185.86 H74 1989.

TITLE = TANGLED VINES : A COLLECTION OF MOTHER AND DAUGHTER POEMS / 
EDITED BY LYN LIFSHIN.
CALL # = PS595 M65 T3.

TITLE = TATTERHOOD AND OTHER TALES : STORIES OF MAGIC AND ADVENTURE / 
EDITED BY ETHEL JOHNSTON PHELPS ; WITH ILL. BY PAMELA BALDWIN FORD.
CALL # = 398.2 T221.

TITLE = TEACHING A STONE TO TALK : EXPEDITIONS AND ENCOUNTERS / ANNIE 
DILLARD.
AUTHOR = Dillard, Annie.
CALL # = QH81 D563 1982.

TITLE = TELL ME A RIDDLE / BY TILLIE OLSEN.
AUTHOR = Olsen, Tillie.
CALL # = PS3565 L82 T4 1976.

TITLE = TELL ME A RIDDLE / BY TILLIE OLSEN.
AUTHOR = Olsen, Tillie.
TITLE = TELLING IT LIKE IT IS : REFLECTIONS OF A NOT SO RADICAL FEMINIST / BY ELAYNE CLIFT.
AUTHOR = Clift, Elayne.
call # = HQ1154 C57 1991.

TITLE = TEMPUS / JANET MORRIS.
AUTHOR = Morris, Janet, 1946-
call # = PS648 F3 T35 1987.

TITLE = THE TEN-WOMAN BICYCLE / TEXT, TRICIA VITA ; ILLUSTRATIONS, MARION CREZEE.
AUTHOR = Vita, Tricia.
call # = PT5881.32 D32 1980.

TITLE = TENDER WARRIORS : A NOVEL / BY RACHEL GUIDO DEVRIES.
AUTHOR = DeVries, Rachel Guido, 1947-
call # = PS3554 E9284 T46 1986.

TITLE = TESTAMENT OF YOUTH / VERA BRITTAIN.
AUTHOR = Brittain, Vera, 1893-1970.
call # = D640 B715 1980b.

TITLE = THEIR EYES WERE WATCHING GOD : A NOVEL / BY ZORA NEALE HURSTON ; WITH A FOREWORD BY SHERLEY ANNE WILLIAMS.
AUTHOR = Hurston, Zora Neale.
call # = PS3515 U789 T55 1978.

TITLE = THEM / JOYCE CAROL OATES.
AUTHOR = Oates, Joyce Carol, 1938-
call # = PS3565 A8 T4 1970.

TITLE = THEME FOR DIVERSE INSTRUMENTS : STORIES / BY JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
call # = PS3568 U4 T56 1975.
TITLE = THEME FOR DIVERSE INSTRUMENTS : STORIES / BY JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
CALL # = PS3568 U4 T56 1975.

TITLE = THENDARA HOUSE / MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY.
AUTHOR = Bradley, Marion Zimmer.
CALL # = PN6071 F25 T46.

TITLE = THEY WILL KNOW ME BY MY TEETH : STORIES AND POEMS OF LESBIAN STRUGGLE, CELEBRATION, AND SURVIVAL / ELANA DYKEWOMAN.
AUTHOR = Dykewoman, Elana.
CALL # = PS3554 Y55 TS 1976.

TITLE = THEY WILL KNOW ME BY MY TEETH : STORIES AND POEMS OF LESBIAN STRUGGLE, CELEBRATION, AND SURVIVAL / ELANA DYKEWOMAN.
AUTHOR = Dykewoman, Elana.
CALL # = PS3554 Y55 TS 1976.

TITLE = THIN ICE / BARBARA WILSON.
AUTHOR = Wilson, Barbara, 1950-
CALL # = PS3573 I45678 T5 1981.

TITLE = THE THIRD LIFE OF GRANGE COPELAND / ALICE WALKER.
AUTHOR = Walker, Alice, 1944-
CALL # = PS3573 A425 T57 1970.

TITLE = THE THIRD ROSE; GERTRUDE STEIN AND HER WORLD / BY JOHN MALCOLM BRINNIN.
AUTHOR = Brinnin, John Malcolm, 1916-
PUBLISHER = Boston, Little, Brown [1959].
CALL # = PS3537 T323 Z57.

TITLE = THE THIRD WOMAN : MINORITY WOMEN WRITERS OF THE UNITED STATES / EDITED BY DEXTER FISHER.
CALL # = PS508 W7 T43.

TITLE = THIS IS WOMEN'S WORK; AN ANTHOLOGY OF PROSE AND POETRY. GRAPHICS EDITED BY HONOR JOHNSON.
AUTHOR = Efros, Susan, comp.
CALL # = PS508 W7 E4.

TITLE = THREE GUINEAS.
AUTHOR = Woolf, Virginia, 1882-1941.
PUBLISHER = New York, Harcourt, Brace [1966].
CALL # = PR6045 O72 T5 1966.

TITLE = THREE LIVES / BY GERTRUDE STEIN.
AUTHOR = Stein, Gertrude, 1874-1946.
CALL # = PS3537 T323 T5 1909.

TITLE = THREE STRONG WOMEN; A TALL TALE FROM JAPAN. ILLUSTRATED BY KAZUE MIZUMURA.
AUTHOR = Stamm, Claus.
PUBLISHER = New York, Viking Press [1962].
CALL # = 398.2 S783T.

TITLE = THROUGH THE FLOWER : MY STRUGGLE AS A WOMAN ARTIST / BY JUDY CHICAGO ; WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY ANAIS NIN.
AUTHOR = Chicago, Judy, 1939-
CALL # = ND237 C492 A28 1977.

TITLE = TO DELIVER ME OF MY DREAMS / ELIZABETH AVAKIAN.
AUTHOR = Avakian, Elizabeth, 1943-
CALL # = HQ1206 A87.

TITLE = TO LESBIANS EVERYWHERE : POEMS / JUDY GREENSPAN.
AUTHOR = Greenspan, Judy.
CALL # = PS3557 R3965 T6.

TITLE = TO THE CLEVELAND STATION / CAROL ANNE DOUGLAS.
AUTHOR = Douglas, Carol Anne.
CALL # = PS3554 O8235 T6 1982.

TITLE = TOOTHPICK HOUSE : A NOVEL / BY LEE LYNCH.
AUTHOR = Lynch, Lee, 1945-
CALL # = PS3562 Y426 T6 1983.
TITLE = TOOTHPICK HOUSE : A NOVEL / BY LEE LYNCH.
AUTHOR = Lynch, Lee, 1945-
CALL # = PS3562 Y426 T6 1983.

TITLE = TORCHLIGHT TO VALHALLA : A NOVEL / BY GALE WILHELM.
AUTHOR = Wilhelm, Gale, 1908-
CALL # = PS3545 I362 W55 1985.

TITLE = TOTAL ORGASM, BY JACK LEE ROSENBERG. ILLUS. BY JOSEPH JAQUA.
AUTHOR = Rosenberg, Jack Lee, 1932-
CALL # = RA788 R64.

TITLE = TOTTIE : A TALE OF THE SIXTIES / BY SARAH ALDRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Aldridge, Sarah.
CALL # = PS3551 L3 45 T6 1975.

TITLE = TOTTIE : A TALE OF THE SIXTIES / BY SARAH ALDRIDGE.
AUTHOR = Aldridge, Sarah.
CALL # = PS3551 L345 T6 1980.

TITLE = TOWARD A NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN / JEAN BAKER MILLER.
AUTHOR = Miller, Jean Baker.
CALL # = HQ1206 M52 1977.

TITLE = TOWARD A NEW PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN / JEAN BAKER MILLER.
AUTHOR = Miller, Jean Baker.
CALL # = HQ1206 M52 1977.

TITLE = THE TRAFFIC IN WOMEN : AND OTHER ESSAYS ON FEMINISM / EMMA GOLDMAN.
AUTHOR = Goldman, Emma, 1869-1940.
CALL # = HQ1426 G64 1970.

TITLE = THE TRAFFIC IN WOMEN : AND OTHER ESSAYS ON FEMINISM / EMMA GOLDMAN.
AUTHOR = Goldman, Emma, 1869-1940.
CALL # = HQ1426 G64 1970.
TITLE = TRAVELS IN WEST AFRICA : CONGO FRANCAIS, CORISCO, AND CAMEROONS / MARY H. KINGSLEY ; WITH A NEW INTRODUCTION BY ELIZABETH CLARIDGE.
AUTHOR = Kingsley, Mary Henrietta, 1862-1900.
CALL # = DT472 K53 1988.

TITLE = TRIANGLES : A NOVEL / BY RUTH GELLER.
AUTHOR = Geller, Ruth.
CALL # = PS3557 E39 T7 1984.

TITLE = TRIVIA.
PUBLISHER = [N. Amherst, Mass. : Trivia, c1982-
CALL # = HQ1402 T75.

TITLE = TRIVIA.
PUBLISHER = [N. Amherst, Mass. : Trivia, c1982-
CALL # = HQ1402 T75.

TITLE = A TRUE STORY OF A DRUNKEN MOTHER / NANCY LEE HALL.
AUTHOR = Hall, Nancy Lee.
CALL # = PS3558 A372 T78 1974.

TITLE = TRUE TO LIFE ADVENTURE STORIES / JUDY GRAHN, EDITOR.
PUBLISHER = Oakland, Calif. : Diana Press, c1978-
CALL # = PS647 W6 T78.

TITLE = TWENTY-ONE LOVE POEMS / ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
CALL # = PS3535 I233 T8 1977.

TITLE = TWILIGHT LOVERS / BY MIRIAM GARDNER.
AUTHOR = Gardner, Miriam.
CALL # = PS3557 A7145 T85 1964.

TITLE = TWO LIVES TO LEAD : BISEXUALITY IN MEN AND WOMEN / EDITED BY FRITZ KLEIN AND TIMOTHY J. WOLF.
CALL # = HQ74 B57 1985.

TITLE = UNBECOMING MEN: A MEN'S CONSCIOUSNESS-RAISING GROUP WRITES ON OPPRESSION AND THEMSELVES. [BY MIKE BRADLEY AND OTHERS.
AUTHOR = Bradley, Mike.
CALL # = HQ797 B7.

TITLE = UNE FEMME MAPPARUT. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Vivien, Renee, 1877-1909.
CALL # = PQ2643 I9 F713 1976.

TITLE = UNFINISHED BUSINESS : PRESSURE POINTS IN THE LIVES OF WOMEN / MAGGIE SCARF.
AUTHOR = Scarf, Maggie, 1932-
CALL # = RC451.4 W6 S34.

TITLE = AN UNKNOWN WOMAN : A JOURNEY TO SELF-DISCOVERY / BY ALICE KOLLER.
AUTHOR = Koller, Alice.
CALL # = PS3561 O398 U5 1983.

TITLE = THE UNLIT LAMP / BY RADCLYFFE HALL.
AUTHOR = Hall, Radclyffe.
CALL # = PR6015 A33 U5 1981.

TITLE = THE URETOUCHED WOMAN / EVE ARNOLD.
AUTHOR = Arnold, Eve.
CALL # = TR681 W6 A76.

TITLE = UP THE WALLS OF THE WORLD / JAMES TIPTREE, JR.
AUTHOR = Tiptree, James, Jr.
CALL # = PS3570 I66 U6 1979.

TITLE = USES OF THE EROTIC : THE EROTIC AS POWER / AUDRE LORDE.
AUTHOR = Lorde, Audre.
CALL # = HQ460 L6 1978.
TITLE = THE VAGABOND / TRANSLATED BY ENID MCLEOD.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
call # = PQ2605 O28 V3413 1955.

TITLE = THE VAGABOND / TRANSLATED BY ENID MCLEOD.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
call # = PQ2605 O28 V3413 1955.

TITLE = LA VAGABONDE. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
call # = PQ2605 O28 V3413 1955.

TITLE = LA VAGABONDE. ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Colette, 1873-1954.
call # = PQ2605 O28 V3413 1955.

TITLE = VAGINAL POLITICS.
AUTHOR = Frankfort, Ellen.
PUBLISHER = New York, Quadrangle Books [1972].
call # = RG121 F82.

TITLE = VALLEY OF THE AMAZONS / BY NORETTA KOERTGE.
AUTHOR = Koertge, Noretta.
call # = PS3561 O345 V3 1984.

TITLE = VALLEY OF THE AMAZONS / BY NORETTA KOERTGE.
AUTHOR = Koertge, Noretta.
call # = PS3561 O345 V3 1984.

TITLE = VIEW FROM ANOTHER CLOSET : EXPLORING BISEXUALITY IN WOMEN / JANET BODE.
AUTHOR = Bode, Janet.
call # = HQ74 B62 1977.

TITLE = VIRGINIA WOOLF; A BIOGRAPHY.
AUTHOR = Bell, Quentin.
call # = PR6045 O72 Z545 1974.
Title = Virginia Woolf and Her Works / By Jean Guiguet; Translated by Jean Stewart.
Author = Guiguet, Jean.
Call # = PR6045 O72 Z673 1965.

Title = Virginia Woolf, Women and Writing / Edited with an Introduction by Michele Barrett.
Author = Woolf, Virginia, 1882-1941.
Call # = PR1111 W66 1980.

Title = The Voyage Out / Virginia Woolf.
Author = Woolf, Virginia, 1882-1941.
Call # = PR6045 O72 V6 1948.

Title = Wait for Dawn. Translated from the French by Merloyd Lawrence.
Author = Philipe, Anne.
Publisher = New York, McGraw-Hill [1968].
Call # = PQ2676 H5 W313 1968.

Title = Walking on the Water: Women Talk About Spirituality / Edited by Jo Garcia and Sara Maitland.
Publisher = London: Virago, 1983.
Call # = BV4501.2.

Title = Walking Vanilla: An Oral Novel to Be Danced To / By Susan Efros.
Author = Efros, Susan.
Call # = PS3555 F7 W3.

Title = The Wanderground: Stories of the Hill Women / Sally Miller Gearhart; With Illustrations by Elizabeth Ross.
Author = Gearhart, Sally Miller, 1931-.
Call # = PS3557 E2 W36 1984.

Title = Watchtower / Elizabeth A. Lynn.
Author = Lynn, Elizabeth A.
Call # = PS3562 Y443 W3 1980.
TITLE = WATCHTOWER / ELIZABETH A. LYNN.
AUTHOR = Lynn, Elizabeth A.
CALL # = PS3562 Y443 W3 1980.

TITLE = WATER WITCH : A NOVEL / BY CYNTHIA FELICE & CONNIE WILLIS.
AUTHOR = Felice, Cynthia.
CALL # = PS3556 E466 W37.

TITLE = THE WAYS OF MY GRANDMOTHERS / BEVERLY HUNGRY WOLF.
AUTHOR = Hungry Wolf, Beverly.
CALL # = E99 S54 H864.

TITLE = WE ARE ALL PART OF ONE ANOTHER : A BARBARA DEMING READER / EDITED BY JANE MEYERDING ; WITH A FOREWORD BY BARBARA SMITH.
AUTHOR = Deming, Barbara, 1917-.
CALL # = PS3554 E475 W38 1984.

TITLE = WE ARE EVERYWHERE / EDITED BY HARRIET ALPERT.
CALL # = PS509 L47 W4 1988.

TITLE = WE ARE EVERYWHERE / EDITED BY HARRIET ALPERT.
CALL # = PS509 L47 W4 1988.

TITLE = WE ARE ORDINARY WOMEN : A CHRONICLE OF THE PUGET SOUND WOMEN'S PEACE CAMP / BY PARTICIPANTS OF THE PUGET SOUND WOMEN'S PEACE CAMP.

TITLE = WE CANNOT LIVE WITHOUT OUR LIVES / BARBARA DEMING.
AUTHOR = Deming, Barbara, 1917-.
CALL # = PS3554 E475 W4.

TITLE = WE MUST MARCH MY DARLINGS : A CRITICAL DECADE / DIANA TRILLING.
AUTHOR = Trilling, Diana.
CALL # = HN65 T74 1978.
TITLE = WHY DO I THINK I AM NOTHING WITHOUT A MAN? / PENELOPE RUSSIANOFF.
AUTHOR = Russianoff, Penelope.
call # = HQ1206 R83 1983.

TITLE = WIFEBEATING / BY BETSY WARRIOR.
AUTHOR = Warrior, Betsy.
call # = HV6626 W37 1976.

TITLE = THE WILD GIRL / MICHELE ROBERTS.
AUTHOR = Roberts, Michele.
PUBLISHER = London : Methuen, 1984 (1985 [printing]).
call # = PR6068 O15 W5 1985.

TITLE = A WILD PATIENCE HAS TAKEN ME THIS FAR : POEMS, 1978-1981 / ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
call # = PS3535 I233 W48 1981.

TITLE = A WILD PATIENCE HAS TAKEN ME THIS FAR : POEMS, 1978-1981 / ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
call # = PS3535 I233 W48 1981.

TITLE = WINDOWLIGHT : A WOMAN'S JOURNAL FROM THE EDGE OF AMERICA / ANN NIETZKE.
AUTHOR = Nietzke, Ann, 1945-
call # = PS3564 I36 W5 1981.

TITLE = THE WINGED DANCER / CAMARIN GRAE.
AUTHOR = Grae, Camarin.
call # = PS3557 R125 W5 1983.

TITLE = THE WINGED DANCER / CAMARIN GRAE.
AUTHOR = Grae, Camarin.
call # = PS3557 R125 W5 1983.

TITLE = WINGWOMEN OF HERA / BY SANDI HALL.
AUTHOR = Hall, Sandi.
CALL # = PR9639.3 H26 W56 1987.

TITLE = WINTER PASSAGE / JUDITH MCDANIEL.
AUTHOR = McDaniel, Judith.
CALL # = PS3563 C3538 W5 1984.

TITLE = WINTER PASSAGE / JUDITH MCDANIEL.
AUTHOR = McDaniel, Judith.
CALL # = PS3563 C3538 W5 1984.

TITLE = WINTER'S EDGE / VALERIE MINER.
AUTHOR = Miner, Valerie.
CALL # = PS3563 I4647 W5 1984.

TITLE = THE WISE WOUND : MYTHS, REALITIES, AND MEANINGS OF MENSTRUATION / PENEOLOPE SHUTTLE AND PETER REDGROVE.
AUTHOR = Shuttle, Penelope, 1947-.
CALL # = QP263 S58 1988.

TITLE = A WITCHES BREW / BY ADELMA GRENIER SIMMONS ; ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOAN SIMMONS.
AUTHOR = Simmons, Adelma Grenier.
PUBLISHER = Coventry, Ct. : Caprilands Herb Farm, [1981].
CALL # = TX819 H4 S55 1981.

TITLE = A WITCHES BREW / BY ADELMA GRENIER SIMMONS ; ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOAN SIMMONS.
AUTHOR = Simmons, Adelma Grenier.
PUBLISHER = Coventry, Ct. : Caprilands Herb Farm, [1981].
CALL # = TX819 H4 S55 1981.

TITLE = WITCHES HEAL : LESBIAN HERBAL SELF-SUFFICIENCY / BILLIE POTTS.
AUTHOR = Potts, Billie.
PUBLISHER = Bearsville, N.Y. (P.O. Box 488, Bearsville 12409) : Hecuba's Daughters, Inc., 1981.
CALL # = RM666 H33 P67 1981.

TITLE = WITCHES, MIDWIVES, AND NURSES : A HISTORY OF WOMEN HEALERS / BY BARBARA EHRENREICH AND DEIRDRE ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Ehrenreich, Barbara.
TITLE = WITCHES, MIDWIVES, AND NURSES : A HISTORY OF WOMEN HEALERS / BY BARBARA EHRENREICH AND DEIRDRE ENGLISH.
AUTHOR = Ehrenreich, Barbara.
call # = R692 E35 1973b.

AUTHOR = Sherman, Susan, 1939-
call # = PS3569 H434 A6 1974.

TITLE = WITH COMPASSION TOWARD SOME : HOMOSEXUALITY AND SOCIAL WORK IN AMERICA / EDITED BY ROBERT SCHOENBERG AND RICHARD S. GOLDBERG, WITH DAVID A. SHORE.
call # = HV1449 W58 1985.

TITLE = WITH DOWNCAST GAYS : ASPECTS OF HOMOSEXUAL SELF-OppRESSION / ANDREW HODGES AND DAVID HUTTER.
AUTHOR = Hodges, Andrew.
call # = HQ76.5 H6 1979.

TITLE = WIVES WHO LOVE WOMEN / BY JANE SCOTT [I.E. A. MCelfRESH].
AUTHOR = McElfresh, Adeline.
call # = HQ75.4 M33 A36 1978.

TITLE = THE WIZARD OF EARTHSEA, BY URSULA K. LE GUIN. DRAWINGS BY RUTH ROBBINS.
AUTHOR = Le Guin, Ursula K., 1929-
call # = PS3562 E42 W5 1968.

TITLE = WOMAN AND NATURE : THE ROARING INSIDE HER / SUSAN GRIFFIN.
AUTHOR = Griffin, Susan.
TITLE = WOMAN AND NATURE : THE ROARING INSIDE HER / SUSAN GRIFFIN.
AUTHOR = Griffin, Susan.
CALL # = PS3557 R48913 W6.

TITLE = A WOMAN APPEARED TO ME / BY RENEE VIVIEN ; TRANSLATED FROM
THE FRENCH BY JEANNETTE H. FOSTER ; WITH AN INTROD. BY GAYLE RUBIN.
AUTHOR = Viven, Renee, 1877-1909.
CALL # = PQ2643 I9 F713 1976.

TITLE = A WOMAN CALLED MOSES : A NOVEL BASED ON THE LIFE OF HARRIET
TUBMAN / BY MARCY HEIDISH.
AUTHOR = Heidish, Marcy.
CALL # = PS3558 E4514 W6 1977.

TITLE = WOMAN, CHURCH, & STATE : THE ORIGINAL EXPOSE OF MALE
COLLABORATION AGAINST THE FEMALE SEX / BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.
AUTHOR = Gage, Matilda Joslyn, 1826-1898.
CALL # = HQ1394 G15 1980.

TITLE = WOMAN, CHURCH, & STATE : THE ORIGINAL EXPOSE OF MALE
COLLABORATION AGAINST THE FEMALE SEX / BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.
AUTHOR = Gage, Matilda Joslyn, 1826-1898.
CALL # = HQ1394 G15 1980.

TITLE = WOMAN HATING.
AUTHOR = Dworkin, Andrea.
CALL # = HQ1154 D86.

TITLE = WOMAN HATING.
AUTHOR = Dworkin, Andrea.
CALL # = HQ1154 D86.

TITLE = THE WOMAN IN THE DUNES, TRANSLATED FROM THE JAPANESE BY E.
DALE SAUNDERS, WITH DRAWINGS BY MACHI ABE.
AUTHOR = Abe, Kobo, 1924-
TITLE = WOMAN WHO SLEPT WITH MEN TO TAKE THE WAR OUT OF THEM.
AUTHOR = Metzger, Deena.
call # = PS3563 E864 W6.

TITLE = THE WOMAN WHO SLEPT WITH MEN TO TAKE THE WAR OUT OF THEM ; & TREE / BY DEENA METZGER.
AUTHOR = Metzger, Deena.
call # = PS3563 E864 W6.

TITLE = WOMANHOOD MEDIA: CURRENT RESOURCES ABOUT WOMEN, BY HELEN WHEELER.
AUTHOR = Wheeler, Helen Rippier.
call # = Z7961 W48.

TITLE = THE WOMAN'S BIBLE [BY] ELIZABETH CADY STANTON AND THE REVISING COMMITTEE.
AUTHOR = Stanton, Elizabeth Cady, 1815-1902.
PUBLISHER = Seattle, Coalition Task Force on Women and Religion [1974, c1895-98].
call # = BS575 S68 1974b.

TITLE = WOMAN'S BODY, WOMAN'S RIGHT : A SOCIAL HISTORY OF BIRTH CONTROL IN AMERICA / LINDA GORDON.
AUTHOR = Gordon, Linda.
call # = HQ766.5 U5 G67 1977.

TITLE = THE WOMAN'S DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLS AND SACRED OBJECTS / BARBARA G. WALKER.
AUTHOR = Walker, Barbara G.
call # = CB475 W35 1988.

TITLE = WOMAN'S ESTATE.
AUTHOR = Mitchell, Juliet, 1940-
call # = HQ1154 M53.

TITLE = THE WOMAN'S EYE. EDITED AND WITH AN INTROD. BY ANNE TUCKER.
AUTHOR = Tucker, Anne, comp.
call # = TR650 T78 1973.
TITLE = WOMAN'S ORGASM : A GUIDE TO SEXUAL SATISFACTION / GEORGIA KLINE- GRABER & BENJAMIN GRABER.
AUTHOR = Kline-Graber, Georgia.
CALL # = HQ29 K57 1976.

TITLE = A WOMAN'S STORY / ANNIE ERNAUX ; TRANSLATED BY TANYA LESLIE.
AUTHOR = Ernaux, Annie, 1940-

TITLE = A WOMAN'S TOUCH : AN ANTHOLOGY OF LESBIAN EROTICISM AND SENSUALITY FOR WOMEN ONLY / EDITED BY CEDAR AND NELLY.
PUBLISHER = [s.l.] : Womanshare Books ; Eugen, Or. : distributed by Amazon Reality, c1979.
CALL # = PS648 L47 W6 1979.

TITLE = A WOMAN'S VOICE : A HANDBOOK TO SUCCESSFUL PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SPEAKING / DOROTHY URIS.
AUTHOR = Uris, Dorothy.
CALL # = PN4121 U7.

TITLE = THE WOMANSLEUTH ANTHOLOGY : CONTEMPORARY MYSTERY STORIES BY WOMEN / EDITED BY IRENE ZAHAVA.

TITLE = WOMANSPACE : FUTURE AND FANTASY STORIES AND ART / BY WOMEN.
CALL # = PS647 W6 W65 1981.

TITLE = WOMANSPACE : FUTURE AND FANTASY STORIES AND ART / BY WOMEN.
CALL # = PS647 W6 W65 1981.

TITLE = WOMANSPRIT : A GUIDE TO WOMEN'S WISDOM / HALLIE IGLEHART.
AUTHOR = Austen, Hallie Iglehart.
CALL # = BL458 I37 1983.

TITLE = WOMANSPRIT RISING : A FEMINIST READER IN RELIGION / EDITED BY CAROL P. CHRIST AND JUDITH PLASKOW.
CALL # = BL458 W657 1979.
TITLE = WOMEN AND MALE VIOLENCE : THE VISIONS AND STRUGGLES OF THE BATTERED WOMEN'S MOVEMENT / SUSAN SCHECHTER.
AUTHOR = Schechter, Susan.
CALL # = HV6626 S34.

TITLE = WOMEN AND MEN IN SOCIETY / CHARLOTTE G. O'KELLY.
AUTHOR = O'Kelly, Charlotte G.
CALL # = HQ1075 O37.

TITLE = WOMEN AND MONEY / MARY ROGERS, NANCY JOYCE.
AUTHOR = Rogers, Mary, 1916-
CALL # = HG179 R62 1978b.

TITLE = WOMEN AND SEX ROLES : A SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE / IRENE H. FRIEZE ... [ET AL.] ; IN COLLABORATION WITH ESTHER SALES ... [ET AL.].
CALL # = HQ1206 W873 1978.

TITLE = WOMEN AND THE CRISIS IN SEX HORMONES / BARBARA SEAMAN AND GIDEON SEAMAN.
AUTHOR = Seaman, Barbara.
CALL # = RG129 H6 S4 1978.

TITLE = WOMEN AND WILDERNESS / ANNE LABASTILLE.
AUTHOR = LaBastille, Anne.
CALL # = QH26 L3.

TITLE = WOMEN AND WILDERNESS / ANNE LABASTILLE.
AUTHOR = LaBastille, Anne.
CALL # = QH26 L3.

TITLE = WOMEN ARTISTS, 1550-1950 / ANN SUTHERLAND HARRIS, LINDA NOCHLIN.
AUTHOR = Harris, Ann Sutherland.
PUBLISHER = Los Angeles : Los Angeles County Museum of Art ; New York : Knopf, 1977,
c1976.
CALL # = N6350 H35 1977.

TITLE = WOMEN AS MOTHERS / SHEILA KITZINGER.
AUTHOR = Kitzinger, Sheila.
CALL # = HQ759 K56 1980.

TITLE = WOMEN AS WINNERS : TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS FOR PERSONAL GROWTH / DOROTHY JONGEWARD, DRU SCOTT.
AUTHOR = Jongeward, Dorothy.
CALL # = HQ1206 J66.

TITLE = WOMEN CHANGING THERAPY : NEW ASSESSMENTS, VALUES, AND STRATEGIES IN FEMINIST THERAPY / EDITED BY JOAN HAMERMAN ROBBINS, RACHEL JOSEFOWITZ SIEGEL.
CALL # = RC489 F45 W65 1985.

TITLE = WOMEN COMPOSERS : THE LOST TRADITION FOUND / DIANE PEACOCK JEZIC ; FOREWORD BY ELIZABETH WOOD.
AUTHOR = Jezic, Diane.

TITLE = WOMEN IN A STRANGE LAND : SEARCH FOR A NEW IMAGE / EDITED BY CLARE BENEDICKS FISCHER, BETSY BRENNEMAN, AND ANNE MCGREW BENNETT.
CALL # = HQ1394 W64.

TITLE = WOMEN IN ANCIENT EGYPT / GAY ROBINS.
AUTHOR = Robins, Gay.
CALL # = HQ1137 E3 R63 1993.

TITLE = WOMEN IN FILM : AN INTERNATIONAL GUIDE / EDITED BY ANNETTE KUHN WITH SUSANNAH RADSTONE.

TITLE = WOMEN IN HARTFORD : THE HARTFORD WOMEN'S CENTER NEWSLETTER ; A MONTHLY PUBLICATION OF THE HARTFORD FEMINIST LIBRARY.
PUBLISHER = Hartford, Ct. : The Library ; 198-
CALL # = HQ1101 W6.
TITLE = WOMEN IN HARTFORD [MICROFORM] : THE HARTFORD WOMEN'S CENTER NEWSLETTER ; A MONTHLY PUBLICATION OF THE HARTFORD FEMINIST LIBRARY.
PUBLISHER = Hartford, Ct. : The Library ; 198-
CALL # = HQ1101 W6.

TITLE = WOMEN IN MEDIA : A DOCUMENTARY SOURCE BOOK / BY MAURINE BEASLEY AND SHEILA SILVER.
AUTHOR = Beasley, Maurine Hoffman.
CALL # = PN4872 B43.

TITLE = WOMEN IN SEARCH OF UTOPIA : MAVERICKS AND MYTHMAKERS / EDITED AND WITH INTRODUCTIONS BY RUBY ROHRLICH AND ELAINE HOFFMAN BARUCH.
CALL # = HQ1122 W65 1984.

TITLE = WOMEN IN THE SHADOWS / BY ANN BANNON.
AUTHOR = Bannon, Ann.
CALL # = PS3552 A495 W6 1983.

TITLE = WOMEN IN THE WILDERNESS / CHINA GALLAND.
AUTHOR = Galland, China.
CALL # = GV191.64 G34 1980.

TITLE = WOMEN IN WESTERN POLITICAL THOUGHT / SUSAN MOLLER OKIN.
AUTHOR = Okin, Susan Moller.
CALL # = HQ1206 O38.

TITLE = WOMEN MARCH TO TAKE BACK THE NIGHT [PROGRAM] / [PRODUCED BY] TAKE BACK THE NIGHT ALLIANCE.
AUTHOR = Take Back The Night Alliance.
PUBLISHER = New Haven, Conn. : Take Back The Night Alliance ; [1979?].
CALL # = HQ1421 T2 1979.

TITLE = WOMEN, MONEY & POWER / BY PHYLLIS CHESLER AND EMILY JANE GOODMAN.
AUTHOR = Chesler, Phyllis.
CALL # = HQ1426 C465 1976b.
TITLE = WOMEN OF COURAGE / BY DOROTHY NATHAN ; ILLUSTRATED BY CAROLYN CATHER.
AUTHOR = Nathan, Dorothy.
CALL # = CT3260 N3.

TITLE = WOMEN OF THE WEST / DOROTHY GRAY.
AUTHOR = Gray, Dorothy, 1936- 
CALL # = HQ1412 G73.

TITLE = WOMEN OF WONDER: SCIENCE FICTION STORIES BY WOMEN ABOUT WOMEN. EDITED, WITH AN INTROD. AND NOTES BY PAMELA SARGENT.
AUTHOR = Sargent, Pamela, comp.
CALL # = PS647 W6 S3 1975.

TITLE = WOMEN OUTDOORS : THE BEST 1900 BOOKS, PROGRAMS & PERIODICALS / JENNIFER ABROMOWITZ.
AUTHOR = Abromowitz, Jennifer.
PUBLISHER = Williamsburg, MA (RD 1, 345c, Williamsburg 01096) : J. Abromowitz, c1990.
CALL # = Z7514 O8 A27 1990.

TITLE = WOMEN POEMS, LOVE POEMS / DRAWINGS BY MARIA LUISA SENORET.
AUTHOR = Sherman, Susan.
CALL # = PS3569 H434 W6 1977.

TITLE = WOMEN, POWER, AND POLITICS / MARGARET STACEY AND MARION PRICE.
AUTHOR = Stacey, Margaret.
CALL # = HQ1236 S73 1981.

TITLE = WOMEN PREFER WOMEN / ELULA PERRIN ; TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY HAROLD J. SALEMSON.
AUTHOR = Perrin, Elula.
CALL # = HQ75.4 P47 A3413 1980.

TITLE = WOMEN REMEMBERED; A COLLECTION OF BIOGRAPHIES FROM THE FURIES, EDITED BY NANCY MYRON & CHARLOTTE BUNCH.
AUTHOR = Myron, Nancy, 1943- comp.
CALL # = HQ1123 M95.
TITLE = WOMEN REMEMBERED; A COLLECTION OF BIOGRAPHIES FROM THE FURIES, EDITED BY NANCY MYRON & CHARLOTTE BUNCH.
AUTHOR = Myron, Nancy, 1943- comp.
CALL # = HQ1123 M95.

TITLE = WOMEN REMEMBERED; A COLLECTION OF BIOGRAPHIES FROM THE FURIES, EDITED BY NANCY MYRON & CHARLOTTE BUNCH.
AUTHOR = Myron, Nancy, 1943- comp.
CALL # = HQ1123 M95.

TITLE = WOMEN, RESISTANCE AND REVOLUTION; A HISTORY OF WOMEN AND REVOLUTION IN THE MODERN WORLD.
AUTHOR = Rowbotham, Sheila.
CALL # = HQ1154 R77.

TITLE = WOMEN : THE LONGEST REVOLUTION / JULIET MITCHELL.
AUTHOR = Mitchell, Juliet.
CALL # = HQ1121 M5.

TITLE = WOMEN TOGETHER : A HISTORY IN DOCUMENTS OF THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES / BY JUDITH PAPACHRISTOUB.
AUTHOR = Papachristou, Judith.
CALL # = HQ1426 P34.

TITLE = THE WOMEN WHO HATE ME / DOROTHY ALLISON.
AUTHOR = Allison, Dorothy.
CALL # = PS3551 L453 W6 1983.

TITLE = WOMEN WHO RUN WITH THE WOLVES : MYTHS AND STORIES OF THE WILD WOMAN ARCHETYPE / CLARISSA PINKOLA ESTES.
AUTHOR = Estes, Clarissa Pinkola.

TITLE = WOMEN, WOMEN, WOMEN : QUIPS, QUOTES, AND COMMENTARY / [COMPILED BY] LETA W. CLARK.
CALL # = HQ1399 W64.
TITLE = WOMENFRIENDS : A SOAP OPERA / ESTHER NEWTON, SHIRLEY WALTON.
AUTHOR = Newton, Esther.
cALL # = HQ75.5 N56.

TITLE = WOMEN'S ACTION ALMANAC : A COMPLETE RESOURCE GUIDE / BY THE
WOMEN'S ACTION ALLIANCE ; EDITED BY JANE WILLIAMSON, DIANE WINSTON
AND WANDA WOOTEN.
AUTHOR = Women's Action Alliance.
cALL # = HQ1115 W64 1980.

TITLE = WOMEN'S HIGHER AND CONTINUING EDUCATION: AN ANNOTATED
BIBLIOGRAPHY WITH SELECTED REFERENCES ON RELATED ASPECTS OF
WOMEN'S LIVES [BY] ESTHER MANNING WESTERVET [AND] DEBORAH A.
FIXTER, WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF MARGARET COMSTOCK.
AUTHOR = Westervelt, Esther Manning.
cALL # = Z7963 E2 W43.

TITLE = THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT, POLITICAL, SOCIOECONOMIC, AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL ISSUES / BARBARA SINCLAIR DECKARD.
AUTHOR = Sinclair, Barbara, 1940-
cALL # = HQ1154 S538 1983.

TITLE = WOMEN'S REALITY : AN EMERGING FEMALE SYSTEM IN A WHITE MALE
SOCIETY / ANNE WILSON SCHAEF.
AUTHOR = Schaef, Anne Wilson.
PUBLISHER = Minneapolis, Minn. : Winston Press, [1985].
CALL # = HQ1206 S32 1985.

TITLE = THE WOMEN'S ROOM / MARILYN FRENCH.
AUTHOR = French, Marilyn, 1929-
CALL # = PS3556 R42 W6 1978.

TITLE = THE WOMEN'S ROOM / MARILYN FRENCH.
AUTHOR = French, Marilyn, 1929-
CALL # = PS3556 R42 W6 1977a.

TITLE = A WOMEN'S THESAURUS : AN INDEX OF LANGUAGE USED TO DESCRIBE
AND LOCATE INFORMATION BY AND ABOUT WOMEN / EDITED BY MARY ELLEN
S. CAPEK.
CALL # = Z695.1 W65 W65 1987.

TITLE = WOMEN'S WAYS OF KNOWING : THE DEVELOPMENT OF SELF, VOICE,
AND MIND / MARY FIELD BELENKY ... [ET AL.].
CALL # = HQ1206 W88 1986.

TITLE = WOMONSEED A VISION / BY SUNLIGHT.
AUTHOR = Sunlight (Writer).
PUBLISHER = Little River, CA : Tough Dove Books ; Redwood Valley, CA : Copies ordered
from Sunlight, c1986.
CALL # = PS3569 U54 W6 1986.

TITLE = WOMYN/FRIENDS : A BOOK OF POEMS / JEAN SIRIUS ; DRAWINGS BY
RHONDA CHEN ; PHOTOS BY DEBORAH MARCHAND.
AUTHOR = Sirius, Jean.
CALL # = PS3569 I7 W6.

TITLE = WONDER WOMAN / INTROD. BY GLORIA STEINEM ; INTERPRETIVE ESSAY
BY PHYLLIS CHESLER ; DESIGNED BY BEA FEITLER.
CALL # = PN6728 W6 M3 1972a.

TITLE = WOODSWOMAN / ANNE LABASTILLE.
AUTHOR = LaBastille, Anne.
CALL # = QH31 L15 A34 1978.

TITLE = WOODSWOMAN / ANNE LABASTILLE.
AUTHOR = LaBastille, Anne.
CALL # = 500.9747 L113W.

TITLE = WOODSWOMAN / ANNE LABASTILLE.
AUTHOR = LaBastille, Anne.
CALL # = 500.9747 L113W.

TITLE = WORD IS OUT : STORIES OF SOME OF OUR LIVES / NANCY ADAIR AND CASEY ADAIR.
AUTHOR = Adair, Nancy.
CALL # = HQ76.3 U5 A3.

TITLE = WORD IS OUT : STORIES OF SOME OF OUR LIVES / NANCY ADAIR AND CASEY ADAIR.
AUTHOR = Adair, Nancy.
CALL # = HQ76.3 U5 A3.

TITLE = WORDS AND MUSIC / HOLLY NEAR AND JEFF LANGLEY.
AUTHOR = Near, Holly.
CALL # = M1977 W64 N4 1976.

TITLE = WORDS OF WOMEN : A QUARTERLY PUBLICATION OF THE HARTFORD FEMINIST LIBRARY.
CALL # = HQ1101 W663.

TITLE = WORDS TO THE WISE : A WRITER’S GUIDE TO FEMINIST AND LESBIAN PERIODICALS AND PUBLISHERS / BY ANDREA FLECK CLARDY.
AUTHOR = Clardy, Andrea, 1943-.
CALL # = Z286 F45 C55 1986.
TITLE = WORDS TO THE WISE : A WRITER'S GUIDE TO FEMINIST AND LESBIAN PERIODICALS & PUBLISHERS / BY ANDREA FLECK CLARDY.
AUTHOR = Claridy, Andrea, 1943-

TITLE = THE WORK OF A COMMON WOMAN : THE COLLECTED POETRY OF JUDY GRAHN, 1964-1977 / WITH AN INTROD. BY ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Grahn, Judy, 1940-
CALL # = PS3557 R226 W6 1980.

TITLE = WORKING IT OUT : 23 WOMEN WRITERS, ARTISTS, SCIENTISTS, AND SCHOLARS TALK ABOUT THEIR LIVES AND WORK / EDITED BY SARA RUDDICK AND PAMELA DANIELS ; WITH A FOREWORD BY ADRIENNE RICH.
CALL # = HQ1123 W64.

TITLE = THE WORKING MOTHER'S COMPLETE HANDBOOK / GLORIA NORRIS, JO ANN MILLER.
AUTHOR = Norris, Gloria.
CALL # = HD6055 N66 1979.

TITLE = THE WORLD SPLIT OPEN: FOUR CENTURIES OF WOMEN POETS IN ENGLAND AND AMERICA, 1552-1950. EDITED, AND WITH AN INTROD. BY LOUISE BERNIKOW.
AUTHOR = Bernikow, Louise, 1940- comp.
CALL # = PS589 B4.

TITLE = A WORLD WITHOUT MEN / BY VALERIE TAYLOR.
AUTHOR = Taylor, Valerie, 1913-
CALL # = PS3570 A957 W6 1982.

TITLE = THE WOUNDED WOMAN : HEALING THE FATHER-DAUGHTER RELATIONSHIP / LINDA SCHIERSE LEONARD.
AUTHOR = Leonard, Linda Schierse.
CALL # = HQ1206 L43 1983.

TITLE = THE WRITER ON HER WORK / EDITED AND WITH AN INTROD. BY JANET STERNBURG.
CALL # = PS151 W7 1980.
TITLE = THE YELLOW WALLPAPER. AFTERWORD BY ELAINE R. HEDGES.
CALL # = PS1774 G57 Y45 1973.

TITLE = YESTERDAY'S LESSONS.
AUTHOR = Isabell, Sharon.
PUBLISHER = [Oakland, Calif., Women's Press Collective, 1974].
CALL # = PS3559 S2 Y38 1974.

TITLE = YONNONDIO, FROM THE THIRTIES. BY TILLIE OLSEN.
AUTHOR = Olsen, Tillie.
CALL # = O52y.

TITLE = YOU CAN HAVE IT WHEN I'M THROUGH WITH IT / BETTY WEBB MACE.
AUTHOR = Mace, Betty Webb.
CALL # = PS3563 A2923 Y68 1976.

TITLE = YOU CAN'T KEEP A GOOD WOMAN DOWN : STORIES / BY ALICE WALKER.
AUTHOR = Walker, Alice, 1944-
CALL # = PS3573 A425 Y6 1981.

TITLE = YOUNG, GAY & PROUD!
CALL # = HQ76.25 Y8 1980.

TITLE = THE YOUNG IN ONE ANOTHER'S ARMS / BY JANE RULE.
AUTHOR = Rule, Jane.
CALL # = PR9199.3 R78 Y6 1984.

TITLE = YOUR NATIVE LAND, YOUR LIFE : POEMS / ADRIENNE RICH.
AUTHOR = Rich, Adrienne Cecile.
CALL # = PS3535 I233 Y6 1986.

TITLE = ZAMI, A NEW SPELLING OF MY NAME / AUDRE LORDE.
AUTHOR = Lorde, Audre.
CALL # = PS3562 O75 Z23 1982b.

TITLE = ZAMI, A NEW SPELLING OF MY NAME / AUDRE LORDE.
AUTHOR = Lorde, Audre.
TITLE = ZANBALLER, BY R. R. KNUDSON.
AUTHOR = Knudson, R. Rozanne, 1932-
PUBLISHER = New York, Delacorte Press [1972].
CALL # = K74z.

TITLE = ZOE'S BOOK : A NOVEL / BY GAIL PASS. --
AUTHOR = Pass, Gail.
CALL # = PS3566 A773 Z6 1976.

TITLE = ZOE'S BOOK : A NOVEL / BY GAIL PASS.
AUTHOR = Pass, Gail.
CALL # = PS3566 A773 Z6 1987.